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Abstract
In this study, three issues associated with the segregation of wood according to their

processing characteristics have been addressed. In the first part of the study, the
influence of inhomogeneity on the acoustic velocity measured by a resonance based

acoustic tool "WoodSpec" and a transit-time based tool "Fakopp-2D" was
investigated.

Four laminated panels with varying degree of inhomogeneity were

prepared and acoustic velocities were measured by both tools. The acoustic velocity

measured by the Fakopp-2D tool was always higher than that measured by the

WoodSpec tool. The difference in the two velocities was found to differ with the

magnitude of inhomogeneity in the panel. It was demonstrated that the velocity

measured by the resonance frequency obeys the Law of Mixtures and is controlled by

the volume-weighted average stiffness of wood. In contrast the velocity measured by

the Fakopp-2D tool was influenced by the amount of energy propagating at the

dilatational speed. The progression of the wave-front in panels was investigated using

Fakopp-2D tool by picking up the arrival time of the signal at off-axis probes. The

wave-front profile was found to be determined by the stress-wave speed (stiffness) at

different angles from the axis symmetry. In logs, the transit-time velocity was found

to be sensitive to the localised stiffness of the wood lying in between the measurement

probes with in the propagation path. A strong correlation was observed between the
velocities measured by WoodSpec and the Fakopp-2D tool in young radiate pine and

eucalyptus logs; however the acoustic velocity by Fakopp-2D was higher than the
WoodSpec velocity. The results imply that Fakopp-2D could be used to rank young

trees according to their stiffness.

In the second part of the study, two trials were conducted to test the hypothesis that

acoustics can be used to segregate pulp logs into categories which will require

different amounts of energy during mechanical pulping and will produce pulps with
different strengths. Pinus radiata logs of varying age, length, SED, LED, taper, and
volume were measured for acoustic velocity, segregated into four different velocity

groups and chipped separately. It was shown that acoustics could segregate logs into
groups that perform very differently in terms of pulp and paper properties when
refined to a given freeness or at a certain energy input. At a given target freeness there

was a 20% difference in energy requirement between the lowest and highest velocity
XIV

logs. Similarly there was a 17% difference in tensile strength between the lowest and

highest velocity logs for a given specific energy.

In the third part of the study, investigations were made to explore the potential of

acoustic velocity in ranking young Eucalyptus nitens trees according to growth stress

level. Longitudinal growth strain was measured in 155 selected trees at the breast

height and acoustic velocity was measured in the same trees using the Fakopp tool.

Measurements in the first 34 trees showed some relationship between growth strain

and acoustic velocity which eventually vanished as the measurements were

progressively extended to all 155 trees. The results indicated the dangers of drawing

possible inferences on the basis of small sample sizes. A large variation observed in
growth strains along the tree height and on the two opposite sides in logs suggested

that a single strain measurement is not sufficient enough to assess the mean tree strain

level even in young and small diameter eucalypts trees and measurements on two
opposite sides at a specific height is an approach for the screening purpose.

The relationships between longitudinal growth strain and certain key wood properties
were also investigated. Green density, green moisture content, basic density, radial

shrinkage, outerwood and corewood densities, volumetric shrinkage and dynamic

MoE at 12% me and length-weighted fibre length were determined. Amongst all the

studied wood properties, only shrinkage-related properties were found to have some
association with the mean growth strain in trees. The mean growth strain was

moderately but significantly related to the volumetric shrinkage of the outerwood

while the corewood shrinkage was not related. However, the volumetric shrinkage

differential (difference between outerwood and corewood shrinkage) was strongly

related to the growth strain (r=0.70) suggesting that the growth stress gradient might
be related to the shrinkage property variations within the stem. Fisher's LSD test

indicated statistically significant lower volumetric shrinkage, lower outerwood MoE

and less collapse in the wood from trees with the lowest growth strains as compared to

those from the highest growth strains. The results suggest that Eucalyptus nitens trees
with low strains could exhibit a lower degree of the drying defects like collapse and
internal checking during processing

xv

)

The large variation in wood quality characteristics in plantation grown timbers makes

some screening for wood quality necessary for the effective management of wood

resources and for the allocation of logs according to "Fitness for Purpose" to capture
greater value of forest product value chain.

·,
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Wood products from the forest will continue to be an important human need well

into the foreseeable future. Plantation forests have become a major source of

wood and are now well accepted in almost all common applications for solid
wood, engineered wood products, composites, and pulp and paper. In the initial

phase of plantation forestry, intensive silvicultural practices like initial spacing,

pruning, thinning and management practices like weed control, fertilization, and

using selected seedlings were aimed predominately at increasing fibre

production, accelerate tree growth, reduce rotation length, and maximize the

return on investments (Dickson and Walker 1 997). These efforts were highly

successful in increasing forest growth and yield on planted acres. Over the last

couple of decades, rotation age for plantation-grown sawlogs has been reduced

from 45 years to as low as 25 years but there are some concerns regarding wood
quality of plantation grown species for both pulp and solid wood products

throughout the world. Increasingly the products of plantation resources will be

sold on the basis of wood quality, as well as size and form. Enormous variation

in wood quality traits (density, fibre dimensions, microfibril angle, spiral grain,

chemical composition etc) within an individual tree, between trees on the s3-n °

site, and between trees
growing on different c;;ites has bf',� ,:. du:rlnam concern in
.
I

the efficient utilisation of this wood raw material, compounded by the fact that

these variations are not sufficiently well known. It is critical to know the quality
of wood in each individual stem. Genetic variation, site conditions, silvicultural

treatments, seasonal effects, and their complex interaction are all vitally

important factors accounting for the variability and quality of the wood raw

material.

The wood quality is defined in terms of attributes that make it valuable for a

given end use. There can be no common desirable set of wood properties for all

the wood products and wood quality can have meaning only when the final
product is known. In the case of solid wood, the main wood quality parameters

are stiffness, stability and strength, while in the case of pulp and paper priorities

1

are in fibre length, tensile and tear strengths, pulp yield in chemical pulping or

energy requirements in mechanical pulping.

The wood quality parameters are enormously variable both among and between
trees. Wood quality is based on several individual, rather than a few bulk

properties and these properties are often dependent on each other in a complex

way. Initially, wood quality was treated superficially with the focus on easily
measured traits like wood density, spiral grain etc.

This approach yielded

adequate and achievable gains in the 1960's and 1970's.

It is no longer

appropriate. In the last few years it has been shown that wood performance in

young, fast-grown pine is controlled by intrinsic features of the cell wall, such as

the cellulose microfibril angle, to a greater degree than by a complex trait like

density (Walker 1998; Walker and Butterfield 1 996). It is essential to re

characterise a highly-variable mix of logs into precisely-defined, differentiated

wood flows destined for specific products that most value the characteristics of

each particular wood stream. The J ack of good surrogate measures of wood

quality means that processors are unaware of the intrinsic wood properties of

purchased logs until they are committed to a particular process.

Also, the wood quality parameters could be different for different wood species
and putting different wood species through a common standard wood quality

criterion is not the best way. As an example, a distinctive feature of the radiata

pine industry in New Zealand is the rapid growth that means relatively large

diameter trees can be felled economically after growing for only 25-30 years.

The implication of this is that there is more young wood called "juvenile or

corewood" and little "mature or outerwood". The corewood in radiata pine is
associated with low density, smaller tracheid length and large microfibril angle.
Also these characteristics are much more variable within corewood. All of these

characteristics and their greater variability adversely affect the wood quality

parameters required for structural applications like stiffness or in pulping like

energy consumption (Walker and Nakada 1999). However not all corewood

properties are viewed negatively as shorter, narrower and thin walled corewood

fibres from mechanical pulping produce paper with high tensile strength and
burst, good conformability and printability.

On the other side, in the case of

2

hardwood like eucalypts, the sawn timber generally meets stiffness requirements

for structural applications

but defects, stability and the high magnitude of

growth stresses greatly impact on product conversion efficiency and product

performance (Dickson et al. 2000). The growth stress effects result in severe
deformation (spring and bow) and end splits in logs and sawn timber that

ultimately reduce mill conversion efficiency. The high magnitude of growth
stresses in eucalypts species has been associated with the low microfibril angle

(Boyd 1980). At the same time, a negative correlation of microfibril angle with

cellulose content and cellulose crystalinity mean higher pulp yield in chemical

pulp. Thus to get stiff and the stable structural timber, wood with high density

and low microfibril angle is desired in the case of radiata pine; while for
eucalypts, growth stress free wood with the higher microfibril angle is the
required wood quality parameter. A distinctive feature of eucalypts is that they

have much lower microfibril angles than pines. In a study of E. nitens by Evans

et al. (2000) the largest MFA values (in ring 3) is around 25° whilst in radiata

pine (Donaldson 1992) the smallest initial MFA is around 25°. The hypothesis

that a eucalypt with very low initial MFA is more likely to have severe growth
stresses means that we should not be selecting for very high stiffness or for long

fibre length. This is the antithesis of selecting eucalypts for pulp production and

selecting pines with enhanced stiffness. A comparison of wood quality envelope
for radiata pine and a "typical" eucalypts species is shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1 - 1 : Wood quality env.elope for radiata pine and eucalypts species

Psychologically, it is important to recognise that there is no bad wood, it is just

ignorance, improper processing and poor end use selection. There are huge

opportunities to enhance product value if wood is better characterised before
planting in the forest (tree-breeding), when thinning trees (silviculture) and

finally when selling trees or logs. In the short term, the evaluation of the existing
wood resources and segregating them according to wood quality parameters is of

primary focus. The sorting of wood more selectively according to its quality

characteristics would open up entirely new potential for utilising the raw material

base. In addition to this, the right end uses should be identified for the various
types of wood. Furthermore, it is clear that growers need to better characterise

their local resources to maximise value. This will optimise the processing to take

account of the stiJJ large residual variation in wood quality (mainly within-tree

variation) to produce more discrete wood flows to maximise profits. At the same
time, it is necessary to evolve appropriate mechanisms for selective breeding to

reduce the wood quality variation in the long term. Positive selection strategies
should be complemented with the amelioration of less desirable properties
(Dickson and Walker 1997).
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To achieve this evaluation tools are required in all stages of the forestry and

processing chain - in seedlings to evaluate changes for tree breeders, in standing

trees to evaluate existing resources, in logs and lumber to determine appropriate

processmg. In the late 80's, acoustics was found to be an effective method

capable of capturing and reflecting most wood characteristics like tracheid

length, cell diameter and wall thickness, the relative proportion of the various

cell wall layers, the microfibril angle in the S2 layer, and chemical composition
of cell walls. Since then extensive research has been carried out to understand

the acoustic wave propagation in clear wood, lumber and logs and establish the

efficiency of acoustic velocity in sorting logs according to their stiffness (Ross
and Pellerin 1 991b; Sobue 1986b; Tsehaye et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2001a; Wang

et al. 2000). Several acoustic tools principally based on two methods, resonance

and pulse transit-time, have been developed and trialled. Still there remain

concerns regarding the authenticity of various tools in determining wood
stiffness and some discrepancies have been reported between resonance and

transit-time methods.

In a broader perspective it is essential to understand the operational differences in

the different acoustic tools and their efficacy in segregation of wood for the

specific wood quality requirements. The objectives of this thesis are
•

To understand the basic principal of a resonance and a transit-time tool
and investigate the cause of differences in acoustic velocity in wood by
these two methods.

•

Most of the sorting studies have concentrated on segregating logs or

lumber according to their stiffness. For sawn timber, this kind of sorting
system is already in place. In pulp and papermaking, the segregation

process is much more complicated to determine the value of a specific

type of fibre in a specific end product as the wood raw material is sourced
from a variety of resources resulting in a large variation in wood quality.

The end use of the product determines the desired type of fibre. A certain
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type of pulpwood can have a different processing behaviour and pulp and

paper characteristics. The study explores the potential of acoustic

technique in sorting radiate pine logs according to their energy
requirement in mechanical pulping and pulp yield in chemical pulping.

•

To explore the potential of acoustics in segregating eucalypts trees or logs
according to their growth stress level and also to evolve a fast and

appropriate screening mechanism of eucalypts with reduced growth

stresses and collapse that can produce sawlogs on very short rotations.
The thesis strategy:

The thesis comprises of three sub-sections. The first section comprises of three

chapters "chapter-2 , 3 and 4".

Chapter-2 of the thesis provides some

background information on use of acoustics in characterising materials including

wood. The chapter gives an overview of the literature on vibrational and stress

wave velocity measurement tools and techniques used for wood characterisation.
The chapter discusses the functional differences between a transit-time and a

resonance tool for acoustic velocity measurement, the use of vibrational

characteristics mainly acoustic velocity and damping in the estimation of various

wood properties, and the validity of acoustic velocity in determining the stiffness

of lumber and logs.

The subsequent chapter is an attempt to understand the cause of discrepancy in

acoustic velocity by a transit-time and a resonance based tool in an

inhomogeneous medium. In the study, two recently developed acoustic tools,

WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D, were used. WoodSpec is a resonance based tool,

developed by Industrial Research Limited, New Zealand. Fakopp-2D is the

second generation Fakopp tool with multi-probes. It is a transit-time tool. For this

study, plywood panels with different configuration of plies were used. The
results of WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D were compared.

In Chapter-4, the

comparison of WoodSpec and Fakopp velocity was carried out on Pinus radiata
and Eucalyptus nitens logs. A statistical multivariable regression model was

developed to predict the WoodSpec velocity from the Fakopp-2D velocity.
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In section-2 of the thesis, the second objective of the study was addressed where

the potential of acoustic technique in segregating radiate pine pulp logs

according to their energy consumption in thermo-mechanical pulping and pulp

yield in chemical pulping was explored. Chapter-5 presents the results of one
pilot scale investigation and one mill scale trial. In these trials, radiata pine logs

were segregated using acoustics and the process performance of each sort was
studied. The differences in the pulp and paper properties from the each sort were

also analysed.

The third section addresses growth stresses in eucalypts species which is one of

the important wood quality parameter for this species. This part comprises of

chapter-6 and chapter-7. In chapter-6, results from the investigations on the

possibilities of using acoustic technique to indicate directly or indirectly the

magnitude of growth stress/strain in the standing trees of Eucalyptus nitens are

presented. The subsequent chapter, Chapter-7, is a much elaborate study on

variation of growth strain around periphery and along the height in the small

diameter trees. The chapter also explores the association of various wood and

fibre properties with growth strain. Chapter-8 presents the general conclusion

and the significant achievements of these studies.
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Chapter 2 : Background
This chapter presents the background information on the use of acoustics to
characterise materials with special emphasis on wood.

The first part of the

chapter provides a brief introduction to the fundamental hypothesis that relates

the vibrational properties with the physical and mechanical properties of

materials, and discusses the various techniques used for the determination of
vibrational properties. The second part summarizes the research work on

application of acoustics in characterising wood and wood-based materials

2.1 Acoustics for material characterisation
Acoustic methods are extensively used to characterise the elastic properties of

materials and for checking the serviceability of structures in a non-destructive

way. Acoustic or vibrational testing can be classified under various categories
relating to the determination of elastic constants, damping and attenuation

characteristics, the presence of flaws and other defects, and fatigue behaviour.
Among these, determination of elastic constants has received much of the

attention due to the speed and convenience of the method.

For a homogeneous isotropic material there are three important engineering
elastic coefficients, Young's modulus, a shear modulus and one Poisson' s ratio
which describe the elastic behaviour. Out of these three, only two are

independent constants as the third constant can be determined from the following
equation
G=

E

2(1 + V)

----------------------- (2- 1 )

However, the analysis of elastic behaviour of anisotropic materials is much more
complex.

1 2 engineering constants (three Young's moduli, the three shear

moduli and the six Poisson' s ratios) are required to describe completely the
elastic behaviour of an anisotropic material.

The theoretical basis for the
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determination of elastic parameters of isotropic and anisotropic solids using

acoustics is described in detail in many reference books such as Heannon (1961),

Auld (1973) etc. To investigate the elastic properties of a material, the response

of the applied stress tensor is investigated in terms of the elastic strain tensor. It
is characterised by a set of linear relationships between stress and strain

components given by Hooke's Law:
laij J = lc ijkl J�\1 ]

--------------------- (2-2)

where lau J is stress, [ck1 ] is strain and lcuki J are the elastic constants. Most

determinations of elastic constants are based on acoustic wave speed
measurements (Every and Sachse 1990).

The theoretical analysis that links the elastic properties to stress-wave

propagation phenomenon is exclusively based on the motion of plane waves

travelling in a medium. For a plane acoustic wave, the speed of propagation in a

rod of diameter much less than the acoustic wavelength depends on the Young' s
modulus and the density of the material and is given by following equation:

C=�

----------------- (2 -3 )

where C is the wave velocity, E is Young' s modulus and p is density. Various
classic experimental methods used in producing or detecting the vibrations or
stress waves are discussed by many researchers, e.g. Kolsky (1953); Graff
(1975). Acoustic measurement techniques are broadly divided in two domains,

frequency-domain measurements and time-domain measurements.

The principle of frequency-domain measurements is to localise the resonant

frequency of the longitudinal, flexural or torsional resonant modes of a
mechanical system by applying a oscillating force of constant amplitude but

varying frequency or by impact excitation and analysing the vibration spectra.

The frequency at which the material resonates depends primarily on the size of

the system and the way it is hinged i.e. the boundary conditions and the wave-
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propagation speed in the system that in turn is determined by the elastic modulus

of the material. The relation of modulus of elasticity to the resonance frequency

of a non-destructive vibrational test has been known for more than 150 years. As
reported by Todhunter and Pearson (1886), Savart, a French physicist, was one

of the first scientists to compute the modulus of elasticity of an iron bar from the
resonant frequency of a longitudinal mode of vibration. For the longitudinal

vibrations with the free-free boundary conditions, the frequencies of the allowed

modes of vibrations in a bar are given by:
fn

=

nC

----------------------- (2-4 )

2[

where f,1 is the frequency of the vibration of nth mode,

n (1,2,3 ... ) are the

vibrational mode, C is the velocity of wave propagation and l is the bar length.

Therefore, for the fundamental frequency of longitudinal vibrations MOE is
determined using following equation:
2

Eoyn = 4pl /

- - - - - - -- - -----------------

(2 -5 )

For the transverse flexural vibrations, the dynamic MOE is estimated from the

following equation (Hearmon 1966):

E Dyn =

4n 2 L4 f} p

----------------------(2-6)

m ,14 k 2

Where L is the sample length, f,, is the frequency of the nth mode of the flexural

vibrations, p is the density, m11 (2n+ l) *'lr/2 (n= l,2,3 ... "mode of vibration") and
=

k is the radius of gyration of the cross-section. For a rectangular cross-section k

=d/-../1 2 where "d" is the thickness of the bar in the plane of bending and for a

circular cross-section k is "r/2" where r is the radius of the cross-section.

Subsequently numerous researchers have studied longitudinal, flexural and
torsional modes of vibrations to compute Young' s modulus and shear modulus of
10

different materials non-destructively. Both longitudinal and flexural vibration

modes are used to determine Young' s modulus while torsional resonant modes

are used for shear modulus determinations.

The suitability of vibrational

methods for determining the modulus of elasticity of materials has been validated

by comparison with the MOE determined by conventional static bending tests.
The resonance method has been considered to be the most convenient and precise

method for determining the elastic modulus for bar-shaped samples of circular or
rectangular cross-sections (Bucur 1996).

The principle of time-domain measurements is to determine the pulse response of

a system where the strength and delay of the different reflections indicate
important material characteristics. Time-domain methods involve analysis of the

propagation of elastic wave energy through the material over a specific path

length. Wave velocities are determined by picking up the time of a certain

feature of a propagating pulse such as first amplitude maximum against the
propagation distance. The relative change in the amplitude of propagating wave
with time indicates the attenuation in the energy.

It is well established that in an extended elastic solid medium, two types of
elastic waves can be propagated. One is a longitudinal wave (sometimes called a

dilatational wave) where the particle motions are in the direction of wave

propagation and other is a transverse or distortional wave where the particle

motion is in a direction that is perpendicular to the wave motion. When the

lateral dimensions of the rod are small compared to the length, multiple

reflections of both these waves from the boundary and subsequent interference of

reflected waves results in a plane wave. Therefore the equation-2.3 can be used

to calculate the modulus of elasticity without any ambiguity. However when the
lateral dimensions are comparable with the length of the specimen, the

interpretation of stress-wave propagation speed becomes much more complex as
the stress-wave speed would differ from the one-dimensional plane-wave.

Several researchers have pointed out the difficulties in interpretation of the

experimental results in pulse travel method (Kelbert and Sazonov 1996; Kolsky
1953; Davids 1 960). The main problems with the transit-time of stress wave
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propagation are the difficulties in ensuring that a wave of particular type is being

generated and in dispersive media the interpretation of the results obtained with
pulse is often difficult. The definition of wave perturbation velocity is very

delicate since a wave perturbation changes its shape, amplitude energy etc during

propagation. The time measurements are amplitude dependent, simply a

consequence of signal detection at a given threshold level: therefore the results

depend on the type of receiver, method of data processing and the criterion for

signal arrival. Different criteria for the signal arrival would result in reasonably
different values of signal velocity depending on the signal amplitude (Figure
2-1).

Start Signal

Received signal

a.
E
<(
Tim e
Figure 2-1 : Two signals with similar shape but different amplitudes arrive at different times
according to the threshold amplitude

Harris and Andrews (1999) point out that any variation in impact that initiates

the stress wave (the act of hitting) influences the transit-time measurements,

while in reality the amplitude of the pulse does not change the velocity. With the
development of Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm around 1965, which

enables the transformation of time-domain data to frequency-domain, impact

excitation technique became a popular way of identifying the resonance

frequency of vibration. FFT produce the average frequency content of a signal
over the entire period that the signal was acquired.
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Another important acoustic parameter for characterisation of materials is the

mechanism by which the elastic energy dissipates in the material once it is set in
vibration.

This is known as dynamic energy loss or internal friction. This

mechanism results in the damping or decay in the vibration with time. This
damping of vibration is expressed in terms of logarithmic decrement ( 6) which is

the slope of a free vibrational decay curve in logarithmic time (Figure 2-2).

---- Decay Cu r\ie

"C

·-...

Cl)
::::s

a.
E

<t

Ti me
Figure 2-2: The logarithmic decay in amplitude of the stress-wave with time

For a small amplitude plane stress wave, the damping of a stress wave of the
original amplitude X0 over a number of oscillations in a material is given by:
Xn = X exp(- n5)
0

-------------------

( 2-7)

where "8" is logarithmic decrement, "n" is the number of cycles and "Xn" is the

amplitude of nth cycle. By tracking the stress-wave propagation, the spectrum

analyser can capture information about attenuation of the wave over a period of

time.
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The resonance method can also be used to determine the damping and
attenuation characteristics of material.

If suitable precautions are taken in

supporting the system, the sharpness of the resonance curve allows one to derive
the dissipation of acoustic energy (Kolsky 1 953). The energy loss of a vibrating

system can be expressed as "Q", a quality factor defined as the sharpness of the

resonance of the vibrating system which is mathematically related to 6. The

quality factor of resonance or the damping coefficients of the vibrating structure
are determined through studying the width and height of the resonance curve.

This is illustrated in Figure 2-3 with a classical model of a simple harmonic

oscillator with the single-degree of freedom with the linear damping.

K
M
F = F 0 Sin 21tjt

Figure 2·3: A simple physical model of damped vibrations

The response to the application of a constant alternating force F of frequency ''f"
is given by the following equation:
F0
l
X =X ----;::::==========

•••••••••••••••• (2- 8 )

Where X is the total displacement, S is spring stiffness, fn is the natural

frequency (or the resonance frequency) of vibration of the system and 1/Q is the
measure of energy loss. The damping capacity of the system is determined from

its amplitude response to a range of frequencies near the resonance frequency.
The average rate at which the energy is absorbed over a cycle equals the average

power delivered by the driving force. When the damping is small (large Q), the
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oscillator absorbs significant quantities only when the driving frequency is very

close to that of the resonance frequency. The width of the resonance curve is

therefore narrow (Figure 2-4). (If the damping is large (small Q) then the

oscillator absorbs energy over a wide range of frequencies and thus the width of

the resonance curve is much larger. '. The sharper the resonance curve, the less
would be the internal friction. "',

Small
damping

�

�
:::

c.
et

Large
damping

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2-4: Sharpness of the resonance curves

The relationship between the quality factor, Q, and the resonance width is given
as

_!_ = _l_ x !1fi12
Q

fi

In

······················-· (2-9)

Where "Q" is measure of sharpness of the resonance curve,

''f0

"

is the resonance

frequency and "!).J 11," is half breadth of the resonance curve. It has been shown
that the damping phenomenon is closely associated with the static creep and

stress relaxation characteristics of materials (Jayne 1959).
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2.2 Acoustics in wood characterisation
The propagation of acoustic waves in solids is influenced by the physical and

mechanical properties of the medium in a complex manner and in an anisotropic

medium the propagation is much more complex because of the directional

dependence of the properties. Wood is an excellent example of an anisotropic

composite material consisting of complex structured fibres. The anisotropic
nature and complexity of the wood material is based on the intricacies of

molecular and structural compositions. At the microscopic scale, anisotropy can

be related to the orientation and disposition of cells and at macroscopic scale, it

is induced by the three main growth directions (longitudinal, radial and

tangential).

Wood receives and transmits acoustic energy depending on the characteristics of

the wave and its own internal structure. Fibre orientation, cell wall structure,

dimensions and cohesion of cells and overall density all influence elastic
properties that in tum play an important role in acoustic energy propagation. For

wood, the possibility of using vibrational characteristics for estimating the static

modulus of elasticity of wood was demonstrated in 1950, as reported by Jayne
(1959). Jayne conducted one of the first studies involving transverse vibration

techniques to evaluate the dynamic stiffness of clear wood samples of Sitka

spruce.

He described a method for estimating the damping of vibration

expressed as logarithmic decrement in amplitude with time. He proposed that

the resonance frequency and the dissipation of energy, i.e. the damping

phenomenon, in wood material are controlled by the same mechanisms that
determine the static behaviour of the material.

Since acoustic properties in wood depend on the same fundamental quantities

that determine the physical and mechanical properties, acoustic techniques have

been extensively studied to estimate non-destructively various mechanical
parameters like MOE and MOR on clear wood samples.

Hearmon (1966)

provided the theoretical basis with the derivations of the classical equations

governing the longitudinal and bending vibrations of rods generating those
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solutions appropriate to the boundary conditions. Elastic constants of wood were
derived from the frequency of longitudinal and flexural vibrations, the density

and the dimensions of regularly shaped specimens assuming wood to be a

homogenous and perfectly elastic material.

The values of the resonance

frequencies depend on size of the system and the way it is suspended, as with any

change in the boundary conditions the resonance frequency changes. Although
wood does not satisfy both these assumption, several researchers have explored

the application of the theory by examining the actual wave-form resulting from

propagating waves in wood and found that the experimental results were close to

the theoretical considerations. The approximation of homogeneity is considered

to be valid when wavelength used is greater than the observed inhomogeneity
(Feeney et al. 1996). , Bertholf (1965) found that the one dimensional theory of

wave propagation could be used to predict accurately the dynamic strain patterns

in small wood samples.

Wave behaviour in clear wood specimens, wood

composites and clear lumber was observed to be in close agreement with the one
dimensional wave theory (Kaiserlik 1977; Ross and Pellerin 1988; Ross and

Pellerin 1991a; Ross and Pellerin 1991b).

The theory of acoustic

characterisation and wave propagation in wood considering the inhomogeneity

using ultrasonic has been discussed in detail by several researchers (Bucur 1989,

1995, 1996; Navi 1996).

With the development of the modern electronic instruments and Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) capabilities, much simpler and efficient methods have been
developed for dynamic tests particularly for resonance methods.

Several

researchers have provided reviews of various methods used for determining
vibrational characteristics (Gerhards 1982; Harris and Andrews 1999; Ross and

Pellerin 1991b). Ross and Pellerin (1991b) summarized the research results

obtained by several researchers verifying the fundamental concepts of transverse
vibrations and longitudinal stress waves in wood material and their ability to

determine the various mechanical properties like MOE, MOR, ultimate tensile

stress etc of wood and wood-based composite materials. Here, it should be noted

that there is no theoretical association between strength properties with vibration

frequencies and the relationships of strength properties with stress wave velocity
or vibration frequency are essentially statistical relationships. The significant
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correlations between MOE and other strength properties particularly with MOR
form the basis of predicting strength properties using vibration techniques.
Techniques to identify longitudinal vibrations, flexural vibrations and complex
vibrations of bending and twi sting were developed based on tapping the
specimen with a hammer and analysing the vibration spectrum using Fast Fourier
Transformation spectrum analyser by Sobue ( 1 986a; 1 986b; 1988). The method
has been used for rapid determination of Young' s modulus and shear modulus
from the clear small specimens and commercial sized samples such as logs and
lumber.

Haines (1996) determined the Young' s modulus for Norway spruce

(Picea excelsa) and Silver fir (Abies amabilis) by resonance flexural vibration
and longitudinal vibration modes and compared the results with the four-point
static bending test. The Young' s modulus deduced from dynamic measurements
in the longitudinal modes was a few percent higher than those from flexural
modes. Both longitudinal and flexural modes of vibration have extensively been
used for estimation of dynamic Young' s modulus.

Transverse vibration

techniques were found to be influenced significantly by boundary conditions and
these were studied in laboratories where simple end conditions were attained.
The influence of boundary conditions was less significant in longitudinal stress
wave methods. The torsional modes of vibration are used for shear modulus
estimation; however due to practical difficulties their application is very limited
(Bucur 1 995).
One commonly used technique to determine stress-wave propagation speed
utilizes simple time-of-flight measurement m wood.

In this measurement

system, a mechanical or ultrasonic i mpact 1s used to induce a longitudinal
vibration into the system and the time taken for the wave to travel between
sensors is measured and used to compute the velocity of the stress-wave. Elastic
constants of various wood species using ultrasonic signal propagation and its
attenuation _i n three principal directions have been determined (Bucur 1 995 ;
Booker et al. 1 996; Sandoz 1 989).
Initially, most of vibrational measurements on wood were made on relati vely
small samples free from any defects like knots, cross-grain etc. unless the
measurements were for the investigation of defects and decay.

With the
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development of tools to measure dynamic modulus in samples of indeterminate
dimensions and shape, the use of acoustic technology on a larger scale, in log
sorting according to stiffness class and genetic selection of stiff clones for

superior resource material, has been explored.

Several researchers have developed regression relationships correlating stress

wave velocity or dynamic modulus predicted using resonance frequency of

longitudinal or transverse vibrations to the experimental static bending modulus
of elasticity for dry wood of various species (Ross and Pellerin 1 991; Lindstrom
et al. 2002). They observed varying degrees of correlation (R2 ranging from 0.61

to 0.96) between static and dynamic modulus of elasticity.

The dynamic

modulus determined from the resonance frequency was reported to have a better

correlation with the static MOE than that determined by time of flight velocity,

although acceptable correlations were observed between the stiffness and transit

time velocity in softwood logs (Tsehaye et al. 2000; Ross et al. 1 999). Use of
acoustic technology in assessing the mechanical properties of wood in standing

timber has also been studied using transit-time based instruments. Dickson et al.
(2000) obtained only a weak relationship between stress-wave velocity in the

standing tree and mean stress grade but found a much more significant

correlation between transit-time velocity in the felled logs and mean stress grade
of timber in 9 and 25 year-old Eucalyptus dunnii. In case of wood-based
composites, stress-wave speed and attenuation characteristics were found to be
related to the same mechanisms that control the mechanical properties (Ross and

Pellerin 1 988).

Effect of earlywood and latewood bands on stress-wave speed was also
investigated by some researchers. Burmester (1965) observed that the stress

wave speed was about the same for isolated latewood as for whole wood, but it
was slower in isolated earlywood. Another set of Brumester' s data, however

indicated that the speed was the same in adjacent layers of earlywood and

latewood. Gerhards (1978) also did not observe significant differences in the
stress wave velocities in earlywood and latewood bands in Sitka spruce and

southern pine. Yiannos and Taylor (1 967) suggested that stress waves speed was
higher in latewood portions than in adjacent portion of thin earlywood strips. In
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an another study, the acoustic velocity in latewood of Douglas-fir was higher

than the velocity in earlywood and acoustic velocity of whole wood was similar

to the acoustic velocity of the latewood (Guan et al. 2002).

Several other

investigations have dealt with the effect of grain angle, knots, temperature and
irradiation on stress-wave propagation in woody material (Gerhards 1 978).

James (1961 ) studied the effects of temperature and moisture content on
vibrational properties of Douglas-fir. Both resonance frequency and damping

coefficient were found to vary with the variation in temperature and moisture
content. Variation in resonance frequency was attributed to the change in the

modulus with moisture content while variation in damping coefficient was

attributed to the characteristics of the completely dry wood and presence of
bound water at high humidities. Wang (1999) observed significant interaction of

moisture content with stress wave speed in wood of red pine and jack pine. The

stress-wave speed was found to decrease with the increase in moisture content.
The influence of moisture content on stress wave speed was relatively greater

below fibre saturation point. Kang and Booker (2002) also observed significant

effects of moisture content and temperature on stress-wave speed in radiata pine.

The presence of moisture in the wood was observed to have a marked effect on
the damping loss and its temperature dependence has been studied by Dunlop

(1978). At lower temperatures the damping continues to decrease as the wood

structure is stiffened progressively by freezing. Above room temperature the

damping loss tends to rise rather strongly. Measurements of the damping loss in
wood at various moisture content levels reveal a strong loss mechanism

associated with the presence of water in the wood. As the moisture content

increases so does the magnitude of the loss tangent (Figure 2-5).
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Figure 2-5: Effect of moisture content on damping in wood (Redrawn from Dunlop, 1978)

The loss mechanism appears due either to motion of the absorbed water
molecules themselves or to the motion of some molecular parts of the wood

structure which are affected by the presence of water (Dunlop 1 978).

Measurements have not been restricted just to the estimation of the elastic

constants. The rheological behaviour of wood has been studied extensively over

the past few decades. Most studies have involved the application of a stress step

function to the material specimen and the observation of the resultant creep. An

alternative approach is to subject the specimen to a sinusoidally varying stress
and hence to determine the mechanical properties like elastic modulus, loss

modulus or loss-factor which can be related to the relaxation mechanism. The

influence of morphological factors on propagation velocity of a short pulse in
different wood species has been reported by Burmester (1965). James et al.
(1982) explored use of acoustic velocity to monitor the moisture content of wood

during drying.

Simpson et al. (1998) suggested that speed of sound

measurements have tremendous potential for control of hardwood schedules at
moisture content above 30%. Apart from these, this technique has been explored
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to assess the glue bond strength in laminated composites (Jayne 1955; Wang and

Jwo 1985), to evaluate insects damage in construction wood, to assess the

moisture gradient in wood (Vermaas 1 996) and to grade veneers and laminating

stock. Stress wave attenuation characteristics have been associated with the
lumber strength (Kaiserlik 1977).

The review of the literature reveals the considerable research efforts to examine
the application of acoustic techniques to characterise wood and wood-based
materials non-destructively.
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Chapter 3 : Studies to u nderstand the differences
i n acoustic velocity by resonance and transit-time
methods in an anisotropic wood med i um
3 . 1 Introduction
Extensive research on the application of acoustic techniques to characterise the
physical and mechanical properties of different wood species, in-situ grading of

timber and lumber, and decay determination in in-use timber structures has been

carried out in last three decades as discussed in the previous chapter.

A

significant component of this research has focused on the development of simple

and robust tools capable of measuring acoustic velocity in standing trees, felled

logs and lumbers with reasonable accuracy.

Many instruments have been

developed based on the resonance technique (SW AT, HITMAN, WOODSPEC

etc) and the transit-time technique (Metriguard, Fakopp, Sylvatest etc.) and

trialled for their commercial applications in the field. Resonance based tools
though have an edge over transit-time tools in terms of accuracy in the
measurements but their application is limited to only cut logs or lumber. The

transit-time tools have the capability of measuring acoustic velocity in standing

trees: however several researchers have expressed concern as to the accuracy of

these measurements (Booker et al. 2000; Wang et al. 2000; Harris and Andrews

1999; Andrews 2000).

One of the major commercial implications of the acoustic techniques has been

demonstrated in the sorting or ranking trees or logs according to their MOE
(Tsehaye et al. 2000); Wang et al. 2001a; Wang et al. 2002b; Wang et al. 2001b;

Ross and Pellerin 1991; Gerhards 1982). However, complexity in the structure

and composition of wood has resulted in discrepancies between the static MOE

and the dynamic MOE depending on the tool and technique used. Dynamic
MOE derived from the resonance technique was reported to be in close

agreement with the ·static MOE while a wide range in correlation coefficients

(0.30 to 0.90) were observed between MOE derived from the transit-time tools

and static MOE (Booker and Sorensson 1999; Halabe et al. 1997; Wang and Ko

1998; Wang et al. 2000; Lindstrom et al. 2002; Tsehaye et al. 2000). Wang et al.
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(2002b; 2000) suggested that the tree/log dimensions have significant impact on

stress-wave velocity measurements and large diameter trees showed large

differences between dynamic MOE and static MOE as compared to small

diameter trees. It was proposed that as a wave travels through a tree/log in the

longitudinal direction, the outer wood (mature wood) of the log may have a

dominant effect on the stress-wave velocity measurements and that would

overestimate the modulus of elasticity of the log.

In one of their studies,

dynamic MOE by transit-time method was observed to be 1 9-37% higher in red

pine and jack pine logs than the static MOE of the lumber from the same logs.

Iijima et al. (1997) also found that the dynamic MOE of sugi logs was 29 percent

higher than the mean static MOE of all the lumber from the logs.

Most of these studies have compared the dynamic MOE by either the resonance

technique or the transit-time technique with the static MOE estimated by the
conventional bending tests. Very few studies have compared performance of

these tools on same material.

Harris and Andrews (1999) described the

operational differences between transit-time based tools (Metriguard, Silvascan
and Fakopp) and a resonance based tool (HITMAN). They emphasised that in

the resonance based tools reverberation of the acoustic pulse within the sample

boundaries are analysed. These reverberations or multiple acoustic reflections
within the material provide precise and repeatable velocity measurements as

compared to single pass timers.

Fujisawa (2000) reported relatively low

accuracy in acoustic velocity determination by stress-wave timers. It has been

observed that acoustic velocities based on the transit-time measurements were
higher than those derived from resonance speed (Nakamura and Nanami 1 993;

Andrews 2000; Andrews 2002; Booker et al. 2000).The differences in the

acoustic velocity in wood by resonance methods and transit-time methods could

be attributed to the differences in the mechanism by which the acoustic velocity

is determined. The effect of the inhomogeneous nature of wood on acoustic
velocity determined by different techniques has not been understood completely.

The present study aims to compare the acoustic velocity measured by resonance

and transit-time technique in wood media with different degrees of

inhomogeneity and to explain the influence of inhomogeneity on the magnitude

of the differences in acoustic velocity measured by these two techniques.
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The effect of inhomogeneity on stress-wave propagation can be understood by

analysing the stress-wave propagation in a material with a known degree of
inhomogeneity.

In laminated materials, depending on the orientation of

individual layers, materials with different magnitudes of inhomogeneity can be

prepared. In laminated veneer lumber, all the layers of wood are laid up with the
grain direction parallel to one another and bonded together. In such a case, the

laminate is expected to have superior stiffness along the length and low stiffness
across the width.

In case of plywood laminates, where alternate plies are

oriented along and across the gain, the material is expected to have uniform
moderate stiffness both along the length and across the width.

In this study, WoodSpec, a resonance based tool, and Fakopp-2D, a transit-time
tool, were used to measure acoustic velocities in four laminated panels having

varying degrees of inhomogeneity. A brief description of these tools is given in

the next section. The Fakopp-2D tool was used to determine the pulse transit

time at different propagation angles from the axis symmetry in order to

understand the development of the wave-front from a point source and its
propagation. Dynamic MOE determined by longitudinal vibration frequencies,

transverse vibration frequencies and pulse transit-time velocity were compared

with the static MOE determined by the standard four-point bending test.

3.2 Materials
3.2.1 Tools for acoustic velocity measurements

(a) WoodSpec:

WoodSpec was developed primarily from the need to

irregular shape.

It is a resonance based tool i.e. the acoustic velocity is

acoustically test short bolts quickly, and young tree samples often of somewhat

determined from the frequency of many tens of reverberations of the acoustic

signal within the sample. Acoustic velocity is calculated from the resonance

frequency (j) and the sample length ([) using following relationship:

C = 2 *l *!---------------------------- (3 - 1 )
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A highly accurate measurement of the plane acoustic wave velocity can be

attained from which MOE is calculated. The tool has a flexible pc-based data
acquisition and spectral analysis package which provides a graphical presentation

of the time trace and its spectral analysis, with a spectral peak identity table and

resultant values. The tool can be operated in two modes - swept frequency mode

and impulse (trigger) mode.

Figure 3-1 : WoodSpec Tool

Swept frequency testing ensures the probing stimulus generates known

magnitude signals throughout the swept band, considerably aiding harmonic

analysis and repeatability. By selecting appropriate transducers a wide range of
frequencies can be spanned. A speaker with the frequency range of about 500 Hz

to 5 kHz and electronic frequency range of few tens of Hz to 1 5 kHz was used to
sweep the range of frequencies. A Brue! & Kjaer DeltaTron accelerometer with

l mv/ms-2 and the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 8 KHz was used as the

transducer.

Typically a single tone sweep over up to a decade in frequency

takes about a second. Multitone and more complex stimulus waveforms perform

a similar sweep in fractions of a second. Swept frequency analysis provides both
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a true measure of the sample's acoustic transfer function (useful in determining

the acoustic lossiness of the sample) and a true narrowband measure - possibly
enabling operation in noisy environments. WoodSpec' s output in sweep mode is

shown in Figure 3-2 for a one metre long radiata pine bolt of 1 0cm diameter

---+---·•-----!

supported over bubble wrap.
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Figure 3-2: A typical WoodSpec output in sweep mode

Trigger mode is a simple form of hit/reverberation system where a stress wave is

launched in the sample by hitting one end. The stress-wave travels back and

forth along the sample. The resultant vibrations are captured by a microphone or

an accelerometer and numerically analysed by Fast Fourier Transformation

(FFT) to identify the resonance frequencies. A typical output in trigger mode for

the same sample is shown in Figure 3-3. Both sweep and the trigger mode give

the fundamental frequency of 1758 Hz corresponding to the acoustic velocity of

3.52km/s in the bolt.
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Figure 3-3: WoodSpec output in trigger mode

The frequency range, sweep time, FFf points and window function, filter
bandwidth and type may be independently set. A sub-range of the time record

may be similarly processed.

The package is pc-based usmg the soundcard for both audio stimulus and
detection functions. With a laptop the system can be used in the field (but less

practical that using Hitman). An interface box provides battery power for the

internal audio driver as well as an interface for two standard industrial

accelerometers. This allows two points to be monitored independently for modal
analysis or for ratio-metric measurements. In the case of small samples the
microphone input may be used.

(b) Fakopp-2D: The basic principle of this tool is to measure the transit time of

a pulse between two points where two transducers are inserted in wood in a line
along the length of the log or tree. The transducer is mainly consists of a high

sensitive accelerometer mounted on a metallic spike. The stress-wave induced
by tapping one of the transducers ideally travels in a straight line to the other
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3.t,00

sensor (Figure 3-4). The transducer that is tapped is called the 'start' transducer

while the 'stop' transducer at the other end detects the stress wave. The stress

wave velocity, V, is measured using the general formula V = s/t, where s is the
distance between the 'start' and 'stop' transducers and t is the transit time of the

stress wave between these two transducers. For accurate velocity determinations

the transit time must be measured with microsecond (µs) accuracy. The first

generation FAKOPP tool was developed to measure the transit time of the sound

where only two probes, one start and one stop, were used for acoustic velocity
determination as shown in Figure 3-4.

0446

FAKOPP

distance
Figure 3-4: The probe set-up for velocity measurement in fibre direction

While working with this tool, a time correction factor is required when

calculating acoustic velocity because the stress wave travels along the metal
nails/probes of the transducers and the transit time in the probe material has to be

compensated.

The acoustic velocity in this mode is determined by using

following equation.

distance
Velocity = .
---------- - -- ---- ( 3 -2)
.
.
tzme - tzme correction

The time correction factor depends on the depth of penetration of the probes in
the wood and the angle the probes make with the wood.

FAKOPP-2D is a multi-channel version (6 channels) of the original FAKOPP

instrument. The tool can measure arrival time of the stress wave at five different

points simultaneously from a start point. The equipment was primarily designed

to detect holes, decay and cracks in trees by a non-destructive technique. Other
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important applications are the determination of residual strength of old timbers

and the evaluation of the stiffness of logs.

Figure 3-5: Fakopp-2D (a) Tool (b) Probes (c) Linear array of probes for measuring
acoustic velocity along a log.

One of the transducers is used as a start transducer and other five are used as stop

transducers.

When stop transducers are placed in a straight line - a linear

arrangement as shown in Figure 3-5 (c) the stress-wave velocity along the Jog

length can be determined from the time intervals between any of the two stop

transducers and the appropriate distance value using following conventional
equation "velocity = distance/time". The time correction factor that is needed

when measuring the transit time between start and stop transducers, with two
probe system, disappears automatically when measuring the time-lapse between

two stop transducers in series because the delay is identical for the two

transducers.

When working with trees or logs it is necessary that the transducer probes

(needles) penetrate the bark to reach the wood beneath. Bark is an acoustic
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insulator. The probe acts as a wave-guide as well as coupling the transducer with

the wood and allows the sound to propagate despite the presence of the bark.
Accurate measurements require a stable, firm attachment of the transducers to the

wood.

The hammer provided is used to tap the needle-like probes of the

transducers into the wood maintaining the reproducibility of the hammer blows.
The Fakopp manual recommends that the probes make an angle of 45° or less

with the wood surface. At higher angles, the transit time measurement becomes

unreliable. The transit-time variation with the change in probe angle as reported

in the Fakopp-2D manual t is shown in Figure 3-6.
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Figure 3-6: Influence of probe angle with wood fibre on transit-time (redrawn
from the Fakopp manual).

3.22
. Plywood Panels
Five plywood panels, 240 cm in length, 120 cm wide and 4cm thick were

prepared from radiata pine veneers of equal thickness (0.3cm). Each panel was
prepared using 12 plies glued together with a commercial adhesive "Sylvie S3 as

hardner and resin 4260 with 69.9% formaldehyde" and cold-pressed for 20

hours. The average density of the panels was 535 kg/m 3 . Generally, plywood is
made using odd numbers of plies, however in this case to maintain uniformity in

the material about the neutral axis an even number of plies were taken. The
t Source : Web page "www.fakopp.com"
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orientation of plies in each of these panels was different. The panels were

prepared with the following combinations of orientations of plies.

1. All 12-plies laid up with grain direction parallel (as in laminated veneer
lumber).

2. 4-plies laid up with their grain direction lying perpendicular to the length
of the panel and sandwiched between 4-face plies laid up with their grain

direction parallel to the length of the panel (4L4T4L)

3. 6-plies laid up with their grain direction lying perpendicular to the length
of the panel and sandwiched between 3-face plies laid up with their grain

direction parallel to the length of the panels. (3L6T3L)

4. Conventional plywood with alternative layers of veneer lying parallel or

perpendicular to the length of the panel respectively. To maintain

symmetry with respect to neutral axis of plywood, both of the two core
plies were laid up with their grain direction lying para11el to the length of

the panel (LTLTLTTLTLTL).

A pictorial presentation of the plies arrangement in all the panels is shown in

Figure 3-7. All the four plywood configurations behave as distinctly different
materials having different properties when examined across the width of the

panel compared to along the length of the panel.

All Longitudinal Plies (LVL)

ternate Longitudinal and Transverse Plies
(Conventional Plywood)

4L4T4L

Figure 3-7: Ply-arrangement in the different panels
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The first panel when exallllned across the width of the panel would have all its

plies laid across the grain. The 2°ct panel would then have 4-plies in the core
lying parallel to the direction of examination sandwiched between 4-plies on

either face lying perpendicular to the direction of examination (4T41AT). The
third panel have 6-plies aligned in the direction of exallllnation sandwiched

between 3-plies whose grain lies perpendicular (3T6L3T).

It is well known that wood is many times stiffer along the grain than across the
grain. Panels with all the plies along the grain would behave like lallllnated

veneer lumber while panels with 41AT4L and 3L6T3L combinations would

behave like I-beams with high stiffness face material and low stiffness core
material.

The prepared plywood panels were conditioned at room temperature for two
weeks before acoustic velocities were measured.

3.3 Methodology
Acoustic velocity measurement:

The acoustic velocity in the panels was

measured using both the resonance based tool "WoodSpec" and the transit-time

based tool "Fakopp-2D". Velocity measurements were recorded both along the
length and across the panels.

WoodSpec measurements:

The fundamental and 2°ct harmonic resonant

frequencies of the panels were determined by sweeping across a range of
frequencies from l OOHz to 5000Hz in 1 second. The resonance frequencies were
further confirmed by generating resonance by impact excitation. Frequencies by

either method are essentially the same. Since the accelerometer (Bruel & Kjaer

DeltaTron Accelerometer lmv/ms2) is polarised and can detect only longitudinal
vibration frequencies, it was not possible to record any other modes of vibration

generated by impact excitation with the accelerometer. WoodSpec velocity was
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measured in both the directions i.e. along the length and across the width of the

panels.

Fakopp measurements: Fakopp-2D was used to measure the transit-time of the

stress wave in plywood panels from one end to the other end. In addition to along

the length and across the width measurements of acoustic velocity, this tool was

used to measure acoustic velocity at different angles to the length-wise axis,

along the panel length. A brief description of measurement procedure is given

below.

Along the length measurements: The transit-time measurements were made by

using five probes as receiver probes and one probe as a start probe. The
arrangements of probes are shown in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8: Arrangement of probes for stress-wave velocity measurement in panels

Five receiver probes were placed in line at 1 6cm, 58cm, 1 16cm, 1 74cm and 232

cm distance from the start probe. The start probe was inserted at 4 cm from the
edge of the panel. All the probes were inserted in panels to a depth of about 3cm
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making a 45° degree angle with the surface plane. By doing so, the probes will

penetrate to the mid-depth of the 40mm thick panels. The start probe was struck

by hammer provided with the tool and the transit-time was recorded at every

position. With the same in-line arrangement of probes, transit-times were
measured along five separate lines, along the centre-line and at 28cm and 56cm

distances on the both sides from the centre line. For each measurement line,

transit-time was recorded ten times; the percentage scatter was less than 1%.

Across the panel measurements: Similar to the time measurements along the

length, transit-times were measured across the width of the panels. Since the
width of the panel was 120cm, only three probes were used as receivers instead

of the five probes used along the panel length. The receiver probes were inserted

at a distance of 16 cm, 56 cm and 11 2 cm respectively from the start end. The

start probe was placed 4cm from the side-edge. Similar to along the length
measurements, across the width, acoustic velocity was measured at five locations
(at 4cm, 60 cm, 1 20cm, 1 78cm and 236 cm from one end of the panel).

Measurements at different angles:

Transit-time of stress-wave was also
measured at 7.5 , 15 , 22.5 , 30 , 37.5 ,
0

0

0

0

0

45 , 60 and 75 angles from the length0

0

0

wise axis, along the length of the panel
(Figure 3-9).

Since the panels were

rectangular, the transit-time for each angle

was measured over different distances. For

all the measurements, the start probe was
4cm in from the comer and the first

receiver probe was 1 6 cm distance from
the start probe.

Figure 3-9: Acoustic velocity
measurements at an angle.
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Acoustic velocity measurements in plywood strips:

Once all the

measurements in the panels were finished, 4cm wide strips were cut from all
sides of the panels. First plywood rods were taken from across the length of the
panels so that rods of sufficient length (120cm) were obtained. A set of three

strips were cut from both ends across the width. Subsequently longer strips along

the length were cut. Acoustic velocity using WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D was
measured in these 4cm*4cm cross-sectional plywood strips.

Acoustic velocity determination: Acoustic velocity from the Fakopp tool was
determined by following equation:
D - Da
Vab = b
Tb. - Ta

-··············--(3-3)

Where Da and Db are the distances of probe "a" and probe "b" respectively from

the start probe and Ta and Tb are the transit-time from start probe to probe a and

probe b respectively. Vab is the velocity from point "a" to point "b" in the panel.

Dynamic MOE by flexural vibration: Plywood strips were used to estimate

the dynamic MOE by flexural vibration. The WoodSpec tool was used to localise

the flexural vibration frequencies. Although the WoodSpec tool was designed

primarily to identify the resonance frequencies of the longitudinal vibrations, by

making certain changes in software settings, it was possible to pick up the

flexural vibration frequencies as well. To generate the fundamental mode of
flexural vibration, the sample was suspended by a fine fishing-line thread cradle

at the nodal points of the fundamental vibrations (0.224*length from both ends).
The suspended sample was gently struck laterally from above at the centre point

using a light hammer in such a manner that the force was enough to excite the
vibrational modes and yet was gentle enough not to give much momentum that

can displace the specimen as a rigid body. A microphone was used as a detector

and was placed above and in close proximity to the end of the sample which was

the second anti-nodal position.

The frequency of flexural vibrations was

obtained in two configurations. The schematic arrangement of the experimental

procedure is shown in Figure 3-1 0. In the first configuration, the sample was
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tapped with the plane of bending perpendicular to the laminations. In the second

configuration, the sample was rotated by 90 degrees and tapped in the plane
parallel to the laminations.

/Microphone

.__.

0.224*L

WoodSpec

(Perpendicular to the laminations)

0.224*L

0.224*L

WoodSpec

(Parallel to the laminations)

Figure 3-10: Determination of the fundamental frequency of flexural vibration in two
d ifferent planes

To calculate the dynamic MOE from the resonance frequency of flexural

vibrations, equation-2.6 (described in chapter-2) was recast in terms of

fundamental frequency in the following form (equation-3.4):
E Dyn

=

0.946 L4 J/ p
d2

------------------------- (3-4)

Where L is the sample length, JI is the resonance frequency of the fundamental
vibration, p is the density, and d is the average thickness of the sample in the

plane of bending. The thickness of the samples was measured at five different
positions and then averaged.

Static bending test: The plywood strips used for the dynamic MOE estimations

in longitudinal and flexural vibrations modes were used to estimate the MOE

from the conventional four-point static bending test using an INSTRON

universal testing machine. The bending test was performed in two different
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configurations.

In the first configuration, load was applied parallel to the

lamination; in the second case, the load was applied perpendicular to the
laminations.
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Figure 3-11 : Set-up for the static flexural test

Figure 3-11 shows the set-up for the static bending test where L is the total
length of the sample, Ls is the span length, "a" is the separation between load

application points, "m" is the separation between deflection measurement gauge

contact points, "P" is the total load applied to the specimen, "w" is the width of

the sample and "d" is the sample thickness.
using following equation.
EStal =

3(L., - a)m 2
K
8wd 3

The static MOE was calculated

------- - - ---- -- - --( 3-5 )

Where
K is computed as the slope of the load-deflection curve. U is the total effective

deflection measured at the midpoint and was calculated using deflection at the

centre point (Uc) and the deflection at the other two dial gauges (U 1 and U2)

using the following equation.
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U = [Uc - (Ul +U2)/2] ------------ ( 3-6)
The deflection was measured with an accuracy of 0.0001mm at all three dial

gauges. The separation between two gauges near the loading points (m) was

820mm. The initial load at 0.0005 mm deflection was recorded and there after

for every 0.05mm deflection. At the same time the magnitude of load was

recorded up to a maximum of 0.5 mm deflection for all the samples. After

reaching at 0.5mm deflection, samples were unloaded to zero deflection. The
load at zero deflection was recorded. The determination of elastic modulus was
realised with three successive cycles of loading and unloading.

By usmg four-point loading the bending between the inner loading points is

"pure bending", i.e. free of shear. The three dial gauges measured the deflections

in the region of pure bending.
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3.4 Resu lts
3.4.1 Comparison of acoustic velocities by WoodSpec and Fakopp2D
The stress-wave velocities measured in the different plywood panels and strips
by WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D tools are shown inTable 3-1. The WoodSpec

velocity was measured in the longitudinal vibration mode.

Table 3-1 : Acoustic velocity by WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D in laminated panels and panel
strips

Plywood

configuration

All longitudinal
4IAT4L

3L6T3L

Panels

WoodSpec

Fakopp �

WoodSpec

(Km/s)

(Km/s)

(Km/s)

Velocity

H

Velocity

4.78

4.81 (0.02)

3.49

3.97 (0.05)

4.05

3T6L3T

3.40

3.98 (0.09)

0.97

0.96 (0.03)

4T4IAT

All transverse

2.90

4.66 (0.18)

4.77 (0.14)

3.37 (0.08)

4.27 (0.07)

3.38 (0.08)

3.76 (0.09)

3.26

Velocity

3.88 ( 0.06)

3.60

3.48 (0.09)
3.86 (0.10)

Fakopp

velocity

4.54 (0.12)

Alternate·

..
Alternate

Strips

(Km/s)

4.37 (0.03)
3.66 (0.16)

3.1 4 (0.12)

3.42 (0.16)

2.71 (0.08)

3.61 (0.22)

3.28 (0.04)

1.03 (0.03)

3.84 (0.10)

1.06 (0.04)

Along the length, velocity in panel with alternate orientation of plies.
Across the width, velocity in panel with alternate orientation of plies.
Velocity by the Fakopp-2D was the average of velocities measured along five separate
parallel l ines .
Values in parenthesis are standard deviation.

*
**
***

In panels, WoodSpec provided a unique acoustic velocity irrespective of the
impact position or accelerometer position while Fakopp velocity within a panel

was varying slightly when measured along five separate parallel lines in the same

direction of the panel. A simple comparison of the acoustic velocities from these

two tools suggests that velocity measured by these two tools were not identical

and the velocity measured by the Fakopp tool was higher than as measured by

the WoodSpec tool in all the panels except for the LVL panel. It was also
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observed that the difference in WoodSpec and Fakopp velocity was not

consistent among the panels and was varying with the panel configurations. The

percentage difference in WoodSpec and Fakopp velocity for individual

configuration is shown in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: Ratio of Fakopp to WoodSpec velocity in different panels

In case of the LVL configuration, the difference in the two velocities was

negligible in both longitudinal and transverse direction. For the conventional
plywood with alternate longitudinal and transverse plies, which is considered to

be homogeneous in its properties, the difference between WoodSpec and Fakopp

velocities was small and ranging between 4% to 9% in panels and strips.

However, for other configurations (4L4T4L, 3L6T3L, 4T4L4T and 3T6L3T), the

Fakopp velocity was found to be significantly higher than the WoodSpec
velocity.

Although 3L6T3L panel had the same number of longitudinal and

transverse plies as in conventional plywood panel, the differences between

Fakopp and WoodSpec velocities were much higher (14% to 26%) in this panel
as compared to that in plywood. The variable magnitude in the differences

between WoodSpec and Fakopp velocity depending on the panel configuration

appears to be related to the "local" homogeneity or anisotropy in the panels.

When the panel was near homogeneous like LVL or plywood, the difference in
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acoustic velocity by resonance and transit time tool was minimal. However with
more discrete local inhomogeneity, large discrepancies were observed between

these two velocities depending on the thickness of the longitudinal and transverse
multiplies and their positioning in the panel.

This observation is relevant to practical situations, e.g. a tree can be considered
to be a layered composite structure with the formation of earlywood and
latewood bands; also there is a gradient in wood quality from pith to cambium.

Each growth layer is different in tenns of its physical and mechanical properties.
In such situations, it is important to interpret the significant differences in the
acoustic speed obtained by these two techniques.

Andrews (2000) recorded

acoustic velocities based on the time of flight measurements that were 1.25 times
the resonance speed on a 6 meter long wet log of Pinus radiata. In another
study, 8 to 21 % differences were observed between speed by transit-time and

resonance speed on 3-year old radiata pine saplings (Andrews 2002).

The

differences in stress-wave speed measured by the resonance method and the

transit-time method can be attributed to the mechanism of the wave propagation
in anisotropic media and the signal processing methodology (multiple acoustic
reflections in the resonance technique and the single pass time in the transit-time

technique) in these two techniques.

3.4.2 Acoustic velocity differences between panels and the Law of
Mixture
The acoustic velocity along the length of the plywood was a maximum in the

multiplies in which orientation of all the plies were parallel to the panel direction

and was minimum in the same panel when measured across the width (Table

3-1 ). All the plies in the LVL-style panel had their grain direction aligned along

the length of the panel while across the width the direction was perpendicular to

the grain. The ratio of acoustic velocities along the length and across the width

in this panel was 4.7: 1. These results demonstrate that radiata pine wood is
nearly 20 times stiffer along the grain as compared to across the grain (stiffness

is proportional to the square of the acoustic velocity).

As the number of
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longitudinal plies along the panel length decreased, the acoustic velocity also

decreased correspondingly. The difference in acoustic velocity between different

plywood panels may be explained by differences in the panels ply configurations.
Bodig and Jayne (1982) have shown that the average modulus of elasticity of a

laminate under the uni-axial tension can be given by the "Law of Mixtures" -

which states that for a symmetrical system of orthogonally aligned plies, then the

elastic property of the "equivalent material" are summations involving only the

corresponding properties of each of the plies and their relative thickness.
Consider a laminate with "i" number of laminae with a uni-axial strain "c".

i

I

I�

A1
A2
Ai

An

Assuming that all laminae have same strain, the total force can be given as
F = £T1A1 + £T2A2 + £T3A3+ £T�4....... + £TA i . .. + £TnA.n
But £Ti = Ei E: and since £ is same for all "i"

Thus the effective modulus can be given by
E eff =

Where

l n
F
= � E; A; -------------------(3-7)
c
A
A

E e.ff is the effective modulus of elasticity of the laminate

A is total cross-sectional area of the plywood.
th
E/ is modulus of elasticity of i lamina

A/ is the cross-sectional area of ith lamina
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This proof emphasises that the mixture rule is valid if it can be assumed that all
the plies experience the same strain.
When all the plies are of equal thickness, Equation-3 .7 can be transformed to the
following form
------------------ (3-8)

Where
Eeff is elastic constant of plywood
EL

i s the elastic constant of a longitudinal ply

Ey i s the elastic constant of a transverse ply
n0

is total number of plies

nL

is number of longitudinal plies

ny

is number of transverse plies

We can use this relation to predict the stress wave velocity in panels laminated
with plies having different orientations.

Since

V=

l ----------

Therefore

(3-9)
---------------- (3-10)

B y using Equation-3. 1 0, Equation-3 .8 can be transformed in acoustic velocity
terms and average acoustic velocity in panel with n0 plies can be predicted by
following equation:

yI 2 .!!i_ + yI 2 .!2!.._
no

···············-··-· (3- 1 1)

no

where Veff is the acoustic velocity in the plywood
V1 is the velocity in plies along the grain direction
Vi is the velocity in plies across the grain direction
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n0 , n1 and n1 are the total number of plies, the number of plies along the

grain and number of plies across the grain direction respectively.

We can test whether acoustic velocities measured by either of these two
techniques obey the Law of Mixture or not. Based on equation 3-11, the acoustic
velocity in individual plies in L and T direction (V1 and V1 ) can be estimated by

using acoustic velocities along the length and width in the LVL-panel with all

plies aligned along the length of the panel. By substituting the values of Vi and V1

in equation (3-11), acoustic velocities in panels with different configuration can
be predicted. When using this equation, it is assumed that all the plies are of the
same density and same stiffness (this is an uncertain but a not altogether

unreasonable approximation since we are averaging the properties of multiplies).

Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 show the companson between acoustic velocities
predicted by the Law of Mixture and that measured by both WoodSpec and

Fakopp on plywood panels and plywood strips respectively.

Table 3-2: Comparison of acoustic velocities predicted by the Law of Mixture with
measured values for various multiply configurations.
Plywood

configuration

No of

parallelplies
(n 1)

All
12
longitudinal
4L4T4L
8

Measured

Predicted

Measured

Predicted

4.78

4.78

4.81

4.81

3.94

4.54

3.97

6

6

3.6

3.45

3.76

3.47

6

6

3.4

3.45

3.98

Alternate* *

6

4T4L4T

0

(km/s)

Fakopp velocity (km/s)

4.05

6

3T6L3T

plies (n1)

WoodSpec velocity

4

3L6T3L

Alternate*

No.ofcross-

4

6

6
8

12
0
All
transverse
* Along the length of the panel
* * Across the with of the panel

3.49

3.26
2.9

.97

3.45

3.45

2.87

.97

3.97

3.47

3.48

3.47

3.86

2.89

.96

3.47
.96
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Table 3-3: Comparison of acoustic velocities predicted by the Law of Mixture with
measured values for various multiply configurations in the ply-style strips.
Plywood

configuration

No

of

parallel-

cross-

(n,)

(n,)

plies

All
12
longitudinal
41AT4L
8
3L6T3L

6

Alternate* *

6

Alternate*
3T6L3T

4T41AT

All
transverse

No.of
plies

0
4

6

WoodSpec velocity (km/s)

4.77

3.37

4.27

3.45

3.37

3.42

2.82

3.61

4.66

3.37
3.24

3.38

6

6

3.28

0

12

8

4.77

4.66

6

4

Predicted

Predicted

6

6

Measured

Measured

3.88

2.71

1 .03

Fakopp velocity (km/s)

3.85

3.37
3.37

1 .03

4.37

3.94

3.66

3.45

3.84

3.45

1 .06

* Along the length velocity in panel with alternate orientation of plies.
** Along the width velocity in panel with alternate orientation of plies.

3.45
2.89

1 .06

It is evident that acoustic velocities obtained from the WoodSpec are in close

agreement with the velocities predicted by the law of mixtures for different

configurations of plywood. However, there is a large deviation in the acoustic
velocities measured by Fakopp from the predicted velocities. Similar results are

obtained for plywood strips. Here it should be noted that the Law of Mixtures
does not differentiate the panels with the same number of longitudinal and
transverse plies but with different ply .arrangements. As both 3L6T3L and

alternate ply configuration have six longitudinal and six transverse plies, the
resultant effective velocity would be the same in both panels irrespective of the

panel direction and ply arrangement.

The WoodSpec velocities were also

observed to be very similar in these two panels however Fakopp velocities were

significantly different.

These results clearly suggest that the resonance speed

obeys the Law of Mixture and is controlled by the volume weighted average

stiffness of wood.

In contrast, the velocity measured by Fakopp tool is

significantly different from the predicted one by the Law of Mixture. Figure
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3 - 1 3 (A) and (B) show the deviation in measured acoustic velocities from the
predicted velocities for different configurations of plywood.
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Figure 3-13: Percentage difference between observed acoustic velocity and that predicted by
the Law of Mixture (A) in panels (B) in strips

The deviation in the Fakopp velocity from the Law of Mixture could be due to
the different mechanism by which the acoustic velocity is determined by these
two tools. In case of Fakopp- 2D, the acoustic velocity is determined by picking
the first arrival of the signal or zero crossing of amplitude at a specific distance.
In an anisotropic media, a lot of ambiguities have been reported in acoustic
velocity determination by onset time (Bjorknas et al . 1 998; Molyneux and
Schmitt 2000). Kolsky ( 1953) pointed out that since energy can propagate
outwards from a point with dilatational speed, some energy can still reach to the
other end without being reflected from the boundaries while moving with such
speed which is the fastest possible speed.
The significant difference in the resonance and transit- time speeds was attributed
to the picking up by the Fakopp tool of the quick arrival of a small amount of
energy travelling with dilatational speed at the other end of log. It was also
shown that the first arrival time appears to change as the oscilloscope gain varied
suggesting the influence of detector sensitivity in picking up the dilatational
energy.

Studies on compression wave velocities by Molyneux and Schmitt

(2000) also observed that the signal velocity determined by picking up the
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pulse's onset time was 19% higher than other speed measures in the highly

attenuating media. They suggested that a small amplitude signal arrives with a
discrete onset (which is associated with the fastest moving dilatational energy)

that is well in advance of the main signal. In contrast the resonance method

provides a spectral signature and the velocity is measured based on the multiple
passes rather than a single acoustic pass, as the acoustic pulse reverberates within

the material. Therefore amplitude, coupling, threshold and geometry effects of

single pass times have no influence on resonance speed.

Since the amount of dilatational energy decays with the distance squared, its

influence in single-pass timer tool becomes much more significant (detectable)

over short paths and even insensitive instruments could measure higher speed.

The comparatively large differences in WoodSpec and Fakopp velocity when

measurements were made across the width of the panels or strips taken across the

width, as shown in Figure 3-12 can also be explained on the same reasoning.

Across the panel, the maximum obtainable length was only 1 20 cm, so the

Fakopp velocity was measured over a span of 1 1 6cm as compared to 236 cm

when measuring along the length. The effect of short distance on higher acoustic
speed by transit-time was further substantiated by measuring transit-time over

incremental distance along the length of the panels. The transit times at different
distances from the start probe in all the panels are shown in Figure 3-1 4.

-o 700 .-----------------�r,
8 600 +----------------�
"' 5 0 0 -+-----------------<
-� 400
--------==1
- 300 -i--E 200 +-����-r-�
;:;

16

56

1 24

1 76

Distance from the start point (cm)

D all parallel
D 4L4T4L
• 3L6T3L
D alterernate

232

Figure 3-14: Incremental transit-time in different panels
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It is evident that the transit-time over distances up to 1 24 cm from the start probe

is nearly the same in all the panels except for true plywood, irrespective of their

configurations, suggesting that in the initial stages the stress wave is propagating

at nearly the same speed in these three panels. It can be seen that as the distance
of the "second" stop probe from the start probe increased, the differences in

transit-time at a specific distance between panels became more prominent. It can
be observed that the difference in transit-time between panels increases gradually

depending on the thickness of the continuous band of the longitudinal plies. This

may be due to the intensity of dilatational energy that could be determined by

this band of longitudinal plies. When the stress wave is produced by striking the

start probe, energy channelled through the stiffest zone would propagate at a high

speed without any alteration caused by any reflections from the boundary. If this

energy reaching the stop probe is sufficient enough to trigger the probe (more
than threshold level), that would determine the acoustic velocity of the material.

The 3L6T3L and 4L4T4L panels have discrete bands of longitudinal and

transverse plies, with the thickness of longitudinal multiplies being higher in the
later case, therefore the intensity of the dilatational energy ought to be higher in

4L4T4L configuration than in 3L6T3L and would remain detectable over a

longer distance.

From the Figure 3-14, it is evident that even at 1 76 cm from the start point the

transit-times in LVL and 4L4T4L panel were nearly the same while 3L6T3L

exhibited a longer travel time. This discussion suggests that if the detector

probes are placed close to start probe, then the recorded stress-wave speed would

be influenced by this dilatational energy and the stiffness determined from such
speed would be an overestimate.

However, one should be cautious about

applying such reasoning to green stems where adsorption and attenuation is
considerable greater. On the other hand when there is a steep gradient in wood

stiffness in a log from periphery to pith or in case of large diameter trees with the
substantial proportion of stiff outerwood, the acoustic velocity by Fakopp could

be an overestimate influenced by the proportion of stiff wood by virtue of the
fastest path being in the outerwood.
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3.4.3 Acoustic velocity at different angles to the longitudi nal axis of
the panels
In order to understand the wave-front development and its propagation in
inhomogeneous media, pulse transit-time in the panels was measured by placing
stop probes at off-axis directions from the start point (probe). The start probe was

placed at the centre at one end and one stop probe was placed in line with the

start probe at a distance along the panel. Two stop probes were placed at 28cm

and 56 cm away on either side from the centre stop probes to detect the signals at

off-axis angles from the start probe. Transit times from start to every stop probes

in these configurations were recorded at 56cm, 116cm, 178cm and 232 cm from
the start end. The schematic diagram of the probe positioning is shown in Figure
3-15. The dots mark the locations of the stop probes across the width of the

panel.

Start probe

Stop probes

58cm

116cm

1 74cm

232cm

Figure 3-15: A schematic diagram of the start and stop probes positions at different
distances from the start end

In all the panels, the fastest arrival of the signal was at the probe in line with start
probe (centre line). If the propagating wave-front were to be a plane wave in the

panels, then transit-time from the impact point to a certain distance along the

panel should have been same irrespective of the placement of the receiver probe
across the width.

However large time delays between signal arrival at the

detector probe in line with the start probe and off-line probes were observed.

The time delay at off-line probes was greater as the stop probe arrays moved

closer to the start probe. In LVL panel, the transit-time difference between in50

line and the outermost off-line probe at 58 cm from the start probe was nearly

340 microseconds while at 232 cm it was about 180 microseconds only. The

energy transported by the front is focused towards the preferred direction of
propagation which is along the length in most of the panels and at off-line probes

signal arrives at much slower speed. The transit-time at off-line probes can

indicate the portion of the wave-front at specified intervals after the launch of the

wave. The 3D-contour diagrams showing the signal transit-time along the length

and across the panel width for each of the panel are shown in Figure 3-16.
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Figure 3-16: Time delay at off axis probes in the panels at different distances (A) LVL
(B)plywood panel (C) 3L6T3L panel and (D) 4L4T4L panel
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The contour diagrams show the distance travelled by the pulse in different
directions in a specific time period. It is evident that the wave-front profiles are

different in all the panels. This difference is most prominent in the L VL panel
where an almost elliptical wave-front is propagated. The differences in these

wave-front profiles may be related to the anisotropy in the L-T plane in panels.
In case of off-axis probes, the stress-wave was propagating in a direction at a

specific angle from the grain direction. Since the grain angle has a pronounced

effect on stress-wave speed (Gerhards 1 982), the wave-front development

appears to be defined by the stress-wave speed at different angles from the axis

symmetry along the length. It is well known that in an isotropic material, a wave
front generated from a point source propagates spherically and the energy carried

by the wave is equally distributed on the expanding front. This spherical wave

front becomes a plane wave-front at a certain distance from the point source

depending on the lateral dimensions of the elastic medium due to multiple
reflections from the sides/boundaries and interferences. However in an

anisotropic material, the shape of the wave front substantially differs from the
spherical.

Since the width of the panels was quite large, the influence of

anisotropy in length and width directions on wave-front development was

prominent. These results indicate that the pulse propagation velocity is highly

influenced by the direction of the propagation.

In order to understand the directional dependence of acoustic wave propagation,

acoustic velocities at different propagation angle (7.5 °, 15 °, 22.5 ° , 30°, 37.5 °, 45 ° ,

60° and 75 ° ) from the axis were measured in panels using Fakopp. The results are
shown in Figure 3-17.
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Effect of propagation angle on transit-time velocity in
plywood panels
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Figure 3-17: Acoustic velocity by Fakopp at different propagation angle

It is evident that in the plywood structure with all the plies laid in the grain

direction, the acoustic velocity decreases steadily with the angle. Since this panel
had highest order of anisotropy in the longitudinal and the transverse directions,

the acoustic velocity dropped very quickly with the change in propagation angle.
At 30 degree angle, the velocity was almost 45% lower than the velocity parallel

to the grain.

These results indicate the potential application of transit-time

measurements in identification and measurement of spiral grains in trees or logs.
Andrews (2002) has also observed the high sensitivity of the transit-time speed to

the grain direction on a log of Pinus radiata with high spiral grain angle.

In panels with 3L6T3L, 4L4T4L and alternate ply configurations the acoustic
velocity decreased with increasing angle up to 45 degrees and then increased
again. Since all these panels had longitudinal plies in both directions (along the

length and across the width), this explains the increase in velocity beyond the 45

degree angle. In case of plywood panel (alternate), the acoustic velocities are
nearly the same both along the length and across the width of the panels, with

lower velocity prevailing for all intermediate directions.

The variation in

acoustic velocity in the off-axis direction seems to be related to the differences in

stiffness along the length and across the width of the panels. This variation can
be explained based on the theory of off-axis elastic constants of lamina.
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According to theory, the elastic modulus in the X direction, at 8 degree from the

from the material axis can be given by the following equation. A complete

derivation of the equation is given in Appendix-1.
1 =m +2 v12
n + (1 - -2
Jm n 2
Ex

4

4

E1

E2

G1 2

E1

-------------------

(3- 1 2 )

Where E 1 and E 2 are the modulus in two principal directions,

G1 2

is the shear

modulus and v 1 2 is the Poisson's ratio, m = cos 8 and n = sin 8. This equation

has been used to determine shear strength in wood by performing 10 off-axis
0

tension tests in clear wood specimen of Sitka spruce (Yoshihara and Ohta 2000,

Liu 2002). Chamis and Sinclair (1977) proposed a tensile test for a 10 off-axis
0

specimen to characterise fibre-composite inter-laminar shear.

The equation-3.12 can be transformed for off-axis acoustic velocity in terms of
acoustic velocity in two principle directions, shear velocity and Poisson's ratio.
1

( �: + ;; + ( :: - 2;.; ]m'n' ) ............. (3· 1 3)
2

In principle, this equation can be used to determine shear velocity by measuring

acoustic velocities in two principal directions and at an angle 8 from the axis of

symmetry, assuming that the Poisson's ratio is known.

Although the acoustic velocities in two principal directions and at different

angles were dete1mined, however it was not possible to measure shear velocity
and Poisson's ratio. To test the validity of the equation, the value of the term

was determined for each panel using the acoustic velocity value at 30 angle.
0

The obtained value was substituted in equation-3.1 3 and acoustic velocity was
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predicted at different angles.

The ratio of predicted velocities to observed

velocities are shown in Figure 3-18.
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Figure 3-18: Ratio of predicted to measured acoustic velocity at different angles.

It is evident that predicted velocities are in close agreement with the observed

velocities for all the panels at all angles except in the LVL panel at higher angles

(above 45 degrees). The percent difference between measured and predicted
velocities was less than 10%.

The directional dependence of the acoustic

velocity explains the variation in the wave-front in the panel with distance.

When acoustic velocity is measured over short distances, a small deviation of the
stop probe from the axis would result in a large propagation angle leading to a

large influence on acoustic velocity than measured over long distances. At the

greater distances from the start probe, the same magnitude of deviation of probe
from axis would result in a small angle from the axis and therefore the acoustic
velocity would be less influenced by the wave propagation angle.
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Based on this variation of acoustic velocity with propagation angle, the wave

front progression can be predicted in any of the panels by calculating distance

travelled by the pulse energy in different directions during a specific time period.
A wave-front profile was obtained for LVL panels and this was superimposed

with the observed wave front (Figure 3-19).
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Figure 3-19: Wave-front profile as derived from the acoustic velocity at different
propagation angles in LVL panel (Thick lines are the observed wave-front
profile)

The predicted wave-front was nearly the same as the observed one. Thus, the

analysis of pulse velocity in different directions explains the influence of

anisotropy in the L-T plane on the progression of wave front and its pattern in the
panels.

3.4.4 Influence of probe placement on pulse transit-time
In order to investigate the influence of inhomogeneity in panel thickness

direction on wave-front, plywood strips of 4cm*4cm cross-sections were used.

The tip of the start probe was placed at the mid-point in thickness direction at
one end and three stop probes were put in different layers of the pl ywood strips

at the other end (Figure 3-20). In L VL and alternate ply panels, all the three
layers were similar in terms of their ply configuration while in 4L4T4L and
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3L6T3L both upper and bottom layer had longitudinal plies while middle layer

had transverse plies. The start probe was always placed in the middle layer.

Start probe

}

c:::�>

Figure 3-20: Schematic diagram of start and stop probes in thickness direction of strips

The transit-time values from start probe to the three stop probes are shown in

Table 3-4.

Table 3-4: Influence of probe position on pulse transit-time

Plywood

Distance

configuration (cm)

Transit time at Transit time at Transit time at
Upper

probe (µs)

585

612

588

312

290

519

3L6T3L

240

3T6L3T

120

4L4T4L
4T4L4T

240
120

probe (µs)

519

240

240

probe (µs)

layer Bottom

518

LVL

Alternate

layer Middle

635

545

407

638

layer

638

565

546

324

396

307

It is clearly evident that in case of the L VL and the alternate plies configurations

all the three probes receive the signal almost at the same time as no significant
difference in transit time was observed between the three stop probes. While in
case of 3L6T3L and 4L4T4L configurations, the transit-time recorded by the

probe in middle layer (layer of transverse plies) was higher than by the probes in

upper and bottom layers (layer of longitudinal plies). The results indicate that

although the lateral dimensions of the strips were quite small compared to the
length of the specimens, the stress wave does not achieve a normal wave-front

and the stress wave tends to lead in the layers with longitudinal plies and lag

behind in the layers with transverse plies. The results obtained here could be
57

Stop probes

applicable to the measurements of stress-wave transit-time m standing trees.
Since in standing trees, the start and stop probes are inserted in the outerwood,

any gradient in the wood quality would determine the shape of the wave-front

propagating in the whole trunk and the stress-wave speed determined by the first

arrival of the signal at the stop probe would be influenced by many factors like

alignment of the probes with respect to the grain angle, presence of knots,

outerwood stiffness and stiffness gradient.

3.4.5 Comparison of static MOE and Dynamic M O E
Static MOE values by the four-point bending test were compared with the

dynamic MOE by longitudinal and flexural vibrations. Longitudinal vibrations

resulted in only one MOE while dynamic MOE by flexural vibrations and the

static MOE were influenced by the direction of loading (parallel and
perpendicular to the laminations).

summarised in Table 3-5.

The results by all three techniques are

Table 3-5: Comparison of static MOE, dynamic MOE by transverse vibration and by
longitudinal vibrations

Sample

1 2T

3T6L3T

4T4L4T

alt-T
alt-L

3L6T3L
4L4T4L
1 2L

Eperpendicular
Epara11e1 f rom
Dynamic MO E bending
Epa,a11e1 from from bending E perpendicular
from static
(M Pa)static bending vibration
vibration
bendinq (MPa)
Lonqitudinal
MPa)
'MPa)
MPa)
451
501
470
428
432
5579
5259
509 1
1 547
1 531
4075
4063
4202
832
754
5348
4892
3558
4464
341 3
6293
6005
601 2
7200
7233
61 64
561 4
5739
8379
9803
8244
751 6
7432
1 0778
1 0984
1 1 582
1 0827
1 1 521
1 0664
1 1 269

The dynamic MOE measured by the resonance frequency of the longitudinal

vibration was found to be higher than the dynamic MOE by flexural vibration

and static MOE when the load was applied parallel to the laminations. In such
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case all the plies contributes uniformly in the deflection. The difference between

dynamic MOE by longitudinal vibrations and static MOE ranged from 4% to
1 9%. The flexural MOE lay in between these two MOEs. The difference in

dynami c MOE and static MOE has been attributed to the effect of creep ((Divos

and Tanaka 2000), which is generally not considered when MOE is determined

dynamically.

The static MOE and MOE by flexural vibration, when measured perpendicular to

the laminations were influenced by the number and position of the longitudinal

and transverse lamina in the strips. These two MOEs were significantly different
from the dynamic MOE by longitudinal vibration. The contribution of each

individual lamina on the effective modulus of the laminate has been derived in
appendix-II. In case of 41AT4L and 3L6T3L configurations, the beam behaves

like an "I beam" where the less stiff transverse plies were sandwiched between

stiffer longitudinal plies.

Therefore the static MOE and dynamic MOE by

flexural method were significantly higher than the MOE in the other plane of

bending, and also than the MOE by longitudinal vibration. However in case of
3T6L3T and 4T41AT strips where a reversal in ply configuration was examined,

these two MOE values were also significantly low. The flexural MOE was

observed to be in a close conformity with the static MOE in all cases.

3.5 Concl usions
The important implications of this study lie in the acoustic velocity

measurements in standing trees/logs using transit-time method. The study gives

a better understanding of the stress-wave speed obtained from transit-time tools
like Fakopp-2D and from the resonance vibrations. The results point out the

differences in stress-wave speed by resonance method and single-pass transit

time method in inhomogeneous media. Acoustic velocity by Fakopp was found

to be higher than by WoodSpec. Since in the single pass timers the transit-time
is derived from the first arrival of the wave-front which can be far from a normal

plane wave-front, the time of signal pick-up would be determined by the wave

front position with reference to the probe position. In case of trees, stop probes
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would always be placed on the outerwood surface, which would have the leading
edge of the wave-front. Therefore, the speed determined from any transit-time
method would be higher than the average volume-weighted stress-wave speed as
given by the resonance method. The study clearly suggested that resonance
speed in laminated panels obeys the Law of Mixtures. The difference in acoustic
speed between these two tools would be influenced by the magnitude of wood
quality gradient and/or the proportion of stiff outerwood within the stem.

In

order to confirm the results obtained here, a comparison between WoodSpec and
Fakopp-2D velocity was made on few round logs of radiata pine and Eucalyptus

nitens logs and the results are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 : Comparison of WoodSpec and Fakopp

velocities on logs
4.1 I ntroduction

It has been observed in the previous section that the acoustic velocity determined

by pulse transit time was significantly different from that determined by

resonance frequency in an inhomogeneous medium. The acoustic velocity by
resonance frequency is determined by the volume-weighted average modulus of

the material while acoustic velocity by Fakopp-2D is influenced by the stiffness
in the shortest pulse propagation path. It was demonstrated on plywood panels

with different degrees of inhomogeneity that the pulse wave front propagating in
the material depends on both longitudinal and transverse moduli and a wave

front of different profile was observed in different panels. In trees, where a
continuous gradient in modulus exists from pith to periphery, the pulse wave

front would be defined by the degree of inhomogeneity in the radial and

tangential directions. The present section is an attempt to confirm the results
observed on panels with regard to differences in resonance and transit-time speed
in round logs.

4.2 Materials
( 1 ) Two freshly felled radiata pine logs were obtained from Bottle Lake

Forest, North of Christchurch. The logs were from different trees and

extracted from above the breast height. Each log was 2.7 metres in

length. The average diameter of log-1 and log-2 was 39cm and 35 cm

respectively.

(2) Sixty-three trees of Eucalyptus nitens from a 1 0-year old plantation were
felled for growth stress studies (discussed in detail in chapter-6 and

chapter-7). From each tree two logs, one below breast height and one

above breast height, were extracted. The length of butt logs and the upper
logs was about 1.3 metres and 2.00 metres respectively. These 126 logs
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were used for comparison of acoustic velocity measured by resonance

and transit-time methods.

4.3 Methodology
Resonance velocity in both radiata pine and eucalyptus logs was measured using
WoodSpec. In case of eucalyptus logs, resonance velocity was measured in logs

with bark and without bark.

4.3.1 Fakopp measurements in radiata pine logs
Step-1:

Acoustic velocity in both the logs was measured in a line-linear arrangement

using five stop transducers (Figure 4-1 ). Acoustic velocity measurements were
made at four quadrant positions (1-1' , 2-2', 3-3 '

and 4-4') along the log length. To examine the
effect of path length on acoustic velocity in the
log, the velocity was measured by varying

distances from the start probe. The first stop

probe was placed at 18 cm from the start probe

and acoustic velocity was measured over

different path lengths. Acoustic velocity was

determined with reference to the first stop

probe. For each set, transit-times were recorded
ten times and the averaged transit-time was used
to calculate acoustic velocity.

Figure 4-1: Arrangement of
probes for acoustic velocity
measurements along four lines (11, 2-2, 3-3, and 4-4,)

Step-2:

In order to investigate wave-front development in the logs end-to-end transit

times were recorded, between the geometric centres of the log (0-0') and at four

surface positions. First, the start probe was placed at O' and five detector probes
were placed at 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 positions at the opposite end of the log and

transit-times were recorded at each point. Subsequently the start probe was
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placed at 1 , 2, 3 and 4 positions sequentially and transit times at all five points at

the other end were recorded on the full log length (Figure 4-2).
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3

Figure 4-2 : Transit-time measurements from the centre (0) to five points at the other end
of the log

Subsequently logs were recut to a length firstly with log length to large end

diameter ratio of 6: 1, then with the ratio of 3: 1 and finally at 1.5 : 1. Transit times
were recorded at each stage after cutting the log in the same way as just

described for the full length logs.
Step-3:

When these two logs were cut to length to
diamater ratio of 3: 1, each log resulted in two logs

of approximately 1 metres in length. One 1 meter

log was further cut in half to give a billet with

1 .5: 1 length to diameter ratio. The other 1 meter

log was used to study the variation in pulse

transit-time along the length at different positions

from pith to periphery. The schematic diagram of

the methodology is shown in Figure 4-3. The

3..
2 ..
...........0 .....1...
.......... 0 ....
...........0 ....

.. ........�.....�....,
,,,1------ pith
...........0 .... .1. ..
...........'.:....2... �
0 3
--Centre-slab
_./

following measurements were made:

Figure 4-3: Measurement of
end-to-end transit-times at
different points from pith to
periphery
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End-to-end transit times were measured at 30 mm intervals across the

diameter of the log

100 mm thick diametral slab was cut from each of the logs and the
transit times were re-measured between the same marked points (at 30

mm intervals).

The diametral plank was then sawn in such a manner that each board

contains one marked point at the board centre. Once again, pulse

transit-time measurements were carried out in each board between the

marked points. In these boards, WoodSpec measurements were also

performed.

Transit-time data for each position were compared for the different states.
4.3.2 Fakopp measurements in eucalyptus logs

The linear alignment of three probes was used, where one probe was used as a

start probe and two probes were used as stop probes. The distance between start
probe and the first stop probe was 40 cm. The
second stop probe was placed at the other end of

the log. The measured acoustic velocity was the

velocity between the first and the second stop

probe positions. Acoustic velocity measurements

were made along the length at four quadrangle

positions (A, B, C, D) as shown in Figure 4-4

around the circumference, to assess the variation
in acoustic velocity around the periphery.

Figure 4-4: Quadrant positions
for
the
acoustic
velocity
measurement along the length in
Eucalyptus nitens logs
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4.4 Results and Discussion
Acoustic velocities measured by WoodSpec and Fakopp- 2D at four positions

along the length in the two pine logs are shown in Table 4-1

Table 4-1: Acoustic velocity by WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D in two large diameter pine logs
Log
No

A

B

Log

length

(cm)

2.73

L-

end
dia

(cm)

42.5

2.20

37

2.7

37

1.05
2.0

.98

S-

end
dia

(cm)

36

36

36

36

35

31

32

Length

/dia

ratio

::::: 7:1

:::::6:1

WoodSpec
velocity

Probes

3.21

3.6

(km/s)

3.35

:::::3:1

3.41

:::::6:1

3.52

31

::::: 8:1

31

:::::3:1

Fakopp velocity of the outerwood in the

at 1 - 1 '
line

3.60

four quadrants (km/s)
Probes

Probes

at 2-2'

at 3-3 '

3.86

4.0

line

3.90

line

4.11

Probes
at 4-4'
line

Fakopp
Vel.

(km/s )

3.59

3.76

3.76

3.84

3.95

4.40

4.58

4.23

4.29

4.19

4.13

4.52

4.52

4.34

3.42

4.10

3.45

4.18

4.04
4.19

4.38

4.70

4.27

4.51

It is evident that the velocities measured by Fakopp-2D at four positions around

the log surface were not identical while a unique resonance speed was observed

regardless of accelerometer position or where on the end surface the log was

tapped. The variation in Fakopp velocity in log-A and log-B was 11% and 9%

respectively. In small diameter eucalyptus logs, a substantial variation, up to 16%

was observed in the acoustic velocities measured at four quadrant positions
around the periphery.

This variation m acoustic velocity may arise due to the variation m wood

stiffness or the presence of knots or other defects lying between the Fakopp
probes.

Avg .

This within tree variation around the periphery in acoustic velocity

indicate a significant source of an error when estimating MOE in the standing

tree using pulse transit-time method and measurements on two opposite sides in a

tree is advocated.
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4.20

4.40

Influence of path length: In the study on plywood panels and strips, it was

observed that when measurements were made over short distances from the start

probe, acoustic velocities were higher. The influence of the short path length was

investigated in these two radiata pine logs as well. The results obtained on both
the logs are shown in Figure 4-5. It is evident that when the measurements were

made over a short path length (where separation between two stop probes was

less than l metre), acoustic velocity was higher in both logs.
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Figure 4-5: Effect of measurement path length on acoustic velocity

It can be observed that as the distance increased between first and second stop

probes (measurement path length) the acoustic velocity values decreased and

approached to a consistent value at longer path distances. These results confirm

that when acoustic velocity is measured over a short path length and close to the
source point (start probe) then significantly higher velocities would be measured.

Since measurement of acoustic velocity in standing trees can have practical
limitations on the length one can measure over, it is important to obtain the
greatest possible distance between the two stop probes to get reliable
information.
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Wave-front profile in radiata pine logs: In order to understand the wave-front

profile in the logs, a stress wave was generated at the centre point of the circular
cross-section of one end of the log and the transit-time of the pulse was recorded

at the centre point and four points around the periphery at the other end. It has
been suggested that where the lateral dimensions are small compared to length,

multiple reflections from the boundary results is a plane wave front in rods

( Kolsky 1953). Therefore in a long rod, the relative arrival time should be the

same irrespective of the probe position at the end-face. Relative arrival times

recorded at different positions (O' , 1', 2', 3 ' 4') with the start probe placed at the

centre on the other end (0) of the log are shown in Table 4-2. This data is

different from the one presented in Table 4-1, where acoustic velocity was

measured at four quadrant positions in line linear arrangement of the Fakopp tool

with the start probe in line with stop probes. In Table 4-2, start probe was placed

at the geometrical centre of the one end face and stop probes were placed at four

quadrant positions and the geometrical centre of the other end face.

Table 4-2: Percent spread in transit-time of the wave-front at the receiver end in the two
pine logs, for sound propagated from a point at the centre at one end and detected by S
receivers at the other end (see Figure 4.2).

Log A

Transit-time at the stop

Spread

Log B

Transit-time at the stop

Spread

length

probes on the end face (µs)

in

length

probes on the end face (µs)

in

(cm)

0'

1'

2'

3'

4'

arrival
times

273

756 773 729 7 1 9

774

7.7%

220

589 605 568 555

60 1

9.0%

1 07

292 332 305 287

316

53

1 63 2 1 7

20 1

199

181

(cm)

0'

1'

2'

3'

4'

arrival
times

7 1 8 686 700 672 676

6.8%

200

532 503 530 499 490

8.6%

15.7%

100

286 282 29 1

278 277

5.0%

33.8%

50

1 60

175

191

19.4%

270

1 84

1 80
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It is evident that for the full length logs, although the length to diameter ratios are

7: 1 and 8: 1 respectively for log A and log B, the wave-front arriving at that end
was not a plane wave-front. The spread in relative arrival time for the full-length

log was 7.7% in log A and 6.8% in log B. It can be seen from the data that

although the shortest physical distance in the logs was between the start probe
"O" at the centre point (near the pith) and the stop probe at the same position at

the other end "O", however the transit-time for this propagation path was not the

fastest, except in the shortest bolts (50cm long). In log-A, the wave front was

leading in the zone of the 2°d and 3rd probe while lagging in the zone of 1st and

4th probe and in log-B it was leading in the zone of 3rd and 4th probe while
lagging in 1st and 2"d probe zone. This non-uniform propagation of the wave

front is also seen from the Fakopp velocities along the length in the four quadrant

surface positions 1-1', 2-2', 3-3' and 4-4' (Table 4-1).

Faster speeds were

observed along 2-2' and 3-3' lines in log-A and along 3-3' and 4-4' lines in log

B. The results confirm that the gradient in the wood-stiffness defines the shape

of the propagating wave-front. The wave-front would lead in the high stiffness

zone while lag in the poor stiffness zone. The quick arrival of the signal at the
probe placed near the pith when the logs were cut to a very short length (50cm)

may be attributed to the arrival of significant amount of dilatational energy at the
stop probe. B oth the logs show nearly the same transit-time between central
probes up to one metre distance. This observation is similar to the one observed

in the plywood panels (chapter-3) where during the initial propagation period,

transit-times in all the panels was nearly the same.

In order to assess the influence of radial gradient in wood quality on pulse

transit-time on the wood surface, end to end transit-time at a specific distance
from the pith was measured in one metre long sections of the logs as described in

step-3 of section 4.3.1. The initial measurements were made in the round log

condition, then on the central slab and finally in the boards cut from the slab.

End-to-end transit-time data in both the logs are shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: Transit-time values at different points from pith to periphery in 1 metre logs
reduced to a cant and then to seven boards

When the pulse transit-time was measured in the round log and subsequently in

the cut slab, there was no difference in transit-times at all the points (see Figure
4-6). Similarly the transit-times in the individual boards taken from the outer

zone were nearly the same as observed in the outerwood zone of the log or the

slab. Since the length of the logs was only one metre, it is presumed that when

measurements were made at the log surface, dilatational energy propagating at

the speed of outerwood is picked up at the other end and therefore there is no
difference in transit-time in outerwood boards, slab and in logs. However

significant difference was observed in transit-time measured at the pith in the log
and in the isolated board from the pith section. In boards, transit-time was about

18-19% higher in boards as compared to in the logs suggesting a much more
complicated behaviour of pulse propagation inside the log.
Comparison of resonance and transit-time speed:
The average acoustic velocity measured by Fakopp-2D m the pine logs was

significantly higher (18% and 22% in log-A and B respectively) than measured
by WoodSpec (Table 4-1). A comparison of Fakopp to WoodSpec velocity in

small diameter Eucalyptus nitens is shown in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: Fakopp and WoodSpec velocity in Eucalyptus nitens logs

An excellent linear association between Fakopp and WoodSpec velocity with

R2=0.84 was observed. In principle, If there were true correspondence between

Fakopp and WoodSpec velocity, the velocity measured in any one log should

have the same value (Y=X) by either of the tools. However, the velocities
measured by Fakopp were about 1 5% higher than those measured by WoodSpec

with extremes of 9% to 23%. These observations are in agreement with Andrews

(2002), who observed significant deviation in time of flight speed with the

resonance speed in variable diameter logs. In his experiment, in seven radiata

pine logs each approximately 3m long with diameters between 1 8 to 30 cm time

of flight speed was 1.3 times than the resonance speed. Even measurements on

six 3 year old radiata pine saplings with the base diameter of 8 cm to 1 5 cm

exhibited transit-time speed 1 3% higher than the resonance speed in logs cut
from the same stems. The results suggest that the transit-time velocity (Fakopp)

could rank small diameter trees according to their stiffness which nearly
corresponds to the ranking by the resonance velocity (WoodSpec). However,

when the dynamic MOE is estimated from the Fakopp velocity, it would be

overestimated significantly.

Wang et al. (2002) pointed out that the log diameter has a significant effect on

stress-wave velocity in logs and observed that dynamic MOE determined from
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the transit-time velocity deviated from static MOE progressively as the log
diameter increased. To analyse the effect of log diameter on the difference in the

Fakopp and the WoodSpec velocity, the ratio of Fakopp to WoodSpec velocity

was plotted against the average diameter of logs (Figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-8: Effect of log diameter on Fakopp velocity in Eucalyptus nitens logs

A general trend of increase in ratio of Fakopp to WoodSpec velocity with the

increase in log diameter was observed with a moderate coefficient of
determination (R2=0.35).

This suggests that log diameter indeed has some

influence on the difference in Fakopp and the WoodSpec velocity. Wang et al.
(2002) further proposed a stress-wave prediction model for evaluating the MOE

of logs by considering the log diameter effect. They observed significant

improvement in predicting static MOE using the multivariable model. In their

study, the effect of log length was not considered.

Our studies with the

laminated panels and with two large diameter radiata pine logs as discussed in
the earlier section suggested that the measurement path length also plays an

important role and measurement made at short path lengths are influenced by the
dilatational speed. In another study, Wang et al. (2001) reported that log diameter

to length ratio has a significant impact on dynamic MOE determined by transit

time velocity. Andrews (2002) also suggested that time of flight instruments like

Fakopp respond to energy propagated along timber at the dilatational speed. The

extent to which it does so depends on the sensitivity of the instrument and the
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sample length to diameter ratio. Therefore, it was proposed that a correction

factor based on log length to diameter ratio would be more appropriate in any
stress-wave prediction model.

The resonance velocity is least affected by the dilatational energy and has been

recognised to give a better estimate of MOE than the time of f light velocity.
Therefore, in our approach a multivariable regression model was proposed to

predict the resonance (WoodSpec) velocity in the log from the transit-time

(Fakopp) velocity by including length to diameter ratio as another variable. The

mathematical regression model was in the following form
VR = a · V ·
F

(!::_)b
D

Where VR is WoodSpec velocity, Vp is Fakopp velocity, L is log length (mm), D

is average log diameter (mm) and a and b are the least square fitted parameters.
The results of the regression analysis are shown below.

R = 0.97

Rsqr = 0.94

Adj Rsqr = 0.94

Standard Error of Estimate = 0.0622
a
b

Coefficient Std. Error
0.7245
0.01 0 1
0.0058
0.0756

Analysis of Variance:
DF
Regression l
Residual 1 24
1 25
8.3 1 49
Total

SS
7.8356
0.4794
0.0665

t
7 1 .5 144
1 3.0926
MS
7.8356
0.0039

p
<0.0001
<0.0001
F
2026.7967

p
<0.0001

The resonance velocity was predicted by substituting the regression parameters
in equation. The plot of the predicted resonance speed and as measured by

WoodSpec is shown in Figure 4-9. It is evident that predicted velocity is almost
the same as that measured. To validate the equation parameters, the equation was

used for an another set of data where Fakopp and Wood Spee velocities were

obtained on 44 logs of radiata pine of variable length (1.5 -3.0 m) and diameter
(12 - 20 cm). On an average Fakopp velocity was 12.5% higher than WoodSpec
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velocity with a range of 5-20%. The length to diameter ratio was varying from 9

to 23 mm/mm.
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Figure 4-9: Relationship of Fakopp velocity and model predicted velocity with WoodSpec
velocity (A) in Eucalyptus nitens logs (B) in radiata pine logs

The equation with the same regression parameters gives predicted WoodSpec
velocity very close to the measured WoodSpec velocity in radiata pine logs

similar to that observed for Eucalyptus logs. These result indicate that the

proposed regression model was capable of determine whole log stiffness in a

similar manner as determined by WoodSpec resonance-based system, at least in

the case of the young trees. This is very significant as WoodSpec requires

destructive sampling whereas Fakopp-2D is relatively fast and is non-destructive.

Also substantial improvement could be gained by applying the proposed model

in the ranking of young trees according to their stiffness in tree breeding

programme.

"The model needs to be validated for large diameter trees/logs"
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4.5 Conclusions
The experimental results demonstrated that the transit-time velocity was sensitive

to the localised stiffness of the wood lying in between the measurement probes

within the propagation path. There can be substantial differences in the acoustic
velocity values when measured at different positions around the periphery. The

propagating wave front in the wood is defined by the magnitude of wood quality

gradient both along the length and across the diameter. Since the presence of
compression wood adversely affect the stiffness of radiate pine wood, these

differences in acoustic velocity could possibly indicate the presence of

compression wood or a compression wood zone in the low velocity area. It was

observed that while the average Fakopp velocity was significantly correlated

with the WoodSpec velocity, the former was substantially higher. More
importantly, the log length and log diameter had an interactive effect on the

Fakopp velocity. By including a correction factor of length to diameter ratio in
Fakopp velocity, a good estimate of WoodSpec velocity was obtained. The

model equation could allow for the prediction of the average velocity/stiffness of

the log from the Fakopp velocity with a high level of accuracy.
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Chapter 5 : Seg regation of radiata pine logs
accord i n g to their energy requ i rements in
mechan ical pulping
5.1 I ntroduction
The use of mechanical pulp is traditionally confined to papers like newsprint and

catalogue papers. Mechanical pulps constitute 20-25% of the world production

and this is increasing due to the high yield of the process and increasing
competition for fibre resources. Mechanical pulping has a major advantage over

other pulping mechanisms of converting about 95% of the dry weight of wood

into pulp. However, a prodigious amount of energy is required in this process.
High energy demand in mechanical pulping is one of the major cost associated

factors and can account for up to one third of the total processing cost. Energy

requirements for a given pulp quality are determined by the quality of the raw
material, the action and efficiency of pulping equipment and the pulping process
variables.

Among different mechanical pulping processes, the strength properties of

thermomechanical pulping (TMP) and refiner mechanical pulping ( RMP) are far
superior to stone groundwood pulping but require a greater amount of refining

energy. The total energy consumption in refining can be divided into the energy

used for defibration, i.e. to separate the fibres, and the further refining energy
used to develop fibre properties such as external fibrillation and improved

flexibility, as well as generating fines and cutting fibres. It is estimated that a

major portion (about 70-80%) of the total energy is consumed in the refining of

the fibres after defibration (Berg 2001; Kano et al. 1982). The amount of energy

expended per unit of production determines the pulp quality. The efficient use of

energy in the development of quality pulp is of major concern given the

importance of energy to pulp quality and associated production costs.

The major quality parameters for mechanical pulp are good strength, high

brightness, absence of colour, a suitable pore structure at a low basis weight, low
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energy consumption and freedom from operating problems, eg accumulation of

pitch. The fibre characteristics that determine the quality of pulp are the length of
fibre, density or coarseness of fibre, internal strength, physical damage to fibres,

chemical damage to cellulose microfibrils, the nature and distribution of residual

lignin, the nature and distribution of hemicelluloses etc. The wood itself is the

main driver of these outcomes. It is generally recognised that wood species of
the spruce family especially Norway spruce (Picea abies) are the most suitable

wood raw material for mechanical pulping. The superiority of spruce is attributed
to their low basic density, favourable fibre morphology, low extractive contents

and good initial brightness (Sundholm 1 999).

Radiata pine has been proved to be an excellent raw material for mechanical

pulping and gi ves pulp with paper making properties that are almost comparable

with those for most preferred species like spruce. However it requires more

refining energy than spruce to produce mechanical pulp of a given freeness. A
detailed comparison of refiner mechanical pulping behaviour of radiata pine and
spruce has been reported by Corson et al. (1989).

One of the important factors determining pulp qualities is the variability in the

raw material. It is well known that wood quality parameters like density, fibre

length, fibre coarseness, etc. significantly vary between the trees of same age that

have received same management practice, and also a large variation exist within

a tree from bottom to top and from pith to cambium. Variation in raw material

can result in significant variation in pulp properties that ultimately affect the

paper qualities as well as the cost of production. Critical relationships between

pulp and paper production costs and wood traits have been investigated for

different pulping processes and for a number of species (Chambers and Borralho
1 999; Miles and Kamis 1 995)

The large variations in the wood qualities between as well as within trees of
radiata pine are well recognised.

The sources of variability are also well

documented and well understood. The differences in the wood quality between

trees arise from genetic, silvicultural, geographic differences, i.e. site. Within tree

differences have been related to the age of the cambium at the time of wood
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formation (Hanis 1 981). The effect of wood quality on mechanical pulping has

been studied extensively (Corson 1984; 1 991 ; 1 999; Corson and Lloyd 1 982).

Amongst all the wood properties, wood density is one of the most studied and

substantial variation in wood density is observed within species as well as within
trees. Kibblewhite (1984) suggested that basic density is related to fibre

geometry and tracheid length in the wood which in tum determines the modes of

fibre separation and fibre breakage and pulp fibre length during refining in TMP

and RMP processes. Within a tree, high density butt logs required less energy to

achieve specific freeness and produced pulp with superior strength properties
(higher long fibre fraction, high tensile index and high tear index) as compared to

that from the top logs. However, this relationship could not be generalised as

wood of same age but from different sites, showed increased energy consumption
with decreasing density (Corson and Foster 1 982). A poor correlation between

wood density and TMP properties as well as energy consumption in refining has
been reported (Corson 1 984; Sundholm 1 999). It was suggested that wood age is

the most important parameter influencing energy requirements as the butt logs,

which is oldest wood, required more energy as compared to middle and top logs

to achieve a specific freeness.

Within a log type, juvenile and mature wood of different densities consumed

almost the same amount of energy in defibration while juvenile wood require as

much or more energy than the mature wood on further refining of the fibres; and
in juvenile wood, wood of the lowest density required the highest energy. Mature

wood produced pulp with high tear index and poor scattering coefficient as

compared to juvenile wood pulp. Hatton (1995) also reported that the finer

fibered juvenile wood of Douglas fir, jack pine and lodgepole pine from Canada

required more energy than its mature wood to refine to a suitable freeness level.
Subsequently, it was presumed that tracheid length has major influence on
energy requirement since both wood density and tracheid length are positively

related with wood age, and wood density has a secondary importance. Corson
(1 991 ) suggested that basic density, tracheid length, and subsequently mean fibre

length, are not sufficient to predict the energy requirement in refining. Although

wood from both thinnings and top logs is considered to be juvenile wood, their
behaviour in the pulping process was found to be different (Murton and Corson
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1992). Thinnings required more energy than top logs to achieve a specific

freeness. The average fibre length and long fibre content were found to be

similar in both pulps while sheet density, tensile index, tear index and scattering

coefficients were higher in pulps from thinnings. The difference in the energy
requirements of top logs and thinning logs was attributed to the different pattern

of fibre length distributions in the pulp at a common freeness level. At 100 CSF,

pulp from 9 year old thinning produced less fines and less Jong fibre fraction as

compared to pulp from top Jogs of the similar age. Since both fines and long fibre

content contributes significantly towards the pulp freeness, higher freeness was

observed in thinning logs than top logs at a specific energy input. Corson (1999)

pointed out that an individual log may require substantially different amounts of

energy in defibration and fibre development during refining process, depending
on its position in the tree and wood age.

The sensitivity of mechanical pulping processes to wood quality parameters has

necessitated instigating suitable sorting mechanisms, whereby logs of similar
fibre characteristics and process response characteristics are aggregated before

pulping in order to reduce the variability in the raw material and to optimise the
energy requirement and paper performance characteristics. Traditionally, after

harvesting, logs are categorised and graded according to their diameter, length,
straightness, diameter eccentricity and visual defects such as knots, branch size

etc. Some assortment mechanisms are based on geographical location of the

wood supply, harvest type (first thinning, second thinning, mature trees), log type

(butt, middle, top logs) are used to reduce the variability in the raw material.

However such type of sorting does not make an effective distinction between the

logs of different inherent wood quality.

A study on radiata pine from the

Canterbury Plains has indicated a considerable variation in the intrinsic

properties between visually identical-looking logs (Tsehaye et al. 1995).
Conventionally wood density has been considered to be the most important

parameter used to define the wood quality. However, it alone does not fully

represent the inherent wood quality envelope and it is of limited utility as
individual trees with the same basic density can have fibres of different lengths,

widths, coarseness etc. Also wood density was not found to be an influencing

factor on energy consumption. Hagg (1997) explored the possibility of sorting
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spruce logs based on basic density, heartwood content, juvenile wood content

and latewood content. Only juvenile wood content was found to be appropriate to

sort the wood into different categories as it exhibited some relationship with the

pulp properties like energy consumption, freeness, tensile and tear strength,

opacity and brightness. Spangberg (1998) sorted logs of Norway spruce based

on mean annual growth ring and also harvest type like first thinning, second

thinning etc. The sorted logs had different wood and pulp qualities.
Several

sophisticated techniques considering

tracheid

length

variation,

microfibril angle variation, using tools such as near infer red vibrational
spectroscopy could be used to select logs of similar properties (Evans et al. 1995;

Harris 1981; Michell 1994) but most of these methods are too sophisticated and

not feasible for field applications. In the late 80s, acoustic wave propagation in
wood began to be used to classify logs into different categories based on the

intrinsic wood qualities. Sobue (1986a; 1986b) showed the possibility of

measuring dynamic stiffness of small clear wood and of lumber by tapping the

wood and analysing the induced longitudinal wave. Subsequently, longitudinal

vibrational characteristics have been used to estimate the quality of lumber and
logs, mainly for modulus of elasticity. It was shown that acoustics is able to

identify differences in intrinsic wood quality characteristics and properties in
seemingly identical logs. Initial studies were centred on sorting logs for sawn

timber production (Harris and Andrews 1999). Subsequent research revealed a
strong relationship between velocity of sound in radiata pine logs and length

weighted fibre length, breaking length, coarseness and zero-span tensile strength

of fibres, permitting logs to be segregated in classes with distinctively different

properties (Albert et al. 2002). Furthermore, acoustics was shown to be better

able to sort logs according to their fibre characteristics and pulp properties than

was the case when sorting by density (NZ Patent 331527 and PCT international

patent 2002).

Since the energy requirement in mechanical pulping is largely influenced by the

inherent wood quality, it was hypothesised that acoustic techniques should be
able to segregate radiata pine logs according to their energy requirement in view

of the proven relationship between acoustic speed, microfibril angle and stiffness
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(Cave and Walker 1994; Walker and Nakada 1999). The object of this study is

to explore the suitability of acoustics to identify and segregate radiata pine logs
likely to consume less energy in the production of mechanical pulp. In this

study, two separate trials were carried out. The first trial was a small scale trial

where relatively few logs were sorted acoustically and the pulping behaviour of

sorted logs was studied. The pulping was carried out in a pilot scale plant at
PAPRO. The second trial was a large scale commercial trial at a mill site.

5.2 Preliminary trial
5.2 .1 Sampling
Segregation of radiata pine logs for mechanical and chemical pulping was carried

out at KFL log yard, Murupara using the HITMAN™ acoustic resonance tool
designed by Industrial Research Limited (IRL). Logs from two categories
described as "SG wood", which is considered to be of low density and "AG

wood", which is considered to be high-density wood were used for this trial. The

logs were primarily top logs of mixed age group. Butt logs, dead logs and

decayed logs were rejected in order to get a homogenous population. In a few

logs, sound velocity was measured with SWAT tool alongside HITMAN. The

results from both tools were essentially the same.

In an initial batch, 165 logs were measured for sound speed: sound velocities in

these logs ranged from 2.32 km/s to 3.81 km/s with a mean value of 2.92 km/s;
the distribution of acoustic velocities was near normal (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5 - 1 : Acoustic velocity distribution in the sample and the velocity classes used in the
trial

Log sizes varied considerably. The average log volume was 0.20 m3 with a large
standard deviation (0.10 m3). This batch of logs was used to fix the velocity

ranges for four sound velocity classes. The sound velocity classes were:
Group 1 : Low: velocity: :::; 2.52 krn/s

Group 2: Med-Low: 2.7 :::; velocity � 2.8 km/s

Group 3: Med-High: 3.1 :::; velocity :::; 3.2 km/s

Group 4: High: � 3.4 km/s

A prerequisite for the pulping trial was to have about 4-6 m 3 in each log sort and

this translated to approximately 30 logs in each sound velocity class. The initial

supply of logs provided many logs in the intermediate velocity range (Groups 2

and 3) but very few logs in the lowest and highest velocity ranges. In order to

get sufficient logs at the two extremes, acoustic measurements were taken on

around 1 000 logs from both SG and AG until enough logs with velocities above
3.4 km/s and below 2.5 km/s were sorted out. All the selected logs were given an

identification number. Log length and diameters at both ends were recorded for

each selected log. Log volume was calculated using the formula described by

Ellis (1982) for coniferous logs.
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LV=exp( l.9441 57+ln(L)+0.029931 *D0-0.038675+0.88471 *ln(T)) + 0.0785
*Do2*L

where LV- log volume (dm3), L - log length (m), D0 = small end diameter (cm)

and T - taper (cm/m). Taper was calculated as the ratio of diameter difference
between the two ends relative to log length.

Once sufficient logs had been obtained for each group, log numbers were

removed and logs demarcated by spraying the ends with different colour paints
(black for group-1, orange for Group-2, yellow for group-3 and green for group-

4). Each group was piled separately and transported to PAPRO for the pulping
trials.

5.22
. Pulping Trial
The mechanical and chemical pulping in the study was carried out by P APRO,

Rotorua. Thermo-mechanical pulps were produced using PAPRO refiner plant

and kraft pulps were prepared in 2L digesters. The complete procedures adopted

for the chip evaluation, pulping process and pulp evaluation are given in
appendix- III.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Log segregation
Log characteristics of different groups are shown m Table 5-1.
parenthesis are coefficients of variation.

Values m
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Table 5-1: Log characteristics of four velocity groups

Group

No.
of

logs

Avg.

sound

velocity

(km/s)

Avg. log Avg. Log. Avg. Log Avg.

length

Dia

(mtrs)

bottom

at Dia at top taper

end (cm)

Total

volume

end (cm)

(cm/m)

(cum)

1

28

2.45

4.37

25.55

18.55

1.59

4.79

2

36

2.75

4.41

25.84

20.47

1.22

7.37

3

36

3.14

4.54

28.27

23.99

0.96

8.78

4

42

3.58

4.64

24.67

21.29

0.72

8.29

(2.93)

(1.23)
(1.09)
(4.09)

(19.12)

(16.42)
(20.45)

(17.29)

(20.87)

(23.95)
(17.01)

(17.9 1)

(31.31)
(29.28)

(19.26)

(22.10)

(34.32)
(53.02)

(58.92)
(57.81)

In the four log sorts the log characteristics were quite similar visually but with

distinctly different velocity. Log taper was calculated from the large end and
small end diameters of each selected log. The average taper in logs in each

velocity class is shown in table with the standard deviation in parenthesis. There

was a large variation in taper in the logs within the velocity groups. A simple

correlation analysis indicated a moderate negative correlation between taper and
sound velocity (correlation coefficient = -0.55).

Figure 5-2 shows the

relationship of acoustic velocity with the log taper. Broadly, the high velocity

logs were showing less taper as compared to the low velocity logs. No
relationship was observed between log volume and sound velocity.
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Figure 5-2: Relationship between acoustic velocity and log taper

5.3.2 Pulping characteristics
5.3.2.1 Mechanical Pulp
Figure 5-3 shows the pulp freeness as a function of refining energy for the each

pulp log group. There were two interesting observations. Within the four velocity
groups segregated initially, there were no distinct differences in energy

consumption behaviour between the two low velocity groups i.e. low ( < 2.52

km/s) and med-low (2.7-2.8 krn/s) velocity groups and also between the two

high velocity groups i.e. med-high (3.1 - 3.2 krn/s) and high ( > 3.4 krn/s)
velocity groups. However, there was a significant difference in refining energy

requirements between low velocity groups (<2.52 krn/s and 2.7-2.8 krn/s) and the

high velocity groups (3. 1-3.2 krn/s and >3.4 krn/s). The energy requirements

were higher in the logs from low velocity groups at each freeness level. At 100
CSF freeness level, the high velocity logs consumed as much as 12% less energy

than the low velocity logs. The results indicate the immense potential of
acoustics in segregating logs according to their energy requirements.
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Figure 5-3: Freeness as a function of energy input

Apart from the specific energy requirement, vanous pulp and handsheet

properties like tensile index, tear index, fibre length of the pulp, long fibre

fraction ( +30), fines fraction, light scattering coefficient and opacity obtained
from the different velocity groups were also analysed. Tensile index increased

with the increase in energy input in all the groups (Figure 5-4). Similar to the

energy consumption pattern, both med-high and high velocity groups exhibited
the similar behaviour in tensile index with energy input.
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The tensile index shown by the pulp from the high velocity logs was significantly

higher than that for the low velocity logs at all the energy input levels.

The tear index was also found to be higher in the pulp from the high velocity
groups than from low velocity groups (Figure 5-5).
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The tear index in all the velocity groups indicated a declining trend at the higher

energy input levels (more than 2500 kwh/odt). This trend was more prominent in
the low velocity logs. The decline in tear index is generally associated with the

loss in fibre length during refining. From Figure 5-6 it can be seen that the mean
fibre length in the pulp obtained from the low velocity groups declined

dramatically at the higher refining energy level (>2500kWh/odt) while the fibre
length of the pulp from higher velocity group did not alter significantly. Since the

logs from the low velocity groups were subjected to high energy input to achieve

100 CSF freeness level, the high energy input resulted in intense refining

breaking of fibres instead of their development. This would lead to the

generation of fibres with poor bonding potential as the long fibres are very

important in providing tear strength.
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The variation in long fibre fraction (+30) with freeness in all the velocity groups

is shown in Figure 5-7. It can be seen that as the freeness level decreased, the

difference in the long fibre fractions (+30) increased between low and high

velocity groups suggesting that logs in the low velocity group lost their fibre

length rapidly with the energy input while the fibre length is retained in the high

velocity groups.
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The proportion of fines (-200) was similar in all the velocity groups. The

relatively low proportion of long fibre fractions in the pulps from low velocity

groups and similar amount of fines fraction in low and high velocity groups at a

1 00 CSF freeness level suggest that the fines in low velocity groups are
generated primarily due to fibre length loss while in case of high velocity logs,

the fibre length is retained and fines and fractions are generated from the material

peeled off from middle lamella and primary and the secondary layers of the fibre
wall.

The light scattering coefficient is an important property for newsprint. The

scattering coefficient at various freeness levels is shown in Figure 5-8 for all
velocity groups. The scattering coefficient from the low velocity group is slightly

higher than for the high velocity logs.
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5.3.2.2 Chemical Pulp
The relationship between yield and kappa number for four velocity groups are
shown in Figure 5-9.
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It is evident that high velocity groups resulted in higher yield at all kappa

numbers. At Kappa 30, the pulp yield from the highest velocity group was almost
3% higher than the lowest velocity group. The data for pulp and handsheet

properties for the four velocity groups are presented in Table 5-2
Table 5-2: Characteristics of the four velocity classes.

Group

Wood Properties

1

2.45

Pulp Properties

Handsheet Properties

2.1 8

10.98

1.23

11.53

1.44

Average
group
velocity
(km/s)

Chip
basic
density
(kg/m3)

Fibre Fibre
Bulk
(cm3/g)
length wall
( mm) thickness
(/,lm)

Tensile
index
(Nm/g)

Tear index
2
(mNm /g)

2

2.75

350

2.44

11.33

1.29

88.00

90.05

7.98

4

3.48

2.65

11.50

1.38

84.60

84.30

11.68

3

3.15

355
377

394

2.56

8.71

1 2.22
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The pulp fibre length was found to be positively related with acoustic velocity.

Pulp from higher velocity groups had much higher pulp length than the lower
velocity groups. Variation in fibre wall thickness in the pulps from different

velocity groups showed trends similar to that of fibre length. This suggests that

logs with higher acoustic velocity had both higher tracheid length and fibre wall

thickness. The pulp from the lowest velocity groups exhibited higher tensile
index but a poor tear index.

It is evident from the data that the pulps generated from the four log groups were

different in terms of their pulp yield and pulp and handsheet properties. The

differences in pulp yield from the four velocity groups could be related to

intrinsic fundamental property of the wood and the relationship between acoustic
speed along a log and the microfibril angle in the S2-layer of the cell walls. It has
been shown that the three fundamental wood characteristics namely microfibril
angle, tracheid length and cellulose content strongly correlate amongst

themselves and with the modulus of elasticity (Tsehaye et al. 1997). Wood with
lower microfibril angle has higher cellulose content and also greater stiffness. It

is the high cellulose content in wood with high acoustic speed (low microfibril

angle and high stiffness) that results in a higher yield of pulp from chemical

pulping processes.

The results of this preliminary study indicated the great potential of acoustic
velocity to segregate pulp logs according to their energy requirement and pulp

characteristics. Logs with higher acoustic velocity consumed less energy in

refining and produced pulp with superior strength properties compared to the low
velocity logs. Also acoustic velocity has the potential to be used to sort pulp logs

to maximize kraft pulp yield and still meet pulp property specifications. In

particular, fibre length specifications could be controlled through rejecting pulp
logs having acoustic velocity outside a predetermined range.
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5.4 Commercial Trial
The initial investigations at Murupara indicated the potential of acoustic
technology but validation called for an industrial scale trial. Logs with acoustic
speed of more than 3.1 km/s required noticeably less energy (12%) in pulping as

compared to the logs with low acoustic speed (<2.52 km/s) to achieve 100 csf

freeness. Similarly, length-weighted average fibre length, long fibre content,

tensile index, tear index were higher for pulp from high acoustic speed logs

compared to low speed logs at all freeness levels. These results were derived
from small scale trials at PAPRO.

Laboratory and pilot scale studies are cheaper and easier to control than mill

scale studies. However, the interpretation and extrapolation of this data to the
mill scale is cautioned against due to operational differences and it has been

suggested that such trials be carried out on a realistic scale (Nyakuengarna 1997).

To validate the results and to assess the benefits of the technology on a

commercial scale, a log segregation trial based on acoustic velocity was

undertaken at Norske-Skog Paper Mill, Boyer, Tasmania (Australia). The
HITMAN® acoustic resonance tool was used to measure acoustic velocity in

logs.

The main objectives of the mill trial were to:
1. assess the worth of the acoustics technology in optimising energy usage on
an industrial scale, and determine the effects on pulp strength and kraft

usage;

2. determine the economic benefits associated with this technology; and
3. quantify the relationship between acoustic velocity and wood properties in
individual logs using Hitman™.
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5.4.1 Wood Sampling
The trial segregated about 400 tonnes of wood (approximately 2000 logs) into
four different acoustic velocity classes (about 100 tonnes in each class) and

evaluated the processing characteristics of logs from each class mainly for

energy consumption in mechanical pulping. It was estimated that 100 tonnes of

logs would yield about 90 tonnes of wood chips, which can run three Sunds

refiners for at least six hours allowing sufficient time for testing of the resulting

pulp.

The logs were stockpiled from eight different coupes (about 50 tonnes from each

coupe) in order to get a large variation in log quality. The coupes were selected

from different geographical regions in Tasmania and were from different age

plantations. The logs sourced from each coupe were a mixture of butt, middle

and top logs. The details for each coupe are shown in the following table (Table
5-3).

Table 5-3 : Details of coupes from which logs were harvested for the study

Coupe

Coupe

Code

No.

Region

Altitude

Rainfall

Stand

(ms))

(mm/yr)

age

Operation

(years)
A

TN30Y

South-Tasmania

280

1 1 86

19

2 °0 Thinning

B

H 1 02Z

South-East

1 30

1 00 1

14

1 st Thinning

Tasmania
C

TN75Y

South Tasmania

1 80

748

15

1 st Thinning

D

PL20X

South Tasmania

500

907

27

Clear fel ling

E

MU007A

West Tasmania

1 00

1 759

26

Clear felling

F

NT 1 02B

North-West

530

1 650

23

Clear felling

740

1488

27

Clear felling

350

1 000

35

Clear fel ling

Tasmania
G

SF 1 59B

North-East
Tasmania

H

SA006A

North-East
Tasmania
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Figure 5-1 0).
Figure 5-10: Location of the forests from
where logs were sourced

Approximately 50 tonnes of logs from each of the eight coupes were collected

for acoustic measurements. Logs were individually coded in order to differentiate

the coupe of origin. A sub-sample of approximately 200 logs from four extreme

sites (in terms of rainfall, altitude, age and geographic location) was tested
initially in order to determine the range of acoustic velocities and subsequent

velocity groups to be used in the segregation process. The acoustic velocity and

log volume distribution for the sample is shown in Figure 5-1 1 . The acoustic

velocity ranged from 2.15 krn/s to 3.84 krn/s. The average log volume was 0.1 8

m 3.
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Figure 5-11: acoustic velocity and log volume pattern in the sampled logs

Based on this distribution, the cut-off points for the four velocity classes were

detennined. These values were then used to segregate the logs for the trial.
These classes were:

Class-1: Low velocity: logs with velocity < 2.65 km/s

Class-2: Med-Low velocity: logs with velocity between 2.66 km/s to 2.95 km/s

Class-3: Med-High velocity: logs with velocity between 2.96 km/s to 3.25 km/s
Class-4: High velocity: logs with velocity more than 3.25 km/s

Once the velocity group ranges were chosen, all logs were measured. 2247 logs

were measured for acoustic velocity. Log length, large-end diameter and small

end diameter were recorded to calculate log volume and taper. Logs belonging

to a particular acoustic velocity class were distinguished by marking with a

different colour paint to aid in segregation (blue for class-1, red for class-2, white

for class-3 and yellow for class-4). All the segregated logs were stockpiled

separately before transporting to Muskett's Wood Processing yard for flail

debarking and chipping. The total number of logs and respective wood volume

for each class are shown in the following table (Table 5-4).
Table 5-4: Number of logs segregated in each velocity group

Class

1

Colour

Acoustic

Blue

� 2.65

code

(km/s)

velocity No. of logs
482

2

Red

2.66-2.95

649

4

Yellow

� 3.26

449

3

White

2.96-3.25

Total

667
2247

Volume (m3)
91.4

1 10.8

1 22.2

77.2

401.6

During the segregation process, a sample of logs encompassing the full acoustic
velocity range were identified, and discs were cut from both ends of these log for

basic density, tracheid length and SilviScan analysis, to study the relationship
between wood properties and acoustics in logs. Discs were later cut into two
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1 2mm bark to bark cores (through the pith), with one core being used for basic
density determination by volume using the APPITA Standard Method (AS/NZS
1 30 1 .00 l s) followed by tracheid length determination using a sodium hydroxide
and peracetic acid digestion (Cox et al. 1 996). A Kajaani FS-200 Fibre Analyser
was then used to determine the length-weighted average fibre length values for
all samples.
5.4.2 Pulping trial

The pulping trial was carried out at Norske Skog Boyer Mill. All pulps were
evaluated at the Norske Skog PPSG laboratories at the Boyer Mill. The
conditions of the pulping trial and the procedures used for pulp and paper
evaluation are given in appendix-IV
5.4.3 Results
5.4.3.1 Acoustic velocity distribution in sampled logs

The acoustic velocity in the populations ranged from 2.09 km/s to 3.94 km/s with
an average value of 2.95 km/s. Since the logs in this trial came from eight coupes
which differed in terms of their stand age and geographical region (Table- I ), the
acoustic velocity distribution was analysed for each coupe. The velocity
distribution for each individual coupe is shown in Figure 5- 1 2(a) and (b). Figure
5 - 12(a) shows the distributions of acoustic velocity in young thinnings (HI02Z,
TN75Y, TN30Y) and logs from clear felling of a relatively young plantation
(NT102B). Figure 5 - 12(b) shows the velocity distributions in clear felling from
older plantations (PL20X, MU007A, SF1 59B, SA006A).
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Figure 5-12: Acoustic velocity distribution in the logs from different coupe

The acoustic velocity distribution shifts with plantation age. Logs from coupes
HI02Z and TN75Y were first thinnings (aged 14 and 15), giving an acoustic
velocity distribution that was biased towards the extreme low velocity range. For

coupes TN30Y and NT102B, the plantation age at the time of log extraction was

19 -years and 23-years respectively: correspondingly, the velocity distribution

was shifted more towards higher acoustic velocities. Figure 5-12(b) suggested

that the velocity distributions in coupes from older plantation were very similar
and overlapping on each other: here the distribution curves were shifted to the
high velocity end of the overall population.

The acoustic velocity distributions in the different coupes indicate that although

logs from thinnings had lower average acoustic velocity a significant proportion
of logs display high acoustic velocities (>2.96 km/s). Similarly, quite a few logs

from the older plantations had low acoustic velocities. The contribution of each

coupe to the four velocity groups is shown in Table 5-5. Since the velocity

distribution and average velocity in coupes PL20X, MU007 A, SF159B and

SA006A were nearly the same, these four coupes (age 26-35) were pooled

together.
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Table 5-5: Distribution of logs from individual coupes among the four velocity groups

Coupe no.

�2.6 5
km/s

2.662. 95

2. 96 -3.25

2:3 .26

km/s

km/s

Total

168

TN75Y (age 1 5) 192
TN30Y (age 19) 73
NT102B

23)

(age 30

Combined (age 19

26-35)

coupes
Total

-

four

482

67

19

112

5

259

60

19

264

203

452

649

667

163

104

36

100

acoustic
velocity

km/s
HI02Z (age 14)

Average

(km/s)

2.58

394

2.66

278

2.98

378

1052

3.17

449

2247

2.95

3

44

2.82

Coupes HI02Z, TN75Y and TN30Y together contributed around 90% of the logs

to the lowest velocity group (:S 2.65km/s) while coupes PL20X, MU007A,

SF1 59B and SA006A (aged 26-35) collectively contributed around 85% of the

logs in highest velocity group (�3.26 km/s). When analysed by individual coupe,

nearly 10% of the logs from youngest coupes (HI02Z and TN75Y) contributed to

the two high velocity groups. This implies that even young thinning have some

superior quality wood.

Similarly, nearly 22% of the logs from mature old plantations were low quality

logs (velocity less than 2.95 km/s). Coupes TN30Y and NT102B, which had an

intermediate range in acoustic velocity, produced substantial numbers of logs in
both lowest and the highest velocity groups. If processed without any acoustic

segregation, logs from these coupes would contribute a large variation to raw

material wood flows, that would ultimately affect pulp and paper properties.

Corson (1999) has noted that individual trees of the same age class and growth

site have significantly different fibre characteristics. Acoustic velocity is able to
recognise some of these variations, since acoustic velocity depends on tracheid
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length, cell wall dimensions, relative proportion of various cell wall layers, the

microfibril angle in S2 layer and chemical compositions (Albert et al. 2002;

Buchanan et al. 1999; Clark et al. 2002; Tsehaye et al. 1 997).
5.4.3.2 Wood Properties

The relationship between volume-weighted average basic density and tracheid

length , measured from logs, and acoustic velocity was analysed (Figure 5-1 3 and

Figure 5-1 4). A moderate positive relationship (R= 0.62) was observed between

basic density and acoustic velocity (Figure 5-13). This concurs with the earlier

preliminary trial as presented in section 5.3.2, where chip basic density was

found to have a positive relationship with the acoustic velocity for the four log

groups (Table 5-2). The modest relationship between basic density and acoustic
velocity indicates that log sorting based on acoustic velocity is not unduly

influenced by the basic density of the wood.
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Figure 5-13: Relationship between basic density and acoustic velocity
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The relationship between the mean tracheid length and acoustic velocity as

measured on logs was somewhat better, giving a positive correlation (R= 0.74,

Figure 5-14). This agrees with previous reports on this species (Albert et al.
2002; Clark et al. 2002).

5.4.3.3 Pulp Properties
Freeness as a function of energy consumption m the pnmary refiners was
examined for the four wood groups (Figure 5-15). For a given freeness the four

groups consumed differing amounts of energy, with the amount of energy used

increasing as the acoustic velocity of the log class decreased. Logs from the high

velocity group required considerably less energy to achieve a specific freeness

level. At a target freeness at the primary refiners of between 180 to 200 csf, the
difference between the two extreme groups was as much as 250kWh/odt.
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Figure 5-15: Freeness as a function of energy input at primary refiners

The relationship between tensile index and specific energy consumption at the

primary refiners (Figure 5-16) indicates that for a given energy input the four

different velocity groups produced different tensile indexes. The higher the

acoustic velocity of the logs the higher the tensile index measured. The
difference between the two extreme groups is as much as 5 tensile index points at
any given energy input.
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Figure 5-16: Tensile index as a function of energy input in four velocity classes
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Tear index as a function of energy consumption (Figure 5-17) indicated a similar

trend to tensile index, whereby an increasing acoustic velocity saw an increase in

the tear index of the hand sheets, in all but the highest velocity group
(�3.26km/s).
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Figure 5-17: Tear index as a function of energy input in four velocity classes

Although fibre length in the wood increased with increasing acoustic velocity of

the logs, the anticipated pattern of increasing fibre length in the pulp with
increasing acoustic velocity throughout the energy input range was not so simple.

The lowest acoustic velocity logs with the shortest tracheid length produced pulp

having the longest fibres implying that these fibres were relatively resistant to
fibre shortening even when heavily refined (Figure 5-18).
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5.5 Discussion
A major difference between the preliminary trial at Murupara and commercial

trial at Boyer was the selection of velocity classes. In the preliminary trial, logs

were selected only if they fell within the specific range of one of the four discrete

velocity classes and all other logs with discarded. That is, the four velocity

groups in the initial trial did not represent the whole velocity range observed in
the population and only certain parts within the range were used for the study. In
contrast, in the commercial trial all logs were included and the entire velocity

range was used.

Another difference between these two trials was the variability in raw material.

In the initial trial, the logs were only top logs from plantations of various ages.

These logs were drawn from the two broad categories described as "SG" which

is considered to be low density wood, and "AG" wood, which is considered to be
high density wood. For the commercial trial, logs were taken from eight coupes

and the coupes were different in terms of their plantation age and site quality.
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Logs from three coupes were first and second thinning operations containing

mostly juvenile wood.

The energy requirement for pulping the high velocity logs was lower than for the

low velocity logs in both trials. In initial trial the difference in energy required to

achieve 1 00 CSF freeness level between low and high acoustic velocity group
was 1 2- 1 4% while in the mill scale trial it was about 20%. One of the interesting

results from the initial trial was that there was no significant difference in

pulping behaviour of medium-high and high velocity logs. This suggests that
above a specific threshold of velocity level, there is not much reduction in energy

consumption. A similar trend was observed in the commercial trial also, where

difference in energy requirement to achieve l OOCSF in medium-high and high
velocity logs was very small.

The differences in energy consumption in the logs from different velocity groups

can be explained based on the differences in fundamental wood characteristics
(microfibril angle and tracheid length) of these groups.

Kibblewhite ( 1 984)

observed that the pulp fibre length is related to the wood tracheid length and the
modes of fibre separation and breakage during refining in TMP and RMP

processes and therefore could significantly affect the energy requirement during

refining. The acoustic velocity in logs has been found to have a significant

positive correlation with the pulp fibre length (NZ Patent 33 1 527 and PCT
international patent 2002). Thus a log displaying a high acoustic velocity will

have long fibres. Also, the log will be stiffer, through the equation MOE = pV2

where p is density and V is acoustic velocity, reflecting at the fundamental level

the lower average microfibril angle in the tracheid wall. Equally, it has been
shown that a log displaying a high acoustic velocity can be refined to a given

consistency with less mechanical energy than a log having a lower acoustic
velocity. This high velocity log with its small microfibril angle in the S2 layer

will have a lower transverse compressive stiffness. This should ensure that more

refining energy is dissipated in the immediate vicinity of the refiner bars with
such stress concentrations favouring cell failure. It is generally accepted that

during the fibre development stage, fibre separation rupture does not take place
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through the middle lamella and instead part of the S2 layer is stripped off with

the middle lamella, primary wall and Sl layer (Reme and Helle 2001) (Figure

5-19).

Kibblewhite (1981) found that the fibre

separation does not occur through the
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The higher differences in energy consumption by the lowest and highest acoustic

velocity groups in the mill scale trial may also be attributed to the distinct

differences in the proportion of thinning wood and mature wood in these groups.
Since 85% of the logs in highest acoustic velocity group were from older

plantations, the logs in this group would have substantial amounts of outerwood

with long tracheids with stiffer, thicker cell walls. The lowest acoustic velocity
group had about 90% wood material from thinnings that have shorter, thinner
tracheids. Murton and Corson (1992) have shown that the thinning logs require

substantially higher energy to achieve specific freeness as compared to the

mature slabwood.

Tensile index exhibited a similar trend in both trials. Pulp from the high acoustic

velocity logs exhibited a superior tensile index at all energy inputs compared to

low velocity groups. Tear index and fibre length showed different trends in the
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preliminary and the mill scale trials. In the preliminary trial, tear index from the

high velocity logs was higher than for low velocity logs at all energy input levels
(Figure 5-5). However in the mill scale trail, at higher energy levels, pulp from

the lowest velocity logs exhibited superior tear index (Figure 5-17). These
conflicting results can be interpreted based on differences in the behaviour of the

fibre length loss during refining in these two trials. In the preliminary trial, fibre

length of the high velocity group was higher throughout the refining process and

pulp from the lowest velocity logs exhibited steep loss in fibre length at higher
energy levels. While in the mill scale trial, fibre length loss in the medium-low,

medium-high and highest velocity groups exhibited similar trends as observed in

the preliminary trial but the lowest velocity group had highest mean fibre length

at higher energy input levels. Since the mean fibre length has a dominant effect

on tear index, the lowest velocity group in the mill scale trial showed better tear

index. One might argue that the lowest velocity group should have the lowest

measured fibre lengths in their pulps based on the tracheid length measurements

performed before pulping (Figure 5-14) since an increasing energy input
generally leads to a decrease in fibre length, due to fibre cutting or increased

fines generation (Corson 2002; Kure et al. 1999).

The higher fibre length in the pulp from the lowest velocity logs can be explained

based on the log input in this group. This group was composed mainly of trees

from young plantations and, as such, a high percentage of this group would have

been juvenile wood. It is well documented that the finer juvenile wood fibres are

more flexible than mature wood fibres and as such are able to absorb more

energy in the refining process (Corson 1991; Hatton 1995) and as such may be
more resilient to fibre cutting and fines generation. Also juvenile wood tracheids

are generally shorter and thinner than the mature wood tracheids. This implies

that the number of tracheids per unit mass of wood from the lowest acoustic

group would be higher than from the highest velocity group. Hence, when

refined at the same rate, for high velocity group the number of fibres passing

through the refining zone would be smaller and therefore the amount of energy

received by each individual fibre would be higher than that from low velocity

group at a given energy input. Murton (1998) calculated the energy input per
fibre and the number of fibres per unit mass of wood. His analysis showed that at
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a g1 ven production rate, a refiner using thinnings would have 2.5 times the

number of fibres passing through the refiner zone as when refining the mature
wood fibres. This could have resulted in the greater loss in fibre length in high
velocity logs.

The results from both the trials clearly suggest that acoustic segregation can sort

radiata pine logs according to their energy demand in thermo-mechanical

pulping. The relationship established for sorting logs according to energy
consumption also influences the resultant fibre and paper properties.

5.6 Conclusion
From this trial it can be seen that acoustic segregation can indeed select pulp logs
that perform very differently in terms of pulp and paper properties when refined

to a given freeness or at a certain energy input. At a given target freeness there

was a 20% difference in energy requirement between the lowest and highest
velocity logs. Similarly there was a 1 7% difference in tensile strength between

the lowest and highest velocity logs for a given specific energy.

Acoustic segregation of logs could be used in a number of ways.
First, following segregation, each velocity class could be processed as a separate

batch in the pulp mill. The pulping process (including energy requirement) could
then be optimised to match the narrower range of wood characteristics thus

stabilising the process, reducing variability and potentially reducing input costs.
One option for the Boyer Mill might be to feed the two thermo-mechanical

pulping units (TMP l & TMP2) with different wood 'batches' and then blending

the resultant pulp.

Secondly, after segregation the various acoustic velocity log classes could be

blended together in a consistent ratio so that the variability of wood
characteristics is significantly lower. This would also lead to improved process

stability and improved, more consistent pulp quality.

1 06

Thirdly, where it is possible to be selective about the wood sourcing, wood

should be obtained from areas where logs have a high acoustic velocity. This
would lead to significantly lower energy requirements, increased tensile strength,

and possibly lower kraft usage which would represent a significant cost saving.

Finally, the wood could be characterised in the plantations in a pre-harvest
assessment. This information could then be used to schedule harvesting

operations so that a consistent mix of wood characteristics is maintained and

delivered to the mill.
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Chapter 6 : Screening of young Eucalyptus nitens
trees based on growth stress level
6.1 Introduction
Growth stresses are defined as the internal stresses in woody stems that are auto

generated in the growing plant in newly-formed wood cells during differentiation

and maturation. Growth stresses develop in each stem and each branch of the

tree irrespective of the genera or species; however their magnitude differs from

tree to tree. In general, the magnitude of growth stresses is reported to be less in

softwoods than in hardwoods (Nicholson 1973). Growth stresses differ from
other stresses. These other stresses may arise in wood due to gravitational forces

acting on standing trees that disappear after felling, and drying stresses caused by
changes in moisture gradients.

Internal stresses exist within the stem even

though no external stress-producing force is acting on it. Growth stresses can be

resolved in the longitudinal, radial and tangential directions, following the

natural geometry of the tree. The accumulation of growth stresses in successive

new layers leads to the creation of a internally-balance stressed state within the
stem, where the zone nearest the periphery develops longitudinal tension and, to

preserve the force equilibrium, counter-balancing longitudinal compressive

stresses are build-up in the inner zone of the stem. Further, the stem experiences

tensile stress in the radial direction, while in the tangential direction growth
stresses change from compression at the periphery to tension near the pith. The
tree stem accumulates and redistributes growth stresses during each successive

year of growth.

The origin of growth stresses has been attributed to the interaction between

longitudinal tensile stresses generated in the cellulosic microfibrils and
compressive stresses generated in the matrix skeleton during lignin deposition.

Microfibril angle (MFA) in the S2 layer of the cellwall appears to be one of the
most important factors in determining the magnitude and type of growth stresses
in wood, tensile and compressive (Yamamoto 1998).
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These stresses play an important physiological role, enabling the tree to adjust to

environmental conditions. They help in regulating the crown position, in re

orienting the stem to a more favourable position, in re-establishing the vertical

alignment of a leaning tree arising from some external force like wind, in
reducing the risk of compression failure under high wind loading of the crown, in

preventing frost cracking in the xylem during severe winters, or in sustaining

severe water tension in periods of drought (Jacobs 1 945; Kubler 1 987a; Mattheck

1 995; Mattheck and Bethge 1998). Since the strength of wood is much higher in

tension than in compression, tensile stresses in the outerwood of young trees
minimizes potential damage induced by bending in wind (Figure 6-1 ). This effect
is similar to pre-stressing in engineering construction.
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�c

'Y'
c

T�
� +-- Supedmpos;tion of

the growth stresses,
giving a higher tensile
than compressive stress
bending moment on

Figure 6-1: (a) Trees bent by the wind with no pre-stress in wood. Stress distribution
across the trunk is linear and maximum tension and compression stresses are
equal.

(b) Pre-stressed tree in calm conditions. The outside of the trunk is in tension
all around and the inside is in compression.

(c) Pre-stressed tree in a strong wind. Compression stress is halved and this
tree can bend twice as far as in (a).
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Extremely large growth stresses are found to coincide with the presence of
reaction wood (tension wood formed on the upper side in the angiosperms and

compression wood formed in the lower side of gymnosperms) of the leaning
stems or branches (Huang et al. 2001; Mattheck and Kubler 1995; Yamamoto,

1989). Reaction wood formation is generally linked to reorientation of the stem

in response to externally imposed forces. This suggests that growth stresses

participate in the negative-gravitropism mechanism in woody cells to achieve the
most favourable crown architecture.

Although growth stresses have evolved to support the living tree and are

beneficial for its normal growth and development, their high magnitude poses

serious problems in the processing and utilisation of wood. The high magnitude
of growth stresses in trees results in end-splitting in logs immediately after

felling and in warping, twisting and splitting in sawn timber. Such degrade
ultimately reduces the yield of good quality sawn wood and therefore the
commercial value of logs and sawn timber. The problems associated with the
growth stresses are much more prominent in fast- grown plantation species,

mainly in eucalypts that have been widely planted throughout the world (Yang

and Waugh 2001). In most places, eucalypts species were introduced to meet the

demand for wood chips, firewood, mining timbers and shelter-belts. The high
magnitude of growth stresses has restricted opportunities to add value to timber

from these plantations.

Any prior knowledge about the magnitude of growth stresses in trees or logs is

helpful in adopting appropriate processing and utilisation strategies. However, it

is almost impossible to measure growth stresses directly in trees or logs.

Generally strains associated with growth stresses, so-called growth strains, are

measured by relieving the stresses. The magnitude of these growth strains is
considered to be a direct indicator of the growth stress level in the tree/log. An

important stimulus to growth stress research has been the development of a

number of tools and techniques to measure growth strains in trees and logs.

Several destructive and semi-destructive techniques have been proposed by

researchers to assess the growth strain level in trees/logs. However, most of the
methods are slow, cumbersome, destructive in nature and lacking commercial
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applicability on a large scale at the management level in the field. Growth strain
measurements have immense importance in sorting/segregating logs for their

rational utilization, and in tree breeding programmes in the selection and

propagation of low-stress trees for large-scale production of timber from these
hitherto stress-prone species.

In recent years, selection or segregation of logs based on stiffness using acoustic

techniques have been established and commercial benefits of such segregation on

harvesting have been demonstrated for species like radiata pine (Tsehaye et al.

2000). In case of eucalypts, it is essential to consider the growth strain level

along with stiffness for wood quality improvement. The most desirable sorting

mechanism would be selecting logs with high stiffness and low level of growth
strains for quality timber production.

The microfibril angle in the S2-layer of the cell wall plays an important role in

defining the elastic constants of the wood and therefore the speed of the acoustic
wave in wood (Andrews 2000). Also, it is one of the most important factors that

control most of the physical and mechanical properties in wood including growth

stresses. Yamamoto et al. (1991) have shown that in the normal wood region,

the MFA lies within the range of 5-15° , and has a linear relationship with the

longitudinal growth strains in Japanese cedar (Sugi) and Japanese cypress
(Hinoki). Logically, therefore, one should consider the possibility of using

acoustics to estimate the magnitude of growth stresses. There are some studies

where wood stiffness has been associated with the growth stress/strains in trees.

There was hardly any study to our knowledge where the potential of acoustics

has been explored to indicate growth strain level in trees, at the time this study
was conceived.

Recently, (Yang and Ilic 2003) explored the association of

d ynamic MOE determined from the frequency of longitudinal vibrations and

growth strains in Eucalyptus globulus.
Objectives of the study:

(A) A distinctive feature of eucalypts is that they have much lower microfibril

angles than pines. Thus in a study of E. nitens by (Evans et al. 2000) the largest
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MFA values (in ring 3) is around 250 while in radiata pine (Donaldson 1992) the

smallest initial MFA is around 250, We start with the hypothesis that a eucalypt

with very low initial MFA is more likely to have severe growth stresses. Since

acoustic speed is considered to be an indirect indicator of the MFA, it was

hypothesised that acoustic velocity might have some relationship with growth
strains. It was anticipated that wood with exceptionally high acoustic velocity

would have significantly higher growth strains. The current study is an effort to
explore the relationship between acoustic velocity and growth strains.

(B) Most studies on growth stresses in eucalypts have concentrated on the

measurement of growth strains and studying distribution pattern around the

periphery and along the length of the tree in mature tree. Very few studies have
been carried out on growth strain distribution in very young trees with smaller

diameter. The work of Muneri (Muneri et al. 2000; Muneri 2000) is a notable

exception.

In the eucalypts tree breeding programs, it is vital to know the

magnitude of growth stress or strain in very young trees as one of the major

selection criteria. To evolve a suitable sampling strategy for assessing growth
strain level in such young, small diameter trees, one needs to understand the

magnitude of variation in growth strain around the periphery and along the height
of the tree. For the practical reasons, the sampling needs to be done at a

convenient and approachable tree height in the field. Another objective of this

study was to analyse growth strain variation around the periphery and along the

tree height.

(C) Growth stress or strain devise one of the major wood quality criteria for

eucalyptus however it is very important to assess the possible influences on other

wood properties while selecting trees with low strain level. Thus understanding

the relationships between growth stress/strain and wood properties in vertical

straight stems could have a significant bearing for the breeding of eucalypts. In
the third objective of the study the relationships between average tree growth

strain and various physical and mechanical properties of young Eucalyptus nitens

wood was investigated.
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6.2 Literature review
The presence of growth stresses in trees and their influence on tree growth and
development was reported way back in thel930' s. Since then extensive research

has been carried out on the presence and distribution of growth stresses in
various species, the mechanism of growth stress generation, the means of

measuring growth strains in trees/logs and their influence on processing of

timber. This work has been reviewed extensively by several authors such as

Chafe (1979a); Boyd, (1985); Kubler (1987a) and Yang and Waugh (2001). The

present section presents a brief review on aspects of this research that is relevant

to the thesis work.

6.2 .1 Growth stress distributio n in stems
It is well accepted that growth stresses are generated in the newly-formed xylem

cells at the vascular cambium, which tend to contract longitudinally and expand

laterally against the restraining forces of adjoining, fractionally older wood cells.
This generates tensile stresses in the longitudinal direction and compressive

stresses in the tangential direction.

Longitudinal tensile growth stresses

generated by newly-formed cells ever-so-slightly compresses all existing wood
cells resulting in an easing of tensile stresses in the adjacent recently-formed

cells a little further from the cambium. This progressive easing of growth stress
produces a gradient in tensile stresses with a maximum at stem periphery to zero

at about one third of radius from periphery and then progressively larger
compressive stresses towards the pith so counter balancing the tensile stresses

toward the periphery. Small diameter trees tend to have a steep gradient of stress

as compared to large diameter trees (Figure 6-2).
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Figure 6-2: Stress distribution in a small and large diameter stem

As reported by Kubler (1987b), these findings evolved from the extensive

experiments by Jacobs (1939) on measurements of growth strains on more than

200 logs of Eucalyp tus delegatensis. The results of Jacobs' experiments were

further substantiated by Boyd (1950), who measured longitudinal strains at
various positions from bark to pith in logs of Eucalyptus regnans. He observed

maximum tensile stresses of 7-14MPa at the periphery and compressive stresses

in the range of 1 4-21MPa near the pith with zero stresses at a distance 0.7R from

the pith. Kubler (1959) derived a mathematical expression for the growth strain
distribution from pith to periphery.

strains at any point can be given by

According to the equation longitudinal

E = E ( 1 + 2 ln � ) ------------- (6-l)
1

where

1P

£

1

i s the strain at a distance "r" from the pith,

and R is the stem radius.

£P

1

is the peripheral strains
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The above equation fitted Boyd's data with a crossover point from longitudinal

tension to compression at 0.60R. The equation has been found to be a good

approximation and has been widely used in growth stress research (Archer 1986).
Many experimental investigators disagreed with the equation and other models

have been proposed to describe growth stress distribution from pith to periphery

in stems (see Kubler 1987a).

6.22
. Mechanisms of generation of growth stress
The first descriptive model of the generation of growth stresses was made by

Clarke in 1939 as reported by Kubler (1987a). It was based on the suggestion by

Munch with regard to tension wood fibres that the deposition of lignin in the

intermicellar spaces (between the cellulose microfibrils in modern terminology)

results in the transverse swelling of the tension wood cell walls which in turn was

responsible for the creation of longitudinal tensile stresses. Clarke applied this

hypothesis to growth stress generation in the "Lignin Swelling Hypothesis". The
hypothesis interprets the simultaneous generation of longitudinal tension and

tangential compression by a single process.

Boyd (1972) supported the

hypothesis with further experimental results where longitudinal compressive
stresses were found to increase with an increase in lignin content and MFA in

radiata pine. Yamamoto et al. (1991) explained the mechanism for the lignin

swelling hypothesis based on the cell wall maturation studies. According to

them, lignin deposition takes place between gaps in the cellulose microfibril
framework.

The maturation sequence in wood formation has the cellulose

microfibrils being formed first (sequentially from the primary wall inwards to the
S3) with these separated by water while the living cell is under osmotic pressure.

Then some of the hemicelluloses are formed in the spaces between the cellulose

microfibrils (moving behind and following the same sequence from P to S3), and
finally further hemicelluloses and all lignin fill the available within cell-wall

spaces.

In the final state one can conceive, by analogy, of the cellulose

microfibrils as the reinforcing network (akin to steel in concrete) and the

hemicelluloses-lignin as the in-filling matrix (akin to the concrete). Thus, the

sequential in-filling by the non-crystalline matrix provides rigidity while coming
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under pressure (a compressive force) as its deposition is constrained by a very

stiff, counterbalancing tensile stress in the cellulose network.

Therefore the isotropic expansion of the developing matrix is restricted by the

cellulose rnicrofibrillar network. As a result, anisotropic growth stresses are

generated in the newly formed cells whose magnitude would depend on the angle

of the rnicrofibril alignment relative to the cellwall axis, i.e. the rnicrofibril angle.

Although the lignin swelling hypothesis has been supported by many researchers,

there were claims that it failed to provide an explanation for the large

longitudinal tensile stresses generated in the tension wood and the normal wood

with small MFAs (Yamamoto et al. 1 997). As reported by Kubler (1 987a),

Bamber and Tamolang (1978) suggested rather that growth stresses arise from

the tensile force generated in the cellulose rnicrofibril network. The formation of
rnicrofibrils during the cellulose deposition process with simultaneous

polymerization causes fibrils to contract longitudinally.

Since the lignification

process starts before the cellulose framework deposition completes, as

demonstrated by Grozdits and lfju (1969), lignification serves to inhibit the

continuous deposition of the cellulose rnicrofibrils. Therefore it was proposed

that growth stresses are generated as a consequence of the contraction of

rnicrofibrils in the newly formed cells while their continuing formation is

restricted by lignin deposition. Bamber's hypothesis was named the "Cellulose
Tension Hypothesis". However there has been some dispute as to the universal

applicability of this hypothesis to growth stress generation (Kubler 1 987a).

Subsequently, a unified hypothesis based on cell wall modeling was postulated

(Yamamoto and Okuyama 1 988; Okuyama 1 993). This hypothesis claims to

provide a synthesis of the previous models.

According to this hypothesis

interaction between compressive force generated in the amorphous matrix and
the

contracti ve (restraining tensile) force originating in the cellulose

rnicrofibrillar network induce the growth stresses. The validity of this hypothesis

has been tested for compression wood, tension wood and normal wood using cell

wall models and the model results were compared with the experimental results
(Yamamoto et al. 1991 ; Yamamoto et al. 1 995; Yamamoto 1 998).
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6.2 .3 Growth strain measurement techniques
Over the last 60-70 years of research, a number of tools and techniques have

been developed to assess the magnitude of the growth strain in standing trees or

logs. Comprehensive reviews of different growth strain measurement techniques
have been offered by several researchers (Archer 1986; Kubler 1987a; Yang and

Waugh 2001). Jacobs in 1945, as reported by Boyd ( 1 950b), first developed a

method to assess the pattern of growth strains inside the stem. In his method, a
central diametral plank was extracted from the log and the plank ripped into

strips. Strip lengths were measured before and after ripping. Changes in strip

length and magnitude of crook in the strips indicated the strain distribution inside

the stem.

Wilhelmy and Kubler ( 1973) devised a probe consisting of a tube carrying a

number of strain gauges, which was inserted into a hole drilled radially into the

log. Cutting of successive cross-sections from the log end induced changes in

the shape of the drilled hole due to strain release. These were recorded using
strain gauges.

Nicholson (197 1 ) developed a method to measure the longitudinal growth strains

at the peripheral surface of trees/logs.

This method involves attaching two

reference "gauge points" to the wood surface and the complete removal of a
prismatic piece of wood containing the gauge points. Changes in the distance

between the two gauge points before and after removal of the wood piece

indicated the peripheral strains in wood. Nicholson also proposed a simplified

method in which, two horizontal cuts were made one above and one below the
gauge points and linear measurements were made between the two gauge points

before and after cut, so omitting the necessity of removing a complete block.

Gueneau and Kikata (1973) glued wire strain gauges to the debarked wood

surface in standing trees and measured the growth stresses that are released by

drilling 30mm diameter holes to a depth of 30-40mm above and below the gauge.

Resultant growth strains were recorded using strain meters. This method has

been used extensively with some changes by many researchers (Aggarwal et al.
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1997; Wilkins and Kitahara 1991a; Wilkins and Kitahara 1991b). Saurat and
Gueneau (1976) devised a strain gauge consisted of two knife blades fixed to a

rigid frame. One of the blades was flexible and wire strain gauges were affixed to
it. Displacement of the flexible blade with respect to the rigid blade created

flexure in the flexible blade that was sensed by the gauges. Drilling of a single
hole in wood and determining the movement of the reference points marked in

the longitudinal and transverse direction was also used to estimate the growth
strain in trees (Kubler 1987b). Based on the same concept, CIRAD-Foret in

France designed a strain gauge that consisted of a dial gauge with a mechanical

sensor attached to a steel frame. The gauge measures outward movement of two
reference points aligned in the longitudinal direction when a single hole is drilled

in the middle, equidistant from the two points (Yang and Waugh 2001; Yoshida

and Okuyama 2002).

Polge and Thiercelin (1979) examined the axial and tangential diameter of a

small core samples and related the changes in the core diameter with the growth

strains. Several other attempts have been made to assess level of growth stresses

or stains indirectly through other wood properties. Chafe (1979b) explored the
possibility of predicting growth strain level from wood density and hardness:

however it was not very promising. Nicholson and Ditchbume (1973) observed

that volumetric shrinkage was higher in highly-stressed trees of E. oblique and

could be used as an indicator of strain level in tree. Recently, an acousto-elastic

phenomenon was observed in wood where changes in the ultrasonic wave

velocity with the stress condition of wood were confirmed (Sasaki et al. 2001).

Curtu et al. (1996) observed some correlation between growth stress level and

the ultrasound velocity in beech. In their study, ultrasound velocity was found to
change with the stress or strain condition in wood. In this thesis the use of

acoustic is tried to see if it can indicate the strain level in wood.

Measurements from each of the methods results in a different strain measurement

value depending on the way stresses are released. Nicholson' s method has been

considered to be a fairly accurate method of longitudinal strain measurements as

the complete removal of the prismatic piece from the surface causes free

longitudinal contraction independent of any lateral stresses (Mattheck and Kubler
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1995). In case of simplified Nicholson's method, where only two groves are
made above and below the reference points, growth strains determined would be

slightly smaller than the actual values due to incomplete release of the stresses.

The universally used wire strain gauge technique was quite similar to the

simplified Nicholson's technique and underestimates the growth strains by about

15% (Archer 1986). The technique was considered to be suitable for in-situ
estimation of the growth strains, its surface distribution and for studying
variations between trees and species.

Single hole drilling and the relative movement of the reference points

overestimates the growth strain level as wood outside the target points also pull

the pins apart. Yoshida and Okuyama (2002) compared the wire strain gauge

technique and the dial gauge techniques.

The absolute values of measured

strains by dial gauge were approximately twice that with the strain gauge in
cedar (Cryptomeria japonica D.Don) trees.

Studies comparing strain

measurements from different technique on the same material are scanty and exact

quantitative differences between these methods are not known. Therefore, strain

data collected using different techniques cannot be compared quantitatively, and
when referring to any data it is necessary to know about the technique used to

measure the growth strains.

6.2 .4 Growth stress variation withi n trees and between trees
A large amount of work has been carried out on the variation of growth stresses

in the trees of different species, within a species grown from different

provenances, site and environmental conditions and within the tree.

Kubler

(1987a) provided an excellent review on differences in magnitude of growth

stresses in the trees of different species measured by several researchers.

Nicholson (1973) observed large differences in mean growth stresses between

the trees of Eucalyptus regnans and Eucalyptus obliqua growing in the same
forest. Further the within-tree mean growth stress ranged over a factor of three

for both the species. Saurat and Gueneau (1976) observed large differences in
growth strains measured on 86 beech trees from a stand (mean growth strains 119

973 microstrain with standard deviation of 833 microstrain).

Considerable

differences were observed in log end splitting due to growth stresses in South
African Eucalyptus grandis grown in different geographical areas, site and

season as reported by Malan (1988). Many studies have been carried out to

determine the effect of growth rate on the intensity of growth stresses and the

results from different studies are conflicting. Turnbull (1965) predicted the most
severe effect of growth stresses in fast grown trees of hardwood species and high

level of growth stresses were observed in fast growing trees compared to slow
growing tree. A weak positive relationship was demonstrated between growth
strain level and growth rate in some eucalyptus (Chafe 1 985; Malan 1 985; Malan

1 988).

In contrast, Wilkins and Kitahara (1991 b) observed higher levels of

growth strains in trees which experienced lower growth rate from 1 2.5 year old

E. grandis plantations subject to different silvicultural treatments: however no
significant relationship was observed within a silvicultural treatment between

growth rate and growth strain level. Ferrand (1982) observed reduced levels of

growth stresses in trees of E. delegatensis and E. nitens grown at wide spacing on

high quality soils. These studies suggested that the intensity of growth strains is

highly responsive to growth conditions. However, many other studies did not

find any association between growth rate and growth strain level in trees

(Nicholson 1 973; Boyd 1 980). Muneri et al. (2000) studied variations in growth

strain in 4 year old E. cloeziana trees sampled from four provenances. The

provenances mean growth strains were not significantly different but substantial
variation within provenances was observed. Meanwhile another study by Yang

(2001) suggested significant differences in mean growth strains in trees of E.

globulus from three provenances and grown at two different sites. The specific
cause of the enormous variability in growth strains between trees is imperfectly

understood.

This variability has been attributed to the genetic factors,

silvicultural operations and environmental conditions like site, elevation, wind
exposure etc.

Growth stresses vary not only between trees but significant variations were
observed within a tree both up the stem and around the circumference. Boyd

(1980) found 50% to 300% differences between the minimum and maximum

growth strain value measured at different points around the periphery at about
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1.5 metre height in 11 forty year old Eucalyptus regnans trees with normal
growth. The reoriented and leaning stems tend to exhibit large growth stress
variation around the periphery (Nicholson et al. 1 975; Saurat and Gueneau

1 976).

Raymond et al. (2002) also demonstrated large amount of variation

around the periphery and up the stem in individual trees of E. globulus.

No specific common pattern of variation of the mean growth strain with the tree
height has emerged from several studies. Yao (1979) obtained an increasing

trend in the growth strain level up to 8 metre height, but a decline with height to

11 metres in ash, oak and hickory trees. Nicholson (1 971) reported only a small

variation with height falling within 25% of the mean tree value in 6 trees of

Eucalyptus nitens and 4 trees of Eucalyptus regnans.

Chafe (1981; 1985)

observed an increase in growth strain level with the height up to 7.5 metres in
five 39 year old trees of Eucalyptus regnans. However, another study found a

significant negative relationship between growth strain and height of
measurement in an eight year old plantation of Eucalyptus nitens over a 1 5 metre

span. Yang (2001) did not find any significant difference in mean growth strains
at different heights in 12 year old trees of E. globulus from different provenances

although generally growth strains were slightly less at higher positions. The

reason for variation in growth strains with height is not clear. Chafe (1985)

suggested that the different pattern obtained on variation of growth strains with

the tree height could be interpreted in terms of different stage in tree maturity and

the distribution of growth strain is expected to change with tree age and

environmental circumstances.

6.2 .5 Wood properties and growth strains
Several researchers have explored the relationship between growth strains and

physical, chemical, mechanical and anatomical characteristics of wood in order
to find an indirect indicator of growth strain. In leaning or reoriented stems,

these properties were significantly related with the growth stress level ((Boyd

1977; Chafe 1979a; Nicholson 1 973; Nicholson et al. 1972). Nicholson et al.
(1972) observed a high degree of association of longitudinal growth stresses with
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volumetric shrinkage and fibre characteristics like cell wall thickness in 10

leaning stems of Eucalyptus regnans. Both increased with growth stress level.

Similar observations were made on the upper side of 320 leaning stems of

European beeches (Polge (1981) as cited by Kubler (1987a)). Nicholson et al.
(1975) found the association between volumetric shrinkage and the magnitude of

growth strains to apply to normal wood as well.

Boyd (1980) reported the

significant relationship between growth strains and both density and MOE in

reorienting stems of E. regnans, while such relationships were absent for normal

straight trees. Chafe (1990) observed a positive relationship of growth strain
with basic density in normal vertical stems of Eucalyptus regnans but failed to

find the same in Eucalyptus nitens. The MOE was not related to growth strains

in both species. Muneri et al. (1999) studied the relationship between growth

strain and wood properties namely wood density, sapwood density, MOE and

MOR. None of the properties showed any significant relationship with growth

strain.

Marked differences in anatomical characteristics of high and low stressed trees of

E.

grandis were reported where the magnitude of growth stresses increased with

the thick walled fibres (Malan and Gerischer 1987).

Vessel volume was

significantly higher and ray frequency and ray width were less in highly stressed
trees. Also the mean basic density of low stressed trees was significantly lower

in low stressed trees. Nicholson et al. (1975) also showed a relationship between
fibre structure and growth stresses in wood tissue at the stem periphery. They

observed that, in Eucalyptus regnans, growth stresses increase with an increase

in cell wall thickness, particularly with the increase in the percentage of

gelatinous fibres with medium-thick to thick walls, which is characteristic of
tensionwood. Boyd (1977) pointed out that the proportion of thick-walled normal
fibres increased with growth stresses irrespective of presence of gelatinous

fibres. The association of high magnitude of growth stress and the occurrence of

tension wood has been proved without any ambiguity (Kubler 1987a; Okyumama

et al. 1990; Wahyudi et al. 1999; Wahyudi et al. 2000). Wilkins and Kitahara
(1991 b) found no statistical significant relationship between level of peripheral

growth strain and fibre length, vessel diameter or ray width for 12.5-year old

Eucalyp tus grandis trees. Studies relating microfibril angle with growth strain
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suggested that in both angiosperms and gymnosperms microfibril angle is

inversely related to the growth strains for all normal and reoriented stems (Boyd

1 980; Yamamoto et al. 1993). Low MFA is found to be characteristic of wood
with high growth stresses, with or without gelatinous fibres (Okuyama et al.

1994; Okyumama et al. 1990) (Figure 6-3). Archer (1989) showed that a low
MFA and cell wall thickening produced increasingly larger growth stresses

within the cell walls.
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Figure 6-3: Influence of microfibril angle on growth stresses in longitudinal direction
(Redrawn from Okuyama et al. 1990; 1994)

Sugiyama et al. (1993) studied the relationship between longitudinal growth

strains and the chemical composition in Japanese cedar (Sugi), Japanese cypress
(Hinoki) and yellow poplar. No relation was observed between growth strains

and lignin content. However strains were found to increase with alpha-cellulose
content and cellulose crystallinity in the normal wood.

The literature is deeply confusing. This review suggests that there is for every

observation an equally convincing counter-observation; consequently there has

been a tendency among researchers to measure as many wood properties as

possible in order to seek some elusive correlations.
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6.3 Prel iminary investigations
Effect of bend ing stresses on acoustic velocity

The opening of the axially sawn log is defined by the bending component of the
growth stress pattern. Accordingly, a laboratory-scale experiment was conducted

to explore directly the effect of varying bending stress conditions on acoustic
velocity, where an external bending moment was imposed on a regular cross
section board and changes in acoustic velocity with varying bending stresses

were recorded. Two air-dried radiata pine boards were subjected to conventional

three point bending test. The bending tests used an Instron Model 1195 testing
machine. The boards were 1470mm long, 90mm wide and 45 mm thick. Boards

were supported symmetrically about the centre over a span length of 1 1 60 mm

and the load was applied at the centre point. Before loading, the initial resonance

frequencies of the fundamental and second harmonic mode of the longitudinal
vibration were measured under unstressed conditions (no applied load). Boards

were loaded slowly and the changing resonance frequencies were recorded at

different load conditions. The schematic diagram of assembly is shown in Figure

6-4.
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Figure 6-4: Testing of acoustic velocity under different load conditions
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In the bending process, the upper surface of wood would experience a

longitudinal compression and the lower surface would go through the tensile

stresses simulating the radial gradient of longitudinal growth strains in trees.

It was observed that as the load increased, the resonance frequency of the

fundamental mode of vibration also increased. Since the WoodSpec tool

calculates acoustic velocity based on fundamental frequency, the acoustic
velocity appears to change with the stress conditions of the wood. During the

unloading, the acoustic velocity decreased and returned to the initial value when

load was completely removed. The change in acoustic velocity with the applied
load is shown in Figure 6-5.
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Figure 6-5 : Changes in acoustic velocity with load condition. Filled and hollow symbols
represent the velocity when boards were loaded and unloaded respectively

The variation m the acoustic velocity was very consistent on loading and

unloading. Acoustic velocity increased with the load application. At 3.5kN load,

the acoustic velocity increased by about 8% in both samples. Initial analysis of

the results suggested a definite influence of bending stress condition on acoustic
velocity, which strengthened the assumption of the existence of a relationship

between growth strains and acoustic velocity in trees.
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A critical observation on the variation in the resonance frequencies with load

application revealed that this variation might have been due to the interaction

between the loaded supports and the specimens that interfere with the wave

propagation mechanism. For standing waves, the position of nodes and anti nodes

for fundamental, and the second harmonics are shown in Figure 6-6.

l\tde

Antinode

Figure 6-6: Position of nodes and antinodes for fundamental and second harmonics
respectively

In the case where the beam had been supported at the ends and loaded at the
centre, loading takes place at the node however end-support positions are at

antinodes. When the load increased, the restraining force at the support increased

which could interfere with the vibration frequency of the fundamental mode. The

loading position was always at an antinode for the second harmonic, therefore a

shift in frequency of the second harmonic could be due to the increasing load
during testing.

If the loading points are at locations of non-zero axial vibration displacement it is

likely that the associated constraints will alter the stress wave velocity and

therefore the natural frequency. In order to test this possibility, specimens were
supported at points U6 from the ends and loaded at center. In this arrangement

all the contact points are at nodes for the 3 rd harmonic (Figure 6-7).
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Figure 6-7: Configuration of support and load positions at the nodal points for the third
harmonics

With the boards supported and loaded in this configuration, the frequencies of
the fundamental, second and third harmonics were recorded under different load
conditions. The variation in the frequencies with loading is shown in Table 6- 1 .

Table 6-1 : Variation in the resonance frequencies with load

Load (kN)

Sample- 1

Sample-2

!1 ( Hz )

fz (Hz )

h (H z )

f1 (H z )

fz ( Hz )

f3( Hz )

0

1 582

3 141

4559

1313

26 1 3

3855

1

1 64 1

3352

4570

1 348

2742

3844

2

1 688

3516

4570

1 383

2789

3844

3

171 1

3574

458 2

1406

2824

3844

4

1 723

3586

458 2

144 1

2929

3844

It is evident that the frequencies of the fundamental and second harmonics
increased significantly with the increase in load, however the frequency of the
third harmoni c was independent of applied load. These results indicated that the
change in the acoustic velocity as given by the "WoodSpec" with load may not
be a true consequence of the stress condition and could be the result of
interaction between support and specimen.

The mechanism by which the

resonance frequency is changing by support /specimen interaction is not clear
and would require a major dedicated investigation to establish it.
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While the preliminary investigations suggested that there was a possibility of a
relationship between acoustic velocity and longitudinal growth strains in logs,

the existence of such relationship was not confirmed by the bending of the beam

experiment.

A second assessment was then proposed to explore the effect of stress on

acoustic velocity. This time the stress wave velocity (SWV) was measured by

using pulses where the points of load application could be separated from the

region in which the SWV is measured. This experiment is discussed in the
section 6.4.4, but after the examination of some other preliminary studies.

6.4 Expanded study
6.4.1 Materials
The same 10 year-old Eucalyptus nitens plantation, from which the original six
trees were taken for preliminary investigations, was selected for the expanded

study. The plantation was located on the Port Hills near Gebbies Pass, some 30

km from the University. The stand was immediately below the Summit Road.

The plantation was on the north-easterly sloping site and was generally exposed

to strong winds. The trees were grown from seedlings of uncertain genetic origin.

Initially about three hundred trees were screened on the basis of ocular survey.

Selection was based on stem straightness and lack of any visible defects and
sweep in the lower stem. Diameter at breast height (1.4 metres from the ground)

over bark (DBHOB) was measured for these trees. From the original 300 trees,

one hundred fifty five trees with DBHOB in the range of 130-200mm were

selected. All 155 selected trees were measured for tree height, diameter at 0.5

metre intervals from base to 3 metres height. From these measurements, stem

taper in the first 3 metre height was determined. Each selected tree was marked

at breast height and numbered with spray-paint. The restriction in diameter size
was pragmatic and practical. The trees were to be felled and milled at the
University, and there were limitations as to the diameter of logs that could be

processed. Also all logs were manually processed which limited their green
weight to less than 100 kg.
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6.4.2 Stress-wave velocity measurements
Stress wave velocity was measured in each of the selected trees on two opposite
sides (uphill-side and downhill-side) using a first generation Fakopp tool. The
tool measures the transit- time of a stress wave pulse between two points. It

consists of a start probe and a stop probe. The probes were hammered into wood

making an angle of approximately 45° from the stem face. The start probe was

inserted about 500mm above ground level and the stop probe was about 1500
mm above the start probe. The start probe was tapped gently with a hammer that

launched a stress wave into the wood and this stress wave was detected by the

stop probe.

The timer circuit in the tool gave the transit-time of the pulse from start probe to
stop probe. The stress wave velocity was calculated from the following equation
V = .D
T

----------------------- ( 6- 2 )

where V is the stress wave velocity, D is the distance between two probes and T

is the pulse transit time between probes. The transit time included a period of
approximately 30 µs for sound to travel along the probes (Fakopp Users'
Manual).

6.4.3 Growth strain measurements
Longitudinal growth strains were measured at breast height using the strain

gauge technique. KYOWA 120ohms strain gauges with a gauge factor of 2.05

were used in the expanded study. A portion of the bark was removed carefully at

breast height to expose the live cambium using a hand chisel without affecting

the cambium. The cambial surface was scraped with edge of the chisel to remove

the differentiating xylem and to smooth the wood surface. The wood surface was

wiped with cotton to remove excess moisture and then cleaned with ethyl
alcohol.

The strain gauge was glued on the cleaned surface using a

cyanoacryalate-based glue. A drop of glue was put on the back of the strain
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gauge base and spread uniformly over the entire gauge area. The gauge was

glued on the wood surface along the longitudinal direction and pressed gently for

about one to two minutes with the uniform pressure. Since cynoacryalate-based

glues have a quick curing time, the whole process of gluing the gauge took five

minutes or less per gauge. However the maximum bond strength was achieved in

10-12 hours. For strain measurements in standing trees, lead wire was soldered
to the strain gauges in the laboratory prior to gluing the gauges. Lead wires were

supported over pins to avoid any strains on the strain gauge due to the weight of
the wires.

Once the glue had fully cured the centre-line of the gauge was carefully marked.

Two points, one above and one below the gauge, both 17.5 mm from the centre

point were marked. The lead wire of strain gauge was connected to the strain

meter in the half-bridge configuration, the bridge circuit was balanced to zero
and the initial strain value recorded.

Wood fibres were cut at the marked

positions both above and below the gauge (Figure 6-8) using a battery-operated
hand drill.

. . i. .

_R_
Figure 6-8: Measurement of growth strains in standing trees
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The width and the depth of the cut rectangular slot were about 20mm. The
distance between the edges of the slot was less than 1.5 times the width of the

slot which is necessary to obtain the strain value about 90% of the actual value as
suggested by Saurat and Gueneau (1976). Immediately after cutting the released

strains were recorded. One potential problem with the measurement of growth
strains in the standing trees is the wind load that can result in continuously
varying bending stresses in the stem. To avoid the influence of the induced

strains due to wind load, strain measurements were done in calm conditions.

Initially, growth strains were measured on the up-hill side of all 155 trees. Before
measuring growth strains, acoustic velocity was re-measured using a second

generation Fakopp tool "Fakopp-2D" on the same up-hill side as used for strain
measurement. A detailed description of Fakopp-2D is given in chapter-3. The

distribution of acoustic velocity and growth strains in all 155 trees were
determined and relationship between these two parameters was explored.

6.4.4 Results and discussion
The descriptive statistics for tree height, diameter at breast height, stem taper in

the first 3 metres, ratio of DBH to tree height, acoustic velocity and longitudinal
growth strains are given in Table 6-2. Acoustic velocity used in the analysis is

from the Fakopp-2D, which was measured at the same time as the strain

measurements.
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Table 6-2 : The basic statistics of the tree parameters of the sample plot.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Variable

Mean

Std Dev

Minimum

Maximum Skewness

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Height (m)

DBHOB (cm)

Taper(cm/m)

Bark thickness (cm)

Acoustic velocity (km/s)

Growth Strains (10-6 )

11.34

16.31

0.95

0.35

2.88

0.35

3.86

-0.03

13.00

19.60

0.33

0.70

2.44

0.34

3.20

0.23

969.90

13.90

1.33

1.96

1.49

9.00

362.68

1.28

2.57

240.00

2116.00

0.16

0.06

0.84

Eucalyptus nitens has been reported as faster growing than E. regnans over a

wide range of site types and to be cold resistant (Miller 1992). By the age of 8.5

years, average tree height in five different provenances from Victoria, Australia

was reported to be 25.4 metres (McKimm 1985) which is almost two times the

average tree height in the trees taken in this study suggesting poor growth of the
trees in the sample plot. Average stem taper in the butt log (from 0.5 metre to 3

metres) was nearly 2 cm/metre which is quite high, as Waugh (1980) considered

that with small diameter trees, taper exceeding l cm/m in long logs can

appreciably affect production recovery. A considerable range in stem taper in
butt logs, acoustic velocity, bark thickness and longitudinal growth strains at

breast were observed in the sample plot. Since all the trees had almost similar
growth rate and experienced the same environmental conditions, the significant
variation in growth strains suggests the growth strains are controlled by other

factors apart from growth rate and environmental factors.

The frequency

distribution of acoustic velocity and growth strains are shown in Figure 6-9.
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Figure 6-9: Distribution of acoustic velocity and growth strain in the sampled trees

Acoustic velocity was normally distributed about the mean value. Longitudinal

growth strains were skewed towards the higher strain values, indicating a slight

deviation from a normal distribution. The average growth strain was 970

microstrain in the sample trees which is slightly higher than the mean growth

strains of about 700 microstrain observed at breast height (about) in ten 8-year

old trees (Chafe 1985) and also a value of about 700 microstrain at 3.3 metres

above ground level in twenty five 8.5 year-old Eucalyptus nitens trees taken from

fi ve provenances (McKimm 1985). In the study of trees from fi ve provenances,

those from only one provenance showed growth strains of more than 1000
microstrain while all other provenances displayed very low growth strain levels

ranging from 485 to 710 microstrain. In our study, about 30% of the tree showed

growth strains between 700 to 900 microstrain and only 20% tree had less than

500 microstrain. The rest of the trees showed more than 900 microstrain growth
strain at breast height. The results indicate that most of the trees in the sample

plot showed slightly higher than expected growth strain levels as it has been

reported that E. nitens is known to have low growth stresses (Yang 2001 ).

Our major interest was to explore any relationship between acoustic velocity in

longitudinal direction in wood and longitudinal growth strains. During the first
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two days of field experiments, strains were measured on 34 trees. A preliminary
data analysis for these first 34 trees is shown in Figure 6-1 0.
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Figure 6-10: Relationship between acoustic velocity and growth strains in 34 trees

The results were in agreement with the earlier observation made on 1 2 logs from

six trees in the preliminary study as discussed in the Section 6.2. The consistency

in the relationship between acoustic velocity and longitudinal growth strains in

wood indicated the possibility of a definite relationship between these two

parameters. In the chapter-3, it has been shown that the acoustic velocity
determined from the transit-time tools is highly influenced by the stiff outerwood

of the stem. Therefore the MOE determined from the acoustic velocity with

Fakopp would represent MOE of outerwood. The preliminary results shown in
Figure 6-1 0 support the speculation that wood with the high magnitude of growth
strains would have a correspondingly high MOE or high acoustic velocity. Yang

and Waugh (2001) questioned the prospects of using a resonance acoustic

method to predict the growth strain level as such methods give the average
MOE of tree or log, whereas the MOE estimated from the acoustic velocity

measured by the time of flight tools such as Fakopp are influenced by the stiff

outerwood.

1 34

Subsequently strain measurements on rest of the trees were completed and a
simple correlation analysis was performed between acoustic velocity and growth

strains taking account of all 155 trees. The variation of growth strains with
respect to acoustic velocity is shown in Figure 6-11.
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Figure 6-1 1 : Relationship between acoustic velocity and growth strains for 1 55 trees.

The strong correlation between these two parameters observed in Figure 6-10 for

the first 34 trees has vanished completely. The results indicated no relationship
between growth strains and acoustic velocity in standing trees. This study serves

to warn of the dangers in small sample sizes when working with such variable

material.

Since a significantly large variation was observed in growth strain level between

trees, this variation provided a desirable sample to study the relation between

growth strain level in individual trees and the various tree characteristics. A
correlation analysis was performed to reveal any relationship with other tree

characteristics. Table 6-3 shows the Pearson correlation matrix for height, DBH,

ratio of DBH to tree height, stem taper, acoustic velocity and growth strains.
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Table 6-3: Pearson correlation matrix for tree parameters

Variables

1

2) DBH0B

0.48tt

1

0.16·

o.52tt

0.31 *

1

-o.m·

-0.1 9·

-0.22·

1 ) Height

2

1

3) DBH/Height

-.54

5) Taper

-0.16·

7) Growth strains

-0.09·

4) Bark thickness
6)Acoustic velocity

tt

O. l C

TT I' <U.UUU I , • not s1gnit1cant at l'<U.U:>

o.4stt
0.15·

-0.02·

3

1

0.26·

o.oo·

4

0.21 ·

0.10·

5

1

-0.1 2·
0.03·

6

1

0.23·

7

1

The results indicate a significant correlation of DBHOB with tree height and bark

thickness. The positive correlation between tree height and DBHOB was

expected. From the table it is clear that both acoustic velocity and growth strains

at breast height have no correlation with any of the tree characteristics. Muneri
et al. (1999 and 2000)

had observed a significant positive correlation of

longitudinal growth stress with tree height and DBHOB in 4 year-old Eucalyptus
cloeziana but a weak and negative correlation for 1 0 year-old Eucalyptus

cloeziana. In the current study there seems to be no definite relationship between

tree height and DBH with growth strain level. Stem taper in the first 3 metres
was also found to have no correlation with either acoustic velocity or growth

strains.

The results suggested that no specific tree characteristic can predict the growth

strain level in trees - at least for our particular sample of Eucalyptus nitens.

These results also point out the influence of sample size on the interpretation of

results. The first analysis, based on measurements from 34 trees, is considered to
be large sample in statistical terms. The relationship between acoustic velocity

and growth strain level appeared to be of second order with a R2 =0.69, which is
considered quite reasonable. However this relationship was totally refuted when
the sample size was increased from 34 to 155. This indicates the importance of

sample size in establishing any definite relationship between various parameters.
Various contradictory research findings have been reported on relationships
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between growth strains and other physical and mechanical parameters by many

researchers. May be some at least can be attributed to the sample size, where
results were from a relatively small samples.

Studies with relatively small

sample are understandable as the effort in handling large or moderate sized trees

or logs is considerable. The relationship obtained between growth strains and

acoustic velocity in 34 trees appears to be coincidental.

The non-existence of any relationship between these two parameters was
confirmed by measuring the stress wave velocity in boards to which varying

axial stresses were applied by a horizontal tensile test machine in the laboratory.

Two radiata pine boards of regular cross-section of 90mm*45mm were used.
The tensile test machine was set up with a clear span of 2.6 metres between the

two 450 mm long grips. The hydraulic operated grips could apply a uniform

gripping force up to a maximum of about 90kN. The tensile force was applied by

a 200kN capacity hydraulic ram that was connected to one end of the machine.
At the other end of the machine a load cell measured the applied force. Acoustic

velocity, using a Fakopp-2D instrument, was measured in the boards under

different load conditions. Tensile strains were measured using a pair of strain

gauges, located between the detector probes, which were glued to the top and

bottom surfaces of the board to detect any bending stress component. The
schematic diagram of the test procedure is shown in Figure 6-12.

This

arrangement eliminates any possible influence of support interaction on acoustic

wave velocity which was observed in the bending test presented in the earlier
Section.6.3.

Transducers to measure l:l. t - pulse travel
time over distance L

Pulse in

0

i

Wood
Support

o
L

Figure 6-12 : Experimental set-up for measuring the acoustic velocity under tensile stresses
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The typical stress-strain curve and the variation of acoustic velocity with tensile
strains for the two samples are shown in Figure 6-13(a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 6-13: (a) Stress-strain curve (b) Variation in acoustic velocity with strains

Tensile strains up to 900 µ.s, corresponding to a stress of 12 MPa, were induced

(in both specimens) by the application of up to 35kN load. This embraced the

range growth strains observed in the eucalypts plantation. No change in acoustic

velocity from time of flight was observed with the change in the axial tensile

stress. The results clearly indicate that acoustic velocity or pulse transit time is

not influenced by the induced tensile strains in the wood.

However, although the results on standing trees and the effect of applied tensile
stresses suggest that acoustic velocity may not be a direct indicator of growth

strain levels, it is still worth investigating the influence of other wood properties

on growth strains and on acoustic velocity in order to explore the possibility of
any indirect connection between these two quantities.
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Chapter 7 : Growth strain variation and its
association with other wood properties i n young
Eucalyptus nitens
7.1 I ntroduction
I n the previous chapter, it was observed that n o apparent relationship exists
between acoustic velocity and growth strain in young Eucalyptus nitens. In the

study, the acoustic velocity was measured by the Fakopp tool and growth strain
measurements were made only at one position i.e. at breast height on the up-hill
side of standing trees. However, growth strains measurements at one position

may not be truly representative of the average growth strains in the tree. It has

been shown by many researchers (Nicholson 1971; Nicholson 1 973; Boyd 1980;

Chafe 1985) that the longitudinal growth strains vary significantly around the
circumference and along the stem. To determine a suitable sampling strategy for

assessing growth strain level in young, small diameter trees, it is vital to

understand the magnitude of variation in growth strain around the periphery and

along the height of the tree and also its effect on other wood properties. For the

practical reasons, the sampling needs to be done at a convenient and

approachable tree height in the field. In the current study, growth strain variation

in small diameter stems (diameter at breast height under bark ranging from 10 1 7 cm) was analysed.

Several researchers have sought some meaningful relationship between growth

strain and physical, chemical, mechanical and anatomical characteristics of wood
(Chafe 1979b, 1 990; Nicholson et al. 1972, 1975; Muneri 1 999). In leaning or

reoriented stems, properties like volumetric shrinkage, basic density and modulus
of elasticity and anatomical characteristics such as cell wall thickness, vessel
volume, ray frequency, ray width etc. have been found to be related to the growth

stress level in various eucalypts (Boyd 1980; Chafe 1 979b; Chafe 198 1; Chafe
1 990). Few studies have explored the relationships between growth strain level in

the tree and its wood properties in straight normal trees however there were

considerable inconsistencies in the conclusions. Most of these studies were an
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effort to find a single or a combination of wood properties as an indirect indicator

of the growth stress level in trees

More importantly, understanding the relationships between growth stress/strain

and wood properties in vertical straight stems could have a significant bearing for

the breeding of eucalypts. One needs to be aware of possible influences on other

wood properties while selecting trees with low strain level.

Here the

relationships between average tree growth strain and various physical and

mechanical properties of Eucalyptus nitens wood are investigated.

7.2 M aterials and Methodology
The wood material was sourced from the 155 trees previously selected to define
the relationship between acoustic velocity and growth strain.

7.2 .1 Sam pling strategies
The more detailed study, outlined below, would have been too protracted if all

155 trees had to be studied. Therefore, the sample size had to be reduced further,

eventually to 63 trees, by selecting trees covering the full range of acoustic
velocities and growth strains observed in the original population of 155.

Analysis of the data from the standing trees indicated that the peripheral

longitudinal growth strain and acoustic velocity measured by Fakopp instrument

appeared to be independent parameters. To capture the influence of both these

parameters, data obtained from the standing trees was divided in four categories
based on acoustic velocity and longitudinal growth strain at breast height.

Group -A (Low velocity-low strains): Acoustic velocity < 3.20 km/s.

Growth strains < 970 rnicrostrain

Group -B (Low velocity- high strains): Acoustic velocity < 3.20 km/s

Growth strains > 970 rnicrostrain
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Group - C (High velocity-low strains): Acoustic velocity > 3.20 km/s

Growth strains <970 microstrain

Group - D (High velocity-low strains): Acoustic velocity > 3.20 km/s

Growth strains >970 microstrain

For each group, 15 trees were selected for felling. Apart from these 60 trees,

three trees showing exceptionally high growth strains (more than 2000

microstrain) were also selected, making a total of 63 trees. The three high strain

trees were in the high-velocity-high strain group. The basic statistics for the

selected trees in each group are shown in the following table.
Table 7-1 : Basic statistics of each group

Group

Average

Tree height

Average

DBHOB

Average

Acoustic
velocity

(metres)

(ems)

A

10.94+0.81

17.17+1.01 2.96+ 0.13

C

12.21+0.75

17.54+1.22 3.40+0.13

B

D

11.52+0.77

11.43+0.85

(km/s)

Average

No of

Growth strains trees

at breast height
(* 10 )
-6

617+164.9

15

702+174.8

15

17.95+1.40 3.00+0.17

1235+253.0

17.14+1.77 3.40+0. l 7

1457+372.0

15
18

Felling, extraction and taking measurements on each tree was a protracted task

and only 6 to 8 trees were studied every week. Thus, each week 6 to 8 trees were
felled from the 63 selected trees. On felling, the total tree height and diameter at
one-metre intervals up the stem were recorded.

Most of the trees had a clear

bole up to about five metres height. From each tree, one butt log from ground to

1.3 metres height, one upper log from 1.6 metres to 3.6 metres (2 metres in

length) and one small billet (300 mm in length) from breast height were

extracted. In addition to these, from the final 21 trees felled, two extra logs each

two metres in length were extracted from higher up the trees. One log was from

3.6 metres to 5.6 metres and another from 5.6 metres to 7.6 metres height from

the ground level. These extra logs were used to assess the variation in growth
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strains with full tree height.

The billets were stored in polythene covers

immediately after extraction to avoid any moisture loss. These logs and the discs

were transported to the laboratory. All 63 trees were felled over a period of 10

weeks.

Initially from each billet, one 50mm thick disc was cut to prepare samples for

radial and tangential shrinkage. These discs were placed in air-tight polythene

covers and stored at 2 C. An extra disc of 50mm in thickness was extracted from
0

each of the billets taken from the last 36 trees felled. In these extra 36 discs, a

radial saw cut was made from the circumference up to pith to release the

tangential growth stresses. Subsequently these discs were weighted and dried to

12% moisture content in a controlled environmental chamber at 65% relative
humidity and 20 C. After drying discs were ranked according to the presence of
0

any drying defects such as the magnitude of checking and collapse.

After disc preparation, all billets were weighted with and without bark and

measured for volume without bark to determine the green density of wood.

Thereafter, all the billets were initially air-dried in an open environment before

being moved to a controlled environment chamber to attain 12% moisture

content. The schematic diagram of sampling of logs and discs from the billets are

shown in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1 : Sampling strategies in all the sixty three trees

On all the felled logs, four positions were marked on the cut face as shown in

Figure 7-2. The side on which the strain had been measured in the standing tree

was marked and numbered as side "A". The opposite side was marked as side
"B". Log ends were covered with polythene sheets to retard drying (Figure 7-2).
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Figure 7-2: Marking of the end-face of logs

7.22
. Growth strain and acoustic velocity measurements
Most recently, Raymond et al. (2002) have examined 12 stems of E. globulus

and noted that measurements on two sides provides a superior assessment of

growth stress than that provided by a single measurement, but there was little

further benefit in measuring on all four sides. Therefore, in subsequent studies,

growth strains were measured on two opposite sides in each log and the variation

between the two sides was analyzed. Longitudinal growth strains were measured
at approximately mid-length on two opposite sides (A and B) of each log using

the strain gauge method as discussed earlier in the section 6.4. After strain
measurement acoustic velocity was determined for each log.

Acoustic velocities in the logs were measured using both the resonance-based

tool "WoodSpec" and the transit-time based tool "Fakopp-2D". The WoodSpec
was used in the trigger mode. A small steel ball was used to generate a stress

wave in the log and the microphone was used as the detector.

In case of

WoodSpec, acoustic velocity in the log was measured with bark and without bark

for each log to determine the influence of bark on acoustic velocity. In case of
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Fakopp-2D, the -linear arrangement usmg three probes was used where one
probe was used as a start probe and two probes were used as stop probes. The

distance between start probe and first stop probe was 40 cm. The second stop
probe was placed at the other end of the log.

The measured acoustic velocity

was the velocity between the first and the second stop probe positions. Acoustic
velocity measurements were made along the length in the four quadrant positions

(A, B, C, D) as shown in Figure 7-2 around the circumference, to assess the

variation in outerwood properties. With the Fakoop-2D, acoustic velocity was

measured on debarked logs only. It was presumed that the bark would not

influence the acoustic velocity as the Fakopp probes penetrated into the wood.

These probes will be triggered by the fastest signal traveling in the outer wood

rather than in the bark.

Log length, large-end and small-end diameters of

debarked logs were recorded to calculate log taper.

7.2 .4 Wood Properties Assessment
7.2.4.1 Shrinkage properties
Volumetric shrinkage and MOE of outerwood and corewood were determined in

the samples from fifty-one of the sixty-three-trees in which growth strain was

measured: the decision to develop this procedure was only agreed after the first

12 trees had been processed. A 500 mm long section was cut at the small

diameter end of the butt log to give clear wood specimens for MOE and

volumetric shrinkage measurements. Specimens of 20mm*20mm cross-section

were prepared from the outerwood and corewood regions. Two specimens were

taken from the outerwood and two from the corewood. These specimens were
trimmed to 300 mm length and numbered accordingly. Weight and volume of

each sample were determined with an accuracy of 0.01 grams. All procedures

from growth strain measurement in the logs to the preparation of clearwood

specimens representing outerwood and corewood were completed within 3-4
days from felling of the trees to avoid any significant influence of moisture loss
on acoustic velocity and strain measurement.

The clear wood samples were air-dried to 12% moisture content in a controlled
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environment at 20 C and 65% relative humidity. The dried samples were steam
°

conditioned for 90 minutes to recover collapse. The steaming increased the

moisture content by 3-4% so samples were returned to the air-conditioned room

to re-equilibrate. Weight and volume of the samples were determined before and

after reconditioning with steam.

Volumetric shrinkage from green to 12% moisture content was determined for
both outerwood and corewood samples before and after reconditioning with

steam using the following equation

Vol. Shrinkage = (Vg - Vct) * l OONg
where Vg and Vct are volumes when green and air-dried respectively. The percent

difference in the volume of the sample before reconditioning and after

reconditioning with respect to the volume after reconditioning was considered to
be the amount of collapse in the samples i.e.
Collapse = (V AR - VsR)* 1 00NAR
From the stored 50mm discs, one disc of each tree was used to prepare samples

for radial and tangential shrinkage measurements. For radial shrinkage, samples

1 5mm* 15mm in cross-section were prepared with the maximum obtainable
length in the radial direction from pith to cambium. For tangential shrinkage, two

different sized samples were prepared from each disc. One sample was according

to ASTM standards with a 25mm*25mm cross-section and the second sample

was only 1 5mm* 15mm in cross-section which was taken from the outermost

zone. Both type of sample were 100mm in length in the tangential direction.

Some of the radial and tangential samples were cracked or broken at the time of

sample preparation due to presence of end cracking in discs. These samples were

rejected. Finally, for radial shrinkage samples from 50 trees and for tangential
shrinkage samples from 46 trees were obtained out of 63 trees. The samples were

dried to 12% moisture content in a conditioning room at 20°c and 65% relative

humidity. The length of each radial and tangential sample was recorded in the
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green condition and at 12% moisture content using a vernier caliper with an

accuracy of 0.01 mm. The dried samples were steam treated for 90 minutes to
recover collapse shrinkage. The steaming slightly increased the moisture content,

therefore samples were reconditioned at 12% moisture content after steaming.
Radial and tangential shrinkage after reconditioning was measured.

7.2.4.2 MOE determination

Acoustic velocity in green, air-dried and reconditioned samples was measured

using the resonance based tool "WoodSpec". The dynamic MOE was calculated
from the wood density and acoustic velocity using following relationship

MOE ctyn = density * acoustic velocity
7 .2.4.2 Fibre property measurements
Outerwood chips were taken from the two sides of the billets that corresponded

to the same sides as used for strain measurement in the Jogs. The chips were
initially treated with 10% NaOH solutions for four hours and subsequently

macerated with peracetic acid solution for four hours at 95 C. The fibres were
0

analysed with the Metso FibreLab analyzer. Length-weighted fibre length, fibre

width and cell wall thickness values were from a minimum of 5000 fibres in each

sample.

7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Comparison of growth strains measured on standing trees with
those measured on logs

Two growth strain measurements were made on opposite sides, "side A" and

"side B", of each cut log. Side A corresponded to the side on which a strain

measurement had been made on the standing trees. All the strain measurements
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were made at about the mid-point of a log along the length. This distance was

more than three times the diameter of the log. Therefore, it was unlikely that the
cutting of logs caused any significant modification in the true growth strain level

at the measuring point, i.e. the measured growth strain value can safely be
considered to be the strain level in the standing tree at that position.

A simple

average of all four growth strain measurements on each tree was considered to be
the mean tree growth strain in that tree. The overall mean growth strain of the 63

trees representing the average growth strains in the population sample was

903µE. As expected a large variation in the mean growth strain was observed

between trees (standard deviation = 333 µE) . The mean tree growth strain varied

from 430 µc to 1645 µc between trees. This is similar to the results obtained on

standing trees where a wide range in growth strain value was observed between

trees. Large variations in growth strains within a single stand/sample plot of trees
have been reported for several eucalyptus species by many other researchers

(Boyd 1980; Malan 1988; Nicholson 1973). This was discussed in the section

6.4.

The group mean growth strain was calculated for each group A, B, C and D after
felling and these were compared with the group mean strains measured at breast

height in the standing trees using a T-test with unequal variance (Table 7-2).

There was no significant difference in the average growth strain in trees in group
A and group C (low strain groups) while for the high strain groups the reported

mean growth strains after felling were slightly lower than the strains in the

standing trees.

Trees were segregated into groups only for the purpose of

selecting the trees for felling. These 63 trees covered the full range of acoustic
velocity and growth strains observed in the standing trees. All subsequent

analysis was performed using the pooled data from all the groups.
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Table 7-2: Comparison of growth strains in standing trees and felled trees

Group

No. of trees

felling (µ£)

15

1235±253

1 031±318

18

1457±372

1191±285

15

C

15

D

strains in after

in standing trees
( µ£)

A

B

Mean growth

Growth strains

617±165

702±1 75

P value at
a=0.05

686±189

0.66

694±185

0.90

0.06

0.02

Growth strains measured on standing trees at breast height on side "A" were
correlated with the overall mean tree growth strains and the mean growth strains

on same side after felling. This was to assess the effectiveness of a single

measurement in predicting the growth strain level in small diameter trees (Figure
7-3).
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Figure 7-3: Relationship of growth strain at breast height in standing tree with (a) overall
mean tree growth strain in the tree and (b) mean growth strain on side-A

A moderate coefficient of determination (R2= 0.67) was observed between mean

tree growth strain and growth strain measured at the breast height. Raymond et

al. (2001) observed a varying degree of association (R2 ranging from 0.53 to
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0.77) between overall tree strain and strains measured at one point around the

periphery in trees of Eucalyptus globulus where tree diameter ranged from 30 cm
to 40 cm. Also, a very similar moderate relationship between mean growth
strains on side "A" with strains at breast height in the standing tree on the same

side was observed. The modest association of the mean tree growth strains with

the growth strain measured at one point can be due to the varying growth stress

distribution pattern around the periphery and with height in trees depending on
lean or rebalancing of the tree as suggested by Nicholson (1973).

7.3.2 Growth stain variations with i n log and between logs
The aim of this section is to examine the variation in growth strain between

opposite sides in each log and the variation between the two logs of a tree. Strain

measurement positions in the butt log and 2nd log corresponded to 0.65 metres

and 2.60 metres height above ground level respectively in the standing tree.
Since at each height, growth strain was measured on opposite sides of the

circumference in the stem, four growth strain values were obtained for each tree.

The association between growth strain values at different positions was analysed

by the Pearson' s correlation analysis using SAS correlation procedure.
correlation matrix is shown in Table 7-3.

The

Table 7-3: The Pearson Correlation matrix for strains in butt logs and 2°d logs.

Variables

A

(A) Butt log side_A_strains

1.00

(C) 2 nd log side_A_strains

0.72

(B) Butt log side_B_strains

(D) 2nd log side_B_strains

B

0.65

1.00

0.74

0.78

0.82

C

1 .00

0.76

D

1 .00

1 50

All the strain values were significantly related to each other with the "P- value"

less than 0.001. Among them all, the correlation coefficient between side-A and

side-B growth strain in the butt logs was the poorest. This indicates a relatively
large difference in strain values between opposite sides in the butt log. Figure

7-4(a) shows the relationship between growth strains on side-A and growth
strains on side-B for individual log types separately presenting variation around

the periphery (differences between opposite sides) in the stem. Figure 7-4(b)

shows the relationship between growth strain in the butt log and

2

nct

log for each

indivictual side depicting the growth strain variation on a particular side in the

stem with the tree height.
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Figure 7-4: (a) Relationship between growth strain on opposite sides

(b) Relationship between growth strain at different heights

From the graphs it is evident that data points are widely scattered over the entire

range of growth strains in both the cases. A linear regression line was fitted for

each individual data set. If there were to be a uniform distribution of growth

strain around the periphery and along the height in the stems, one would expect a
strong linear relationship between growth strain measurements taken at different

positions in the stem. However, the moderate coefficients of determination for

all the data sets indicate the circumferential variation in growth strain varies

along the stem and one cannot expect consistent values with height on any

particular side of the tree.
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The variation in growth strain around the periphery was further analyzed in terms
of

the absolute percent difference between side-A and side-B. A frequency

distribution of logs with respect to percent difference in growth strain on

opposite side is shown in Figure 7-5. The difference ranged from 0% to 150%

in individual logs in both butt and 2nd log. Nine to ten-fold differences in the
growth strain level around the periphery at a specific height have been reported

by Boyd (1 980) and Nicholson (1 971 ) in large trees with diameter more that
40cm trees of E. regnans and E. nitens.
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<20%
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80- 1 00%

> 1 00%

Difference in growth strain on opposite side (%)
Figure 7 -5: Distribution of logs according to difference in growth strain on opposite side

Figure 7-5 clearly indicates that a larger proportion of 2nd logs (more than 50%)

exhibited small differences (less than 20%) in growth strains between opposite

sides as compared to butt logs. These results suggest that the growth strain

distribution appears to be relatively more uniform around the periphery higher up

the tree stem. A large number of butt logs showing higher differences in growth
strain on opposite side in the bottom logs could be due to presence of sweep,

natural lean and/or presence of tension wood in the lower portion of the stem as

tension wood severity has been reported to be high in the bottom portion of most
eucalypts (Washusen 2000).
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On analysing the individual tree data, it was observed that if a butt log showed

large differences in growth strain between opposite sides, it was not necessary

true that the 2n ct log from the same tree would show the same large differences.

Figure 7-6 showed the ranking of butt and 2nd log of a tree based on the

percentage difference in growth strain between opposite sides in the respective
log.
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Figure 7 -6:

Ranking of the logs from a tree according to difference in growth strain
between opposite sides

All the results and analysis presented above suggested a random variation in

growth stress distribution pattern within a stem.

No single growth strain

measurement adequately reflects the circumferential growth strain variation even

in a small diameter tree. Given the large amount of variation in growth strain

within the bottom three metres of a tree, the selection of the representative

growth strain is of utmost importance for appropriate screening of the trees based

on growth strain level. Raymond et al. (2002) have suggested the mean of the

strain values measured on two sides at breast height offers a suitable strategy for

Eucalyptus globulus. The same approach was adopted here. The validity of the
mean of two strain measurements taken on opposite sides of the stem as a

representative of growth strain level in tree was assessed.
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Mean of the growth strain measured in the 2"d log was plotted against the mean
growth strain in the butt log. Figure 7-7 shows the relationship between mean

growth strain in the butt and 2°d log.
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The figure shows a strong linear relationship between mean growth strains in the
butt logs with mean strains in the 2°d logs (R2= 0.80). The mean of the two

growth strain values measured on opposite sides even at 0.65 metres above

ground level, where variation in wood characteristics around the periphery are

expected to be more, could be a fairly useful indicator of the average growth

strain higher up the stems. This finding could be of significant importance for the

purpose of screening of trees since strain measurements on standing trees at
higher heights are impractical.

This study concludes that measuring strains at one side at one height will not be a

true indicator of the mean strain level in the tree and the mean of measurement
on opposite sides at a particular height would be an appropriate approach for
screening young small-diameter eucalypts trees.

On the other hand, if one is

merely exploring the distribution of growth strain for a population, one may be

justified in measuring growth strain on one side only.
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7.3.3

Growth strain variation with tree height

In the results discussed in the previous section, the growth strain measurements

taken at two heights represented the tree only up to 3 metres height. Two extra

logs from higher up the stem were extracted from the last 21 trees to be felled to

study growth strain in very small diameter logs. The four logs from each tree

covered almost 70% of the tree height. Growth strain measurement positions

corresponded to 0.65m, 2.60m, 4.60m and 6.60 m height above ground level in

the standing tree. At each height two strain values on opposite sides were

measured. The variation in growth strain with tree height was analyzed by a

simple two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The analysis was performed to

test for (a) differences in mean growth strains between trees; (b) differences in
growth strains between heights, and (c) differences in growth strains between
sides. Results of the ANOVA using SAS software are shown below:

Dependent Variable: strain
Sum of
Source
DF
Squares

Model

24

Error

Corrected Total

Source

Tree_No
Log__No
logside

1 39

The GLM Procedure
Mean Square F Value

1 3747466.04

5728 1 1 .09

4503533.06

32399.52

1 63

1 7.68

Coeff Var

Root MSE strain Mean

0.753245

22.20234

1 79.9987

20
3

<.000 1

1 8250999 . 1 0

R-Square

DF

Pr > F

Type III SS
1 1945 1 80.92
1420040.58
2608.02

8 1 0.7 195

Mean Square
597259.05
473346.86
2608.02

F Value Pr > F
1 8 .43 <.000 1 ...
14.6 1 <.000 1 •••
0.08 0.7770"'

There is a significant difference in growth strain value with height at P= 0.001
level. The variation in growth strain with tree height is shown in Figure 7-8
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Figure 7-8: Variation in mean growth strain (10 -6) with tree height

Growth strain appear to be nearly constant in the first two logs, i.e. the first 4

metres above ground, corresponding to the results obtained with two logs from
all 63 trees where mean butt log strains were similar to the mean
In the subsequent

3

rd

and

4

th

2

nct

log strains.

logs the mean growth strains were observed to

decrease significantly. These results are in agreement with a significant negative
relationship between growth strain and sampling height over a 15 m span in an

eight year-old E. nitens plantation (Chafe 1985). Yang (2001) also observed a

general declining trend in the mean growth strain with height up to 6.1 metres in

E. globulus obtained from different provenances. Similarly a decline in the
surface growth strain level higher up the stem, above 1 1 metres, has been
observed for ash, oak and hickory (Yao 1979).

The analysis did not show any significant difference between opposite sides. This

suggests that the growth strain differences seem to get less with height resulting

in a more uniform distribution pattern around the periphery higher up the stem.
This may be due to the small diameter of the top logs reducing the overall
difference between the opposite sides of the stem.
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7.3.4 Relationship between growth strain and aco ustic velocity
using a resonance tool and a time of flight tool
The initial investigations as discussed in Chapter-6 indicated no direct

relationship between acoustic velocity measured by a time of flight based tool,

Fakopp, and the growth strain in the standing tree. This negative result was
further validated on logs where acoustic velocity was measured using both

Fakopp-2D and WoodSpec. The effective association between the mean growth

strain in logs and acoustic velocity by WoodSpec and Fakopp-2D are given by

the Pearson correlation coefficient in the Table 7-4.

Table 7-4: Pearson Correlation coefficients between mean log growth strain, acoustic
velocity by Fakopp-2D and acoustic velocity by WoodSpec.
Variable

2

( 1 ) Butt log strain

1 .00

(2) Butt log Fakopp
rvelocity

0.23

(3) Butt log
WoodSpec velocity

0. 1 0

(4) Butt log Fakopp
�o WoodSpec
rvelocity ratio

0.51

(5) 2 nd log strain

0.89

...
...

4

3

7

6

8

1 .00

0.96

...

1 .00

0.29

0.03

1 .00

0. 1 5

0.06

0.36

1 .00

0.32

0.21

0.03

0.20

0.98

0.09

-0.01

-0. 1 9

...

...

(6) 2 d log Fakopp
rvelocity

0.28

( 7 ) 2 nd log
WoodSpec velocity

0.26

0.92

0.89

-0.02

-0.28

-0.33

n

5

0.92

0.87

...

1 .00

...

1 .00

n

(8) 2 a log Fakopp
�o WoodSpec
rvelocity ratio

-0.39

1 .00

*** - p<0.0001

Acoustic velocity from either tool did not show any significant correlation with

mean growth strain in the logs. These results confirm no direct relationship

between acoustic velocity and growth strains as observed on the standing trees.

The relationship between acoustic velocity by Fakopp-2D and by WoodSpec was
very strong in all the logs and has already been discussed in detail in chapter-4.
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It was also postulated that if the mechanism for growth stress generation or the

growth stress gradient in stems depends on a stiffness gradient in the tree, then
the acoustic velocity differences in the outerwood and corewood could be an
indirect indicator of the magnitude of the growth strains. Since acoustic velocity

by the Fakopp tool is influenced by the high modulus outerwood while acoustic
velocity by WoodSpec is determined by the average modulus, as described in

Chapter-3, the difference in acoustic velocity by these two instruments could

possibly indicate the gradient in outerwood to corewood stiffness. The ratio of
Fakopp to WoodSpec velocity for butt logs exhibited a modest degree of

association with growth strains with correlation coefficient of 0.51. However
there was no correlation (correlation coefficient of -0.01) for the 2nd logs.

In order to explore the influence of MOE differences between the outerwood and

corewood on growth strain, acoustic velocity was measured by WoodSpec in the

air-dried samples of 20mm*200mm cross-section and 300mm in length extracted
from both outerwood and pith regions at breast height. Dynamic MOE for

outerwood and corewood was calculated. The relationship between the ratio of
outerwood to corewood MOE with growth strains is shown in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-9: Relationship between ratio of outerwood to corewood M O E with growth
strains in logs.
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Clearly no relationship was present between growth strain and differences in
outerwood and corewood MOE.

From the results, none of these acoustic

velocity measurements appears to be a direct or indirect indicator of growth

strain level in trees or logs.

However the acoustic velocity measurement together with strain measurement
can determine the magnitude of growth stress in tree/log. Generally growth

strains are considered to be a direct indicator of the magnitude of growth stresses

in a tree (stress= strain*MOE) with a given MOE and within proportional limit
of elasticity. Since both growth strain and the MOE varies significantly between

trees, it becomes necessary to determine MOE of the wood in each individual
tree to assess the magnitude of the growth stress. The acoustic velocity provides

an easy and quick way to determine MOE of the wood as discussed in chapters 2
& 3. Since growth strain is measured on the peripheral surface (at the outside of

the tree), it is desirable to know the stiffness of outerwood for the determination

of growth stresses. The acoustic velocity from time of flight instruments like
Fakopp would be more suitable for the purpose as they give an estimate of

outerwood stiffness and can readily be used on standing tree without any

destructive extraction of wood material.

The relationship between growth

stresses determined using WoodSpec and Fakopp velocities is shown in Figure

7-10.
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Figure 7-10: Growth stress estimated from Fakopp velocity and WoodSpec velocity
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In the present study, the growth strain varied from 430 to 1 645 µ£ and acoustic
velocity by the Fakopp tool ranged from 2.71 to 4.21 km/s corresponding to a

three fold variation in dynamic MOE (7.92 to 20.55 GPa). A three fold variation
in MOE in the sampled trees can result in a different ranking based on growth
strains and growth stresses. The ranking of the samples trees based on growth

strains and stresses was analysed as shown in Figure 7 -11.
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Figure 7-1 1 : Ranking of trees based on growth strain and growth stress

Generally the ranking by either of the parameter followed similar pattern except

in case of few trees in the intermediate range of growth strains (about 700-11 00
µ£) where quite a few trees with the same magnitude of growth strains exhibited
very different level of growth stresses. As an example two trees in the encircled

area in have growth strain of about 1 000 µ£ but one tree exhibits 11.6 MPa

stresses while the other shows about 21.4MPa (the encircled points). Thus there

could be some discrepancies in the ranking of the trees based on growth stresses

and growth strains depending on the MOE of the wood.

The relationship between growth strain and growth stress is shown in Figure

7-12. A strong linear relationship was observed between growth stress and strain.

The similar strong correlation between growth stress and strain has also been

reported by chafe (1985) in young Eucalyptus nitens.

It can be seen that

although there is a large variation in wood stiffness, growth strain alone
explained 87 -90% of the variation in growth stress in the studied sample.
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Figure 7-12: Relationship between growth stress and growth strain

Since growth stress is derived as a product of growth strain and dynamic MOE,
comparatively larger variation in growth strains (Coefficient of Variation- 37%)

than in variation in MOE (Coefficient of variation- 17%) in the sample results in
a strong association between growth stress and strain due to autocorrelation.

7.3.6 Relationship between tree average growth strain and some
tree/wood characteristics
As discussed in Section 6.3, a single growth strain measurement at a point (at

breast height) in a standing trees was not related to the any of the tree

characteristics like tree height, diameter at breast height or taper up to 3 metres

height.

The present section explores the relationship between average tree

growth strain with wood characteristics like wood density, green moisture

content, volumetric shrinkage, radial and tangential shrinkage, and collapse

during drying. The wood samples were extracted from breast height. The
complete sampling strategy is described in the schematic diagram (Figure 7-1) in

the section 7.2. Since the diameter under bark of trees was only in the range of

10 cm to 16cms, it was very hard to obtain tangential samples with growth rings

parallel to each other. When the 25x25x100 mm samples were dried, some of the
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samples showed enormous distortion (bowing) (Figure 7-13). This distortion can

be attributed to the shrinkage differential between sapwood and heartwood.

Figure 7-13: Distortion in the tangential samples during drying

Therefore it was not possible to measure tangential shrinkage accurately and

tangential shrinkage has not been considered in the analysis. The descriptive
statistics showing average values with standard deviation and range for various
wood properties is given in Table 7-5.
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Table 7-5: Wood properties and their variation in the sampled trees
Standard
Minimum Maximum
Deviation

Wood property

Mean

Tree form factor

0.30

0.03

0.25

0.37

10

G rowth strains (m icrostrain)

897.6

336.2

430

1 645

37.4

G reen moisture content (%)

1 29.0

2 1 .4

8 1 .4

236.7

1 6.6

1 1 23.9

25.5

1 066.4

1 1 81 . 1

2.3

495.0

49.2

326.9

638.9

9.9

555.5

47.3

453.0

682.3

8.5

654.6

72.5

51 8.9

865.6

1 1 .1

CW MOEdyn at 1 2% me (GPa)

7.84

1 .02

5.95

9.96

1 3.0

OW MOEdyn at 1 2% me (G Pa)

1 2.21

2.26

6.40

1 7.74

1 8.5

Radial shrinkage (%)

1 .83

0.29

1 .36

2.61

1 5.8

CW Volumetric shrinkage AR(%)

6.0

1 .25

3.88

8.86

20.8

OW Volumetric shrinkage-AR (%)

7.85

1 .56

4.50

1 1 .28

1 9.9

Average volumetric shrinkage -AR (%)
Collapse (%)
Average OW LW FL (mm)
Average OW fibre width (µm)
Average OW cell wall thickness(µm)

6.92

1 .31

4.31

1 1 .02
0.82
2 1 .3
5.21

5.48
0.05
1 .1 3
0.30

0.63
0.71
1 8.22
4.38

1 0.07
22.62
0.96
23.68
5.92

1 8.9
49.7
6.1
5.3
5.7

G reen density (kg/m
Basic density ( kg/m

3

3

)

)

CWdensity at 1 2% mc(kg/m

3

OW density at 1 2% mc(kg/m

)

3

)

CV (%)

The basic density was calculated based on the green volume and over-dry weight

of discs. The average basic density of wood was 495 kg/m3 with a range from
326.9 to 638.9 kg/m3 which was about 1 0% higher than the basic density reported

by Lausberg ( 1 995) for the wood of a 1 5-year-old E. nitens grown in Kaingaroa

Forest in the North Island of New Zealand and 8.5 year old E. nitens grown in

five provenance of the south-eastern Australia. The corewood density

(heartwood) was significantly lower than the outerwood (sapwood) density

which was in agreement with the results obtained by McKimm ( 1 985) in 8.5 year

old E. nitens. Similar to the density, outerwood dynamic MOE was significantly

higher (about 56%) than the corewood MOE. The radial shrinkage measured on

radial strips from green to 1 2% me after reconditioning in steaming was

significantly lower than that reported by Lausberg ( 1 995). The volumetric
shrinkage in outerwood was higher than the volumetric shrinkage in corewood.

When the samples were dried from green to 1 2% me, the observed shrinkage

included shrinkage associated with collapse. Steaming of the dried sample for an
hour resulted in recovery of collapse related shrinkage. The difference in
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shrinkage before reconditioning and after reconditioning gave an estimate of

collapse in the samples. A wide range in collapse was observed ranging from

0.45% to 20%. Overall the wood properties measured for these trees were in

agreement with the properties reported by several researchers for wood of nearly
the same age (Evans et al. 2000; Haslett 1992; Lausberg 1995; McKimm 1985;
McKimm 1988).

The prime objective of the extensive wood property assessments was to search

for any relationship between growth strain level in the tree and other wood

properties.

The large variation in growth strain in the population sampled

provided an opportunity to seek a relationship between growth strain and other

wood properties. A correlation analysis was performed on the pooled data to

assess the strength of association in wood properties and growth strain level. The

correlation matrix is given in Table 7-6.

Only the volumetric shrinkage of outerwood exhibited a significant positive

relationship (r=0.56) with mean tree growth strain. The positive relationship of
volumetric shrinkage with growth strain has been reported by other researchers

as well (Aggarwal et al. 2002; Nicholson et al. 1972; Nicholson et al. 1975). In
a recent study Clair et al. (2003) found a significant positive correlation between

growth stress and tangential shrinkage in normal wood, but this was with only

two trees of chestnut (Castanea sativa Mill.). They also observed a strong

relationship between longitudinal Young's modulus and growth stress in normal
wood in the green condition. However no such significant relationship was

observed in the present study.

McKimm (1988) also did not observe any

significant correlation between growth stress level and other strength properties.
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Table 7-6: Pearson correlation matrix between various wood properties

2

1 i G rowth strain

I

1 .00

2 G reen me

-0.09

1 .00

3 G reen Density

0.23 -0.47 .. 1 .00

4 Basic density

0. 1 3 -0. 95 •• 0.61·· 1 .00

Variables

5
6
7

8
9
10

CW MO E dyn
(1 2%mc)
OW MO E dyn
1 2%mc
Radial
shrinkage
CW volumetric
Shrinkaqe
OW volumetric
shrinkage
Average
volumetric
shrinkage

1 1 Collapse
12

*
**

Avg OW
LWFL

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0.01 -0. 55 •• 0.09 0.47 . . 1 .00
0.26 -0. 59 .. 0.33 0. 57 .. 0. 5 3 .. 1 .00
0.08 0.42 • 0. 1 7

1.00

0. 12 -0. 1 1 -0.02 0. 1 7

0.3 5

0.29 -0.06 0.04
0. 1 7

0. 1 7

1 .00
··

0. 5 6 .. 0.06

0. 1 7 -0.00 0.04

0.3 1 0.45 •• 0. 7 3

0.42 • 0. 1 2

0. 16 -0.05 0.02

0.28 0.43 • 0. 9 1 .. 0 _ 94 •• 1 .00

•
•
0.34 o . 5 1 • -0. 1 1 -0.4 7• -0.34 -0. 1 8 0.20
-0.06 0.00 -0.05 0.04

0. 1 1

o. n··

1 .00

0. 70 .. 0. 76 .. 1 .00

0.44 • -0.05 -0.22 -0. 1 6 -0.20 -0.21

significant at P<0.01
significant at P<0.001

The correlation between basic density and growth strain was not significant in

the sampled trees. The absence of any relationship between growth strain and
basic density in Eucalyptus nitens has been reported by Chafe (1990), although a

significant positive relationship between basic density and growth strain has been
demonstrated for E. grandis, E. regnans and E. globules (Chafe 1990; Malan

and Gerischer 1987; Yang et al. 2002). The lack of any consistent and

reproducible direct relationship of growth strain/stress with basic density and
MOE, as reported in the literature and from this study suggests that these

properties are not influenced unduly by the magnitude of growth strain in
vertical, straight trees. Any significant relationships observed elsewhere appear
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to be species-dependent and valid only the particular studied samples. The results
of one study can only be generalised with considerable caution.

However, several significant and moderately strong relationships were observed

amongst wood properties. Basic density showed a strong negative correlation

with moisture content in green condition (r= 0.95), which was to be expected. A

moderate but significant negative correlation between basic density and collapse

suggests that wood with extremely low basic density would tend to show severe

collapse. Significant higher correlations between density and MOE are partially

influenced by the autocorrelation as dynamic MOE is determined by both density
and acoustic velocity.

It was also observed that the collapse shrinkage had a very little influence on the

acoustic velocity in the samples. Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-1 5 show the acoustic
velocity and dynamic MOE before and after reconditioning.
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Figure 7-14: Acoustic velocity by clear wood samples before and after reconditioning
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Figure 7-15 : Dynamic MOE before and after reconditioning

The acoustic velocity after reconditioning was found to be higher by about 1 .6%
than that before reconditioning. However, the dynamic MOE decreased
substantially (up to 34%) depending on the amount of collapse recovery. The
decrease in MOE was mainly due to decrease in wood density as the wood
volume increased with collapse recovery during recondi tioning. In Figure 7- 1 6,
the ratio of dynamic MOE before and after reconditioning was plotted against
collapse recovery in each of the samples. Samples with high collapse showed
large differences in dynamic MOE before and after reconditioning.
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Figure 7-16: Relationship of ratio of dynamic MOE before and after reconditioning
with collapse in samples
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Another important finding of the study was the association of dynamic MOE of

samples in green condition with the dynamic MOE in the dried condition. The

strong association between green and dry conditions suggests that dynamic MOE
as determined in green condition can predict the dynamic MOE of wood when
dried to 12% moisture content (Figure 7-17) As expected, dynamic MOE in dried

condition was higher than in green condition.
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Figure 7-17: Dynamic MOE in green condition and at 1 2 % moisture content

In a different approach to the data analysis, significant differences in the means

of various wood properties between high and low strain trees were investigated.

The sample population was ranked and then divided in four distinct groups

according to their strain values (S 600 µ£: low strain group, 600µ£ -900µ£: med

low group, 900µ£-1200µ£: med-high group, 2'.: 1200µ£: High strain group). Both
low and the high strain group had 14 trees while the medium-low group had 22
trees and the medium-high group had 13 trees.

The average growth strain in

first group was 508 µ£ while in the highest strain group the average growth strain

was 1350 µ£. Average wood properties for the lowest strain and the highest

strain group were determined and the mean values of each properties were

compared by Fisher's Least Significant Difference (LSD) method at a = 0.05 and

0.01 levels using SAS statistical software (SAS Institute 1998).

Table 7-7
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shows the average values of significantly different wood properties for lowest

and highest strain tree groups.

Table 7-7: Average values of various wood properties in the lowest and highest growth
strain groups. Data in parenthesis are coefficient of variation in per cent.
Wood property

OW MOE at 1 2% me (GPa)
Radial shrinkage -AR (%)

.

Lowest strain group

.

CW volumetric shrinkage -AR (%)

10.74 (20.5)

.

OW volumetric shrinkage -AR (%)**

Avg. volumetric shrinkage - AR (%)**
Collapse (%)*

Highest strain group

1.64 (15.3)

12.86 (10.2)
1.92 (21.5)

4.98 (13.0)

6.01(18.05)

5.65 (15.9)

7.45 (12.4)

6.31 (19.1)
6.84(53.9)

8.88 (13.7)

12.76 (36.9)

* - : a - 0.05, ** : a - 0.01 , OW- Outerwood, CW- Corewood, AR- after reconditioning

Volumetric shrinkage of outerwood from low strain trees was significantly lower

(a = 0.01) as compared to that of the high strain trees, which was expected since

it was significantly correlated with growth strain. There was no significant

difference between the groups in green density, green dynamic MOE, basic

density, density at 12% me, corewood and outerwood density. The interesting
result of this analysis was the significant differences in radial shrinkage and

collapse in low and the high strain trees at a = 0.05 level while the correlation

analysis showed a poor association of these properties with growth strain. The

significant difference in collapse indicated that wood from trees showing low
growth strain would have less probability of severe internal checking since the

severity of internal checking generally increases with collapse.

The ocular

comparison of the discs from the lowest and the highest strain groups showed the

difference in the severity of checking in the wood of low and high strain trees
(Figure 7-18).

It was observed that the magnitude of internal checking and

distortion was generally less in the discs from the trees with a mean growth strain

of less than 600 µ£ as compared to those in the discs from the high strain group.
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Growth strain < 600 µc:

Growth strain >1 200 µ£

Figure 7-18: Internal checking in discs from the high strain and the low strain trees

The results suggest that screening of trees based on growth strain level could

result in the selection of trees with less drying degrade. However, these results
are indicative only as the number of trees in each low and the high strain group

were very few and therefore this interpretation needs to be confirmed with a
larger sample size.

There was no significant difference in length-weighted fibre length, fibre width
and cell wall thickness between the groups. These results contrast with other

results on various eucalypt species.

Malan and Gerischer (1987) found

statistically significant differences in fibre length and double wall thickness in

low and high stressed trees of 28-year old Eucalyptus regnans. Often, the cell

wall thickness has been related to the magnitude of growth stress and thick
walled fibres were found to be associated with the high growth stress in normal
and leaning stems (Boyd 1977; Nicholson et al. 1 972). The results obtained in

this study are in agreement with Wilkins and Kitahara (1991), who found no

statistical significant relationship between level of peripheral growth strain and

fibre length, vessel diameter or ray width of wood from 12.5 year old Eucalyptus

grandis trees. The absence of any relationship between fibre properties and
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growth strain in this study might be attributed to the age of sample trees, as

Malan and Gerischer (1987) suggested that high stressed trees in general exhibit

a rapid increase in fibre length and cell wall thickness with increasing age. In
most of the studies where fibre properties were found to be associated with

growth stress level, the studied trees were mature (28-30 years old).

In the analysis discussed so far, outerwood and corewood properties were treated

separately and their individual relationships with growth strain were explored.

Since the sampled trees in this study were of similar size, the magnitude of the

surface growth strain should indicate the growth stress gradient in the stem i.e.

high growth strains would results in a steep gradient in growth stress from

periphery to pith within the stem. It was anticipated that the stress gradient within

the stem could be related to some wood property gradient. Malan and Gerischer

(1987)) observed a steep gradient in wood density and some anatomical

characteristics in highly stressed trees of Eucalyptus grandis. In this study, the
difference in the outerwood and corewood properties was considered to be an

indicator of that wood property gradient within the stem.

The volumetric

shrinkage differential was calculated as the absolute difference between the
average shrinkage values of the two outerwood and the two corewood samples.

In all the trees, the sample with the maximum shrinkage was from the outerwood

and minimum shrinkage sample was from the corewood region. Wood density
and dynamic MOE differential were calculated as the percent difference between
average outerwood and average corewood values of the corresponding property.
Volumetric shrinkage differential exhibited a strong positive relationship with

the growth strain (r = 0.70). Trees with high growth strain showed large
difference in volumetric shrinkage (Figure 7-19).
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Figure 7-19: Relationship between the shrinkage differential and growth strain

In a recent study, Washusen et al. (2003) observed a large tangential shrinkage
differential in highly stressed trees of E. globulus, where he calculated a
shrinkage differential as the difference between maximum and minimum
tangential shrinkage in a number of wood samples taken from the outerwood
zone around the periphery. The present study indicates an association between
the magnitude of growth strain and the volumetric shrinkage differential
(comparing corewood and outerwood).

The association between density

differential and growth strain was very moderate (r=0.4 1 ) while the dynamic
MOE differential and growth strain showed a poor correlation (r=0.3). The
relationships between wood property gradients and growth strain in the stem
needs to be further explored with large di ameter trees, since the average diameter
of the selected trees was small (14- 1 5cm), and because some of our samples
representing outerwood and corewood were taken from adjacent positions in the
radial direction. With larger stems, samples with a clear distinction between
outerwood and corewood could be obtained.

Such a relationship has large

implications as the shrinkage differential assessment can indicate both growth
stress and drying-related distortions.
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7.4 Conclusions
The results of this study indicate that a large variation exists in growth strain
level around the periphery and up the height in the young small diameter trees of

Eucalyptus nitens. To get a reliable estimate of growth strain in the tree,

measurement at a minimum of two positions, on opposite sides, around the
periphery are required. The average butt log strains were significantly related
with the upper log strains. This indicates that measurement at one height could
suffice to rank or screen trees based on their whole tree strain level.
The study validated comprehensively the absence of any direct or indirect
association between growth strain and acoustic velocity in tree or logs. It is
evident that growth strain and acoustic velocity are independent parameters and
both should be used for the screening of eucalyptus trees for quality wood
production. The study also proposes a method of determining the growth stress in
standing trees from growth strain measurement and dynamic MOE as determined
from the acoustic velocity by the Fakopp tool and green density.
Amongst all the studied wood properties, only shrinkage related properties were
found to have some association with the mean growth strain in trees. The mean
growth strain was moderately but significantly related to the volumetric
shrinkage of the outerwood while the corewood shrinkage was not related.
However, the volumetric shrinkage differential (difference between outerwood
and corewood shrinkage) was strongly related to the growth strain (r=0.70)
suggesting that the growth stress gradient might be related to the shrinkage
property variations within the stem. The significant differences in collapse, radial
shrinkage and volumetric shrinkage in the wood from the lowest and highest
strain trees suggests that the wood cut from trees displaying low magnitude of
growth strain would be expected to have significantly lower checking and

collapse related degrade. Therefore screening of Eucalyptus nitens trees based

on low growth strain level could possibly form a basis of an initial screening of
trees with lower collapse-related defects as well as from growth stress related
degrade during processing without having any influence on wood stiffness.
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Chapter 8 : General Concl usions and future scope
•

An important requirement of any sorting mechanism for stems, logs and

lumber is the ability to get a good representation of the desired property.
The resonance based acoustic tools do qualify for this requirement as they

provide volume-weighted average velocity or stiffness of the entire log or

lumber. The study comparing WoodSpec (resonance tool) and Fakopp2D (transit-time tool) on inhomogeneous laminated panels and eucalypt

and radiata pine logs confirmed this assertion. Earlier studies of log
segregation in both Australia and New Zealand have shown that log

segregation can result in significant potential financial gains to the

industry. However the application of resonance tools is limited to only
logs and lumber. Knowledge of the stiffness of standing trees is of

immense importance for the evaluation of wood quality in forest and for

tree breeding. The transit-time tools like Fakopp which have the ability

to be used on standing trees, follow a velocity-fastest acoustic path

between the probes which is somewhat biased towards the wood stiffness

of the outerwood.

The wave front profile in a log appears to be

dependent on the wood quality gradient in both radial and longitudinal

directions. In order to get a reasonable estimate of the overall wood

property in logs or stems by transit-time techniques, the path length

between the probes and the log diameter play an interactive effect. It has
been demonstrated that with the short path lengths from the start point,

the transit-time tools responds to the energy propagated at dilatational
speed, which is the fastest possible speed. Also it can be assumed that

large diameter logs tend to have larger wood quality gradient from pith to
periphery Uust an assumption). A statistical multivariable regression

model was proposed to predict the resonance speed in· stem from the

transit-time speed taking into account the length to diameter ratio. The

results of this study could be of significant importance in assessing the
wood quality of the existing wood resources in the forests.
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Some detailed studies are required on companson of the resonance
velocity and transit-time velocity in large diameter logs in order to

establish the influence of log diameter and measurement path length on

the transit-time velocity and to validate the statistical relationship

proposed based on small diameter logs.
•

Despite the fact that energy consumption is one of the major factors

determining the pulp cost in mechanical pulping, there has been no
efficient way of estimating the energy requirement of individual log with

any certainty. The results discussed in chapter-5, suggest that acoustic
velocity has great potential to be used by the producers of virgin fibre

newsprint and other publication grades to select pulp logs to achieve, at
the same time, both lower refining energy and higher tensile and tear

strengths. The pulp log groups that require less energy in refining are the

same groups that produced pulp with superior tensile and tear strengths.

Also the study on chemical pulping indicated the considerable gains in

pulp yield by sorting pulp logs using acoustics. The benefits of such

segregation have enormous financial implications to the pulp and paper

industry. It is expected that these results should also be applicable to a
wide range of wood species because the prediction of energy requirement

in TMP and pulp yield in chemical pulping using acoustics relate to the

fundamental wood fibre characteristics and wood chemistry. Some more
detailed studies with alternate species are required to confirm this.

•

The study on the relation between acoustic velocity and growth strain

level in Eucalyptus nitens and other laboratory investigations have

rejected the speculation that acoustic velocity could offer a mean to sort

or screen eucalypts species according to growth stress level. The study

also revealed the significant importance of sample size in establishing any
relationships between wood characteristics that are highly variable. Most
tree and wood characteristics do not provide any indication of growth

strain except some shrinkage properties. Although the studied trees were
small diameter trees from a young plantation (10 years old growing on a
single site), a large variation in growth strain was observed within trees
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and between trees. There have been many studies on growth strain
variation or measuring growth strains in eucalypts and many other species

in last 50 years but most of these studies, at best, indicate that one

provenance is better than another on a particular site. Little has been

achieved at the level of between-tree or within-provenance variability in

selecting for reduced growth-stress.

At a pragmatic level, this is an

inditement of 50 years of eucalypt research into wood quality. The

essence of this study was to provide a method to bulk screen a very
young eucalypt population for wood properties using simple measures -

to produce a sub-population of a commercial species with greatly reduced

difficulties in wood processing. Such an approach would yield in a wood
resource where growth stress will be lower than the mean of the best

provenance. More significantly this will eliminate the high growth-strain

tail in the population - an outcome that deserves far more emphasis. Also
it provides an opportunity to mitigate the worst effects of other

detrimental properties - collapse. This study calls for further extensive

research on screening of eucalypts trees for low growth strains,

propagating such selected trees and assessing the wood quality

parameters in their wood.
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Appendix - I
Analysis of off-axis acoustic velocity based on off-axis elastic constant in a
lamina
In the analysis of the elastic behaviour of orthotropic materials, with three natural

axes at right angles, there are three elastic moduli, six Poisson ratios and three

shear moduli. In case of laminates, when the thickness is small compared to the

length and width, thickness direction is often ignored and only two values of
elastic moduli, longitudinal and transverse, two Poisson coefficients and one

shear modulus describe the elastic behaviour of the material.

Let us consider the 1-2 coordinate system that represents the principal material

axis and x-y coordinates system the geometrical axis with angle 8 from the x axis
to the 1-axis.

8

The stress components referring to 1 and 2 axis can be expressed in terms of

those referred to the x and y axes by the following transformation equation

l

I::l 1J;:l l - - - - - - - - - - - - (
r1 2

= [T

r_ry

1)

Where the transformation matrix is given by
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[T](T =

r

m2

n

2

- mn

mn

2mn
- 2mn

m2 - n2

l

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

where m = cos e and n = sin e
To obtain the stress components in x-y plane, Equation- I can be transformed in
the following equation

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 3)

[T ):1

can be obtained by taking inverse of the matrix shown m Equation -2.

l

which results in the following matrix

- mn

- 2mn
2mn
m2 - n2

------------------(4)

Let Ox be the only non-zero stress component then the normal stresses a1 and a2

in the 1 and 2 axes and the shear stress component in 1-2 plane can be derived

from the equation-2 and 3
a1 = crx m

Ox n
't 1 2

2

2

= - Ox mn

The stress-strain relationship in 1 -2 coordinate system can be given by
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[er, ]

Q1 1

CTz = [ Q,1
71 2
0

Q, 2

Q22
0

0 ][
0

Q66

£1 ]

£2
Y, 1

· · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · ... (5)

Where Q11, Q 12 , Q22 and Q66 are the reduced stiffness constants. These stiffness
constants can be related to the conventional engineering constants E l , E2
(Youngs modulus in direction 1 and 2 respectively), v 1 2. v 2 1 (Poisson ratios

when strained in direction 1 and direction 2 respectively) and 0 1 2 (principal shear

modulus) by solving equation -6 and can be given by
QI I

E

,
= --'-----} - V1 2 V 2 1

and

=

Q66

= G1 2

By Hooke' s law, we can write for the strains

and

we obtain the elastic modulus in X direction
;, =

:: + �: + (

d,,

2
- ;:, )m ' n ' ----------------------- ( 6 )

This equation is being used to determine shear strength in wood by performing
10° off-axis tension test in clear wood specimen of Sitka spruce (Yoshihara and

Ohta, 2000, Liu 2002). Chamis and Sinclair (1977) proposed tensile test for a

1 0° off-axis specimen to characterise fibre-composite inter-laminar shear.
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The equation -6 can be transformed for off-axis acoustic velocity in terms of
acoustic velocity in two principal directions, shear velocity and Poisson's ratio.
1

Where Vx is the velocity at X degrees from the axis, V l is the velocity along the

length and V2 is the velocity at 90°. V l 2 is the shear velocity and

Poisson's

ratio. This equation could be used to determine shear velocity by measuring
acoustic velocities in two principle directions and at an angle

symmetry assuming that the Poisson's ratio is known.

e from the axis of
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Appendix - I I
Effective modulus of a laminate board perpendicular to laminations

Consider first a homogeneous specimen of modulus E 1

l

+-- a

l

+-- a

W/2

W/2

Applied moment is constant = Wa/2
Radius of curvature of middle section is constant and
R 2 = (R - gc ) 2 + L2 ----------------------------------(1)

Assume 6 is small therefore ignoring 62 in equation
1 2 Jc
= 2 ----------------------------------(2)
R
L

We consider the beam to be initially unstressed and subject to a constant bending

moment along its length, i.e. pure bending. It will bend to a radius "R" as shown

in figure below. As a result of this bending the top fibres of beam will be

subjected to tension and the bottom to compression. It is reasonable to suppose

that somewhere between the two there is some point where stress is zero. The
locus of all such points is termed the neutral axis "N".
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G

H
A

N

D

N

F

E

Consider now two cross sections of a beam, HE and GF, originally parallel.
When the beam is bent it is assumed that these sections remain plane. They will

subtend some angle "8''. So the longitudinal strain at a distance y from the
neutral axis is given by

_ ( R + y ) B - R B _ 1'._
---- ------------------------------(3)
£ L
RB
R
The moment can be related to strain distribution
M=

Yz

Yz

-Yz

0

f w ady. y = 2 fw oy.dy

------ - (4 )

. .. . N

Where w is the specimen width
a = E c = EL
L

·y
R

[

2wE 1 1 2 2
2wE y 3 2 wt 3 E
y2
L -]
L
L -----------------(5)
=
so M = 2 wE1 - dy = __
y dy = __
R O
R
R
3 0
1 2R
0
tl

12

f

f

t
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so the applied moment is
3

Wa - �
EL • �
wt ----------------------------------( )
�
6

12

R

2

Since 1 /R = 26/L2
W
8

EL wt ----------------------------------(7 )
= --2
3

3L a

Consider now a composite beam of 12 lamina which is symmetrical about the
mid-thickness. Let each lamina have a different modulus from E l - E6

N

t/2
5t/1 2
t/3

E6
E5
E4
E3
E2
E1

t/4
t/6
t/1 2

On bending, a plane section will still remain plane so the relation between £y and
R will be exactly be the same as for the homogeneous beam but the stress will
vary.
So again

£ 1 = y/R and 1 /R = 2o/L2

and

M=

fi

fw a y dy = fwE
112

y

Y

c1

ydy =

E
[ ;J ydy = ; fE y dy
f�

112

112

Y

2

------------ (8 )

This is for a half beam

For full beam

----------------------------------(9 )
So the difference between the homogeneous and the composite beam is that in
the later E must be kept within integral because it is a function of y.
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2
4 J1
M = ;
E Y y dy

'f

----------------------------------(10)

0

and the applied moment
W

2
8w r 1 2
- 2 fE Y y dy ----------------------------- -----(11)
J aL 0

For a 12 laminae laminate
t/2

f

0

E y y 2 dy =

t/12

f

0

E1 y 2 dy +

t/6

f

t/12

E2 y 2 dy +

t /4

f

E 3 y 2 dy +

t/6

t/3

f

2
E4 y dy +

t /4

St / 1 2

f

E5 y 2 dy +
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t/ 2

fE y

St / 1 2

6

2

dy

on solving this equation we get
t/2

fE

0

y

t3
y 2 dy = - [0.0005787 E 1 + 0.004051E2 + 0.010995E 3 + 0.02141E4 + 0.03530E5 + 0.05266E6
3

Therefore
W 8 wt 3
=
f ( E)
<5 3aL2

--------------------------------(12)

The beam stiffness will be the same as that for the bending stiffness of a
homogeneous beam of effective modulus E 1 therefore
:=

so

��:!

3

=

�=�:

f (E)

----------------------------------(13)

EL = 8f(E) or
E L = 8 x [0.0005787 El + 0.00405 1E2 + 0.0 10995E3 + 0.02 1 4 1E4 + 0.03530E5 + 0.05266E6 ]

or
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EL = 8 X

E6

0.05266

E3
E2

0.02141
0.010995
0.004051
0.0005787

Es
E4
E1

0.03530

Let us consider the specific case for each laminated panel.
When loading is perpendicular to the lamination

The behaviour of different laminates would be different depending on the
position of longitudinal and the transverse plies.

By substituting the values of the elastic modulus of the corresponding ply in the

equation-14, the effective modulus of the laminate perpendicular to the

lamination could be obtained. For example consider the 3T6L3T configuration,

E l , E2 and E3 (i.e. 1 sr, 2°d and 3rd ply from the neutral axis) will be the modulus
of longitudinal plies and E4, E5 and E6 (4t\ 5th and 6th ply from the neutral axis)
will be the modulus of transverse plies.
E6
EL = 8 X

Es

E4
E3

E2

E1

E1

0.05266

= 8 X E1
0.010995
E1
0.004051
E,
0.0005787
E,

0.02141

0.05266

0.03530
0.02141

E1

0.3530

0.010995
0.004051
0.0005787

By substituting E 1 = 1 1269 MPa and Et= 432 MPa in equation 1 5, the solution of

the equation gives an effective modulus of this laminate of 1 786 MPa which is
comparable with the estimated modulus. For an alternate ply configuration,

1 sr,3rct and 5 th ply will be the transverse ply and 2°ct, 4th and 6th ply will be the

longitudinal ply. Thus the effective modulus of the laminate will be
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EL = 8 X

E6
E5
E4

E3

E2

E,

0.05266
0.03530

0.02141

0.010995

0.004051

0.0005787

= 8X

E1
Er

E1
Et

0.05266
0.3530

0.02141

0.010995

E1 0.004051
Et 0.0005787

= 7205 MPa

The results from this equation for all the configurations are compared with the

experimenta] ]y determined values and are shown in table -1.
When load is applied parallel to the lamination

For 3L6T3L, 3T6L3T, alternate ply the number of longitudinal and transverse

plies are same. Therefore in all these panel
Eeff = 0.5 E, +0.5 Et

From L VL panel, where all the plies are oriented in the same direction , E 1 and Et

are obtained. Substituting E 1 =10664 MPa and Et = 428 MPa in the equation
Eeff = 5564 MPa

(II) For 4L4T4L laminate

Eeff = 2/3*E, +1/3*E1

(III) For 4T4L4T laminate

Eeff = 1/3 *E, +2/3 *Et

The results from these equation and measured values of effective modulus are
given in table- I .
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Table-1: Estimated and model predicted MOE of plywood strips
Sample

Loading perpendicular
to lamination

Loading parallel to
lamination

Estimated

Predicted

Estimated

Predicted

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

(MPa)

modulus

Modulus

modulus

41AT4L

10984

10867

ALT-L

7233

7205

6012

1786

5091

3L6T3L
ALT-T

3T6L3T
4T41AT

9803

3413

1531
754

9914
4495
849

7432

modulus
7252

5614

5546

4464

5564

4078

3840

5546

5546
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Appendix - I l l
Pulping Trial at PAPRO, New Zealand
Chip evaluation

A 20 kg sub-sample from each chip group was used for the kraft pulping study.

The sub-sample was screened through a vibratory Williams screen (32mm holes;

8mm rods; 22mm holes; 1 9mm holes; 16mm holes; 1 3 mm holes; 9 mm holes; 6

mm holes) and the +1 9/+1 3 fractions accepted and combined. The accept chips

were mixed well and the oven-dry content determined by drying at 105°C until
constant weight (four replicates). Chip basic density was measured by volume

displacement based on AS/NZS 1301.00 l s-1 979 except that the fresh chips were

not given the specified soaking period. This method also measured the chip

oven -dry content.

Pulping trial:

The pulping trials involved pulping the four chip samples that had been obtained

by segregating logs on the basis of acoustic measurements. Thermo -mechanical
pulps were produced using the PAPRO Refiner Pilot Plant. Chemical pulps were

also prepared.

Mechanical pulping:

The mechanical pulping trials were performed in the

PAPRO Refiner Pilot Plant. The thermo-mechanical (TMP) pulps were produced

by atmospherically steaming chips in the pre-steaming bin at 90 ° C for 10

minutes prior to preheating at 1 25 ° C for 3 minutes in the pre -heater. The chips
were then refined using two stages of pressurized refining in the Jylha SD 52/36,

900 mm, 1250 kW, 1500 rpm single disc refiner. A 1 .0 bar pressure was

maintained for both the primary and secondary refining stages. The refiner was
fitted with plate pattern number 205216.

Two refining runs were performed for each wood sample. For each run, the pre

heater discharge screw was set to provide a nominal production rate of 9 - 11

oven-dry kg/min in the primary stage. Primary-stage pulps were produced using
energy applications in the range 1200 - 1500 kWh/odt. From each primary stage
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pulp, at least four second-stage pulps were produced with total energy
applications in the range 2000 - 3300 kWh/odt.

Chemical Pulping: Kraft pulps were prepared from 300g o.d. chips in 2L

digesters using 1 6% effective alkali charge, 30% sulfidity, 4:1 liquor:wood ratio

and 90 minutes to 168 C. The time at 168 C was varied to reach the target kappa
0

0

number. Cooked chips were propeller disintegrated at 1% consistency for 5

minutes and then screened through a 0.25 mm slotted vibrating flat-bed screen.
Screened pulp was centrifuged, fluffed, bagged, stored overnight to equilibrate

and the oven-dry content determined. Total and screened yields were determined

Pulp evaluation
Mechanical pulp evaluation: The mechanical pulp evaluation was performed
after latency was removed from all pulps. This involved gentle agitation of 24

oven-dry grams of pulp at 1.2 percent consistency while it was heated to 90 ° C.
The heated pulp was then disintegrated at 90 ° C for 10 minutes in a standard

British Disintegrator and quenched into six litres of cold water. Pulp consistency

was measured based on AS/NZS 1301.207s-1998. Freeness and Bauer McNett
fibre classification were based on AS/NZS 1301.206s- 1 988 and Tappi Standard

T233os-1975, respectively. Shieve content was determined by screening up to 15

oven-dry grams of pulp in a Pulmac shive analyser fitted with a 0.1 0 mm screen
plate. The pulp length-weighted fibre length was measured using a Kajaani FS-

200 fibre analyser. Handsheet preparation and evaluation were based on AS/NZS

1301.203s-1 993 and 208s-1997. The oven-dry basis weight was used to calculate

the handsheet strength data. The scattering coefficient data was calculated using
the air-dry basis weight.

Chemical pulp evaluation : The kraft pulp kappa number was determined using

a half-scale modification of the Appita Standard Method. Duplicate pulps close
to kappa 30 from each chip sample were analysed for fibre length, fibre thickness

and cell wall thickness using a Kajaani FiberLab3. Pulps were beaten in the PFI

mill for 1000 revolutions and handsheets prepared and tested according to Appita

Standard Methods.
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Appendix - IV
Pulping Trial at Norske Skog Boyer Mills
Thermo-mechanical Pulping

With the large number of logs available, there was a sufficient volume of chips in

each velocity class to enable the trial to be run without effecting production. That
is, all three Sunds RSA 52 inch (1320 mm) double rotating disc, primary refiners

were in operation throughout the two-day pulping trial. Refining consistency was
checked prior to trial commencement.

The chips were manually delivered into the TMP l trial bin. Before entering the

Sunds refiners, the chips were pre-steamed in a horizontal chip preheater in

which steam pressure is maintained at 60kPa (gauge) (112 C-115 C) to soften
0

0

the chips to aid refining. Each group was run for approximately 30 minutes at

normal feed rate after which the refining power was adjusted to the following

sequence:

4.2MW 3.8MW 3.4MW 3.0MW 3.0MW 3.4MW 3.8MW 4.2MW
Sampling took place from Sunds refiner No. 1, as this refiner was at mid-range

plate hours and did not require any direction changes during the trial. Refining

was by two discs 52" in diameter rotating in opposite directions, with each disc

powered by a 2.4MW synchronous motor rotating at 1500 rpm. In a single pass

through the refiner the chips were converted into a hot, dry pulp. At each refiner
load, the refiner power, metering screw speed and plug wiper water flow was

recorded, and a l OL pulp sample was collected for dry strength evaluation,

brightness measurement, and FS-200 fibre analysis (samples were screened and

delatenised). The power consumption along with both the throughput of the
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metering screw and the bulk density of chips were used to calculate the specific
energy consumption of the primary refiners.

Two 20L pulp samples were collected, half an hour apart, from the storage chest

post the secondary refiners one hour after the last primary refiner sample had
been taken.

Three 20L chip samples were taken hourly, from the conveyor belt entering the

plant, for each of the four groups of chips to monitor for variation in chip quality.

A chip distribution analysis was carried out for a sub-sample of chips from all

groups using standard size screens (+ l ", +7/8", +5/8", +3/8", +1/8", -1/8").

Pulp evaluations

All pulps were evaluated at the Norske Skog PPSG laboratories at the Boyer

Mill. Samples were delatenised for 1200 counts above 85°C in a standard British

Disintegrator and evaluated for Canadian standard freeness (AS/NZS1301.2065

1988). A sub-sample was taken and the length-weighted average fibre length was

measured using a Kajaani FS-200 fibre analyser.
Handsheets

were

prepared

usmg

the

Appita

Standard

Method

(AS/NZS1301.2035 1993) and evaluated for basic weight, bulk, tear index, burst

index, tensile index, stretch, work index, tensile stiffness index, roughness,

porosity, opacity and light scattering coefficient. All data was based upon the

conditioned basis weight of test sheets.
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